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TABLE OP NOMENGLATTJiiE^ 
A " filter cloth or septum area, ft.^ 
o<. = specific filti'ation resistance of actual filtration, 
Hr,Vlb, 
s specific resistance of a differential thickness solids 
layer or a finite thickness cake of particles In uni-
p 
form mechanical compression, Hr. /lb, 
= specific filtration resistance predicted from 
compression-permeability test data by the equation 
'^ean ~ specific filtration resistance predicted from 
compression-permeability test data by the equation 
tests n^^ and ng* cf« equation (38). 
£ = fractional porosity (pore volume/total cake volume). 
P = fluid head equivalent of fluid friction between points 
generally zero; Hr.^/lb« 
generally zero; Hr.^/lb, 
S = solids density, lb,/ft.^ 
ni 
= differential analysis of corapresslon-perraeablllty 
"1" and "f", fta 
O 
= local value of gravitational acceleration, ft,/sec. 
In consistent English units. 
Iv 
gjj = Newton*3 gravitational constant, 32»17l|-0> 
lb. mas3-ft./lb, force-sec.^ 
AE = fluid head loss in compresaion-permeabllity test, ft. 
k = Kozeny equation constant, nominally ^.OilO per cent 
K = parabolic parameter, ftt^/hr, 
L = thickness of porous solids bed or cake, ft. 
m = ratio of wet cake/dry cake weight 
^ = filtrate viscosity, Ib./ft.xlir. 
P = filtration pressure, lb,/ft»^ 
= hydrostatic pressure at point "i" in fluid stream, 
Ib./ft.^ 
P|. = hydrostatic pressure at point "f" in fluid stream, 
lb./ft.2 
P^ = hydrostatic pressure at any point "n" in fluid stream, 
lb./ft.2 
= fluid pressure drop in filtration or across porous 
beds, Ib./ft.^ 
Pj^  = mechanical pressure on particles in porous granular 
solids cakes, Ib./ft.^ 
f(Pjj^) = function of 
= difference in mechanical pressure between two points, 
Ib./ft,^ 
= filtrate density, lb,/ft.^ 
= fluid density at point "i" in fluid stream, lb./ft,3 
V 
= fluid density at point "f" in fluid stream, lb./ft.3 
/^avg ~ value of fluid density between two points in 
fluid stream, lb,/ft,^ 
R s= total resistance to fluid flow, Hr,^/ft.^ 
= resistance of cake solids to fluid flow, Hr.^/ft.^ 
R^ = resistance of filtration deposition zone to fluid flow, 
K resistance of equipment leads, fittings, etc. to fluid 
flow, Hr.^/ft,^ 
Rj^  = resistance of filter cloth or septum to fluid flow, 
Hr.2/ft.2 
s « prefilt consistency, ovendry insoluble solids weight/ 
prefilt weight 
S = specific surface of particles, surface area/unit volume 
of solids, ft.^/ft«3 
0 = filtration time, Hr. 
Oq = time equivalent of V^, Hr, 
^ = filtration rate, Hr./ft#^ 
u = ^  ~ , fluid flow rate/unit area; ft./Hr# 
Ujj^ = fluid velocity at point (station) "i" in fluid stream, 
ft./sec. 
Uf = fluid velocity at point (station) "f" in fluid stream, 
ft./sec# 
V = fluid or filtrate voltirae, ft.3 
vl 
= fluid or filtrate rate, ft.^/Hr. 
VQ = filtrate volume from prefllt equivalent of filter cloth 
resistance, ft«^ 
w = fluid head equivalent of shaft work done by fluid 
between points "1" and "f", ft, 
W or WQ = ovendry weight of porous granular solids cake, lb, 
= ovendry weight of porous grpnular solids cake equivalent 
of R^, lb, 
= difference In cake wel^ts, lb. 
= fluid elevation at point "1", ft. 
Zf = fluid elevation at point "f", ft. 
vii 
SUMMARY 
Filtration resistance was investigated by cornpression-
penneability teat techniques on laboratory and commercial 
plant materials. 
The laboratory compression-permeability testa were made 
on reagent grade calcium carbonate, commercial grade calcium 
carbonate, commercial grade barium sulfate and chemical pure 
titanium dioxide. The range of mechanical pressure 
used was approximately 1 to 7I4.O psi. and the range of specific 
resistance ( oi^) found for the four materials was approxi-
mately 10 to 10,500 Hr. /lb. In general, increased mechanical 
pressure (Pj^) resulted in decreased porosity (£" ), increased 
specific resistance (cXp), and decreased particle size. No 
simple relationship of or 6 to P^^ was found for the 
entire Pj^ range for all the materials. However, good repre­
sentation was obtained for each material by the uae of one or 
more relationships! of the form o<L = 0 fj/"* Influences of 
sr 
agitation and repulping on o<'p and € were demonstrated. By 
using a differential analysis calculation on two sets of 
compression-permeability test data the problems of apparatus 
calibration, which were complicated by cake septum interaction, 
were circumvented. This gave more realistic results than the 
vlil 
U3e of empty apparatus calibration. 
Laboratory constant pressure filtrations were made on 
the four materials using the pressure range of 6.^ to 71*8 
psi. to provide actual values of specific filtration resis­
tance for comparison with predicted specific resistance found 
by the compression-permeability tests# Filter permeability 
tests viere also made but the results v/ere usually found to be 
significantly higher than the actual resistance values. 
Analysis of the compression-permeability test data gave 
predicted specific filtration resistance values which were 
generally In good agreement with the actual specific resis­
tance values. Specific resistance predicted by use of the 
equation 
^ean " 
was found to be in better agreement with, actual values than 
those predicted by the use of the equation 
developed by other workers. Deviations of actual specific 
resistance from ai'o believed to be the consequence of 
assumptions made in the derivation of the equation, 
"Scouring" may also be an Important factor# 
Comparison of specific filtration resistance for commer­
cial rotary dmm plant filtrations, laboratory constant 
ix 
pressure filtratlona, filter permeability tests, and 
compreasion-permeablllty tests was made for the dewatorlng 
of a pearl cornstarch prefllt# The agreement was excellent 
showing that filtration theory and laboratory tests can be 
satisfactorily correlated with Industrial practice. 
1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The separation of materials constitutes a very important 
part of chemical plant prooeasins. That particular separa­
tion whioh involves the removal of solida from a fluid-solid 
mixture by forcing the fluid through a porous base or septum 
while retaining the solids on the base is called filtration. 
In modern industrial processes filtration is encountered as 
one or more steps in the production or treatment of a variety 
of materials, e.g., foods and beverages, cellulose pulp and 
paper, petroleum, trade wastes, sewage sludge, and chemicals. 
Historically, filtration separations were rule of thumb 
procedures. Hovrever, the practical importance of filtration 
as a processing step, connected with its significant equip­
ment investment and operation costs, early stimulated thought 
which reached beyond rule of thumb or art type operations. 
This resulted in research and development in the theory of 
filtration. The tempo of those Investigations inci'eased over 
the years, but filtration did not yield readily to a theory 
XnAiich could be correlated with practice. It was not until 
1931 that a theoretical concept of filtrations v/as advanced 
whioh was consistent with actual filtration operations. That 
concept, one of specific filtration resistance aa a 
2 
ctiaracteristic of each material, had actually been presented 
approximately 1^ years earlier but in a form too involved and 
inadequately implemented for successful general application. 
Following this filtration resistance concept investigations 
wore made concerning the similarity and difference between 
filtration and permeability of porous beds. It became in­
creasingly evident that both filtration and permeability must 
be governed by certain theoretical relationships from which 
it should be possible to predict filtration resistance from 
peiTrne ability studies. The compress ion-permeability test was 
evolved and investigations were made along those lines. The 
results have been promising. However, the methodology of 
experiment, calculation of results, and interpretation of 
data relating porous bed compression-permeability to filtra­
tion resistance is still incomplete. 
This thesis, originally started in 19^2 under the direc­
tion of Dr. B. P. Ruth, was directed toward developing tech­
niques for the compression-permeability test to demonstrate 
its utility as a tool for the study of filtration and the 
prediction of filtration resistance, and to correlate filtra­
tion theory with industrial practice. Consideration has been 
limited to the conventional liquid-solid cake filtration. 
This excludes filter-medium filtration, adsorption and 
percolation. 
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II. IfflVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The first published discussion of filtration theory was 
tViat of Hatschook (28)• In that work the influence of par­
ticle size and shape on cako structure, and flow resistance 
was considered. The unique role (throttling layer resistance) 
of the first layer of particles contacting the filter septum 
was suggested, Almy and Lewis (3) set forth an empirical 
equation relating filtrate flow rate to pressure. ' Although 
their development possessed a certain utility it can hardly 
be described in the present connotation as theoretical. The 
first theoretical attempt to describe filtration was that by 
Sperry (6^). Sperry believed that Foiseuille*s law for 
capillary tube flow should also govern fluid flow through 
porous media. He accordingly derived an equation which has 
been shown (^7) to be fundamentally correct. That equation, 
however, was apparently too involved for useful acceptance by 
others. It was criticized by some workers and was used only 
by Sperry (62, 6I4.). Similar equations were developed by 
Alliot ( 2 ) ,  Hinchley, Ure and Olark ( 32), and Underwood ( 6 9 ) .  
In many of the early works the concept of filtration 
resistance on the cake volume or cake thickness basis had 
been employed. Van G-llse, van Ginnekan, and Wateman (71, 
72, 731 71-1.) suggested cake weight rather than, cake volvusie as 
the basis for filtration resistance. 
In those works and others there were many attempts to 
develop a satisfactory concept of the filtration operation in 
terms of a theoretical expression ^ ^;hich could be established 
experimentally. Much of the difficulty encountered was due 
to failure to properly treat cloth resistance, to recognize 
that flow through a filter cake is viscous, to use cake 
weight instead of cake volume, and to understand that filtra­
tion resistance is generally govei'nod by cake compressibility 
and hence is a function of pressure. These points wore first 
collectively clarified by the concept and working equations 
for the filtration process set forth by Ruth ^  al. (57, 
59, 60). They presented, for constant pressure filtrations, 
an equation^ based upon Poiseuille*a law, 
( V  +  =  K  ( 9  +  9 ^ ) .  ( 1 )  
It was shown (57, 60) that the parameter K can be written 
V - 2A^P(1 -ma) ,, . 
" a o< 
from which the specific filtration resistance c< , which 
characterizes the filtered material as a function of filtra­
tion pressure, could be written 
T 
Symbols used in this equation and all of the following 
equations of the thesis are identified in the Table of 
Nomenclature, page iii • 
5 
( ^ )  
For any filtration the value of could, thorefore, bo 
calculated since all terms of the right hand moraber of equa­
tion (5) are known or easily determined. In equation (E>), 
, K, and m are the dependent variablea. 
These equations are actually a particular treatment of 
the generally accepted filtration rate equation 
which is based on D'Aroy'a law and successfully used by 
aevoral investigators (8, 1)4., 26, 57» ^9i 63, 6^). 
Hatscheck In hia oarly work (28) recogniaod that flow 
through a filter cake was basically a phenomenon of flow 
through a porous medium and the possibility of predicting 
filtration resistance from pai'ticle size and shape, and cake 
porosity was suggested as early as 1931 (61)• Other workers 
outside of the field of filtration studied flow throu^ 
porous beds but those studies, in general, involved particles 
which were relatively macroscopio compared to those of 
chemical filter cakes. The full extent to which the results 
are applicable to filtration remains to be determined. Never­
theless, certain porous bed flow studies warrant special con­
sideration, The most xi^idely used is the Kozeny-Oarraan equation 
6 
„ = —£jL . 
U - ^ ) 2  L  
based on Kozeny*3 original derivation subsequently dis­
cussed and Ttiodified by Carman (1^)» Tho same equation was 
independently derived by Pair and Hatch (2l^ .)• 
Theoretical application of equation (?) to filtration 
has been discussed by Cannan (16). It can be vrritten 
dV S 81 ZIP 
— = p • (8) 
d© (1 -£ )kS'=^ W^j 
and more simply 
dV _ 1 
d® ' 
Carrnan (16) and ivuth pointed out that if poroaity ) 
is a function of pressure stress only, then the average 
resistance (®^) of a filter cake is determined only by the 
upper limit of pressure stress which is the filtration 
pressure. They also recognized that porosity varies across 
filter cake thickness and an average value of porosity was 
needed to determine the average resistance {o<)* Oraco (25) 
suggested that a sira.ple method of determining an average 
porosity from filtration data was not apparent. The diffi­
culties encountered in the concept of an average porosity and 
the possibility that the specific surface (S) may vary with 
pressure has limited the practical application of equation 
( 7 ) .  
7 
Although the Kozeny-Carman equation is not of direct 
utility for predicting filtration resistance it has been 
viidoly investigated and successfully employed in certain 
porous bed studios and applications# It is the beat available 
expression for relating filter cake behavior to porosity and 
particle properties. However, the equation is limited by the 
assumptions Kozeny (33') made in its derivation. These 
assumptions, discussed in detail by Cai»man (I9)i provide a 
convenient classification for many reported porous bed 
studies. The assumptions are: 
1. No pores sealed off. 
2. Pores distributed at random. 
3# Pores reasonably uniform in size. 
[}.. Porosity not too high. 
Diffusion and surface effects absent. 
A condensed form of Carman's discussion and other comments 
pertinent to these assumptions follows: 
Assumption 1; 
Work of Warren and Libsch (7^) on the pressing compaction 
of metal powders showed that 100 per cent of pore volume was 
available to flow even after pressing at 75 Tons/in.^ 
pressure. In contrast, Kraus et (37, 38) concluded that 
certain chemical powder compacts formed at low pressure 
possessed acme pore volume unavailable to fluid flow. 
Q 
Asauinptilon 2: 
Stratified materiala shox-; greater permeability parallel 
to the bedding plane than across it (^3)« Oriented distribu­
tion of pores of parallel packed fibers (67) resulted in k -
6.0 in equation (7) for flovj perpendicular to the fibers and 
k = 3«0 for parallel flow. Anderson and V/arburton (!{.), Brown 
(10), Coulson (21), Ruth (5)?), Meyette (ij.1), Martin et al« 
CI|.0) showed that k depends on orientation. 
Assumption 3! 
If large and small capillaries exist In parallel, then a 
higher pemeabillty is obtained than if the same porosity 
were unifoxnuly distributed (l5). An aggregate bed which did 
not obey Kozeny's law was strongly compressed and the per­
meability changed to conform to the law (5i|-)# 
Assumption l|j 
Emersleben (23) worked out the strict equation for flow 
parallel to ©qui-spaced cylinders. Prom that development the 
Kozeny equation should break down seriously when £ is 
greater than 0.8. This was confirmed by Sullivan (66) who 
showed that k increased rapidly at high porosities. Adamson 
(1), Grace (25), Hawksley (29)> Iberall (3i+)» and Wyllie and 
Rose (77) all considered k to vary with porosity. The work 
of Hawksley (29) is of special interest for he derived an 
estimate of k which gives, for spheres, k = l|..9^tlO per cent 
over the porosity range £ - 0.8^ to £ = O.Ij.0. According 
9 
to hia equation, k waa found to have a minimum value of 
approximately at = 0.6 and to continually increase at 
porosities above and below 0,6, Carman and Malhorbe (20) 
recommended that when the Kozeny-Carman equation is used to 
determine apeciflc surface the porosity range of 0.14. to 0,$ 
should be employed. 
Assumption 
The water permeability of clays changes much more 
rapidly with porosity than Indicated by the porosity function 
£^/[l " £ )^. Kozeny (36)f Carman (17) and Macey (39) 
suggested that part of the pore water remained stationery. 
It has also been suggested that permeability is not inversely 
proportional to viacosity (9» 13) that change of vis­
cosity may occur in capillaries (6, 68). In addition, de­
crease in permeability with time of flow has been observed 
(12)• Electrosmosis advocated by Ruth as a cause was 
subsequently abandoned (^6) in light of the work of (Jrace 
(2^). Further, the difference between gas and liquid per-
raeahllity has been set forth (5), I8, 5^ ), 
In a paper concerning the permeability of kaollnite, 
Michaels and Lin ().i.2) grouped the possible reasons for 
departure from the Koaeny-Carman equation aa 
1. Ionic or molecular force abnormalities concentrated 
at the liquld-aolid interface and acting on the permeating 
fluid. 
10 
2. Abnormal it lewS duo to changes in packing charaoterla-
tiCB. 
They concluded that item 2 was largely responsible for the 
departure from the Ko'/.eny-Oarman equation* but some slight 
effocta of item 1 existed when water or aqueous solutions 
were used. 
It is evident that assumptions 2, 3 and ij, above have high 
potential as sources of error in the application of Kozeny-
Carraan or similar equations to oake filtration. The issue 
regarding assumptions 1 and ^ remains somewhat indefinite. 
It should also be noted that the original intent of Koaeny*a 
derivation did not embody the variable range and other com­
plications which exist in pressure formed filter cakes. 
Tlie foregoing considerations caused investigators to 
abandon the Kozeny-Carman typo equation and to return to the 
specific filtration resistance concept. In 19l|6 Ruth (55) 
set forth the compression-permeability teat as a tool for 
predicting specific filtration resistance. He derived for 
any filtration at pressure P the equation 
which related specific filtration resistance ( '^avg.^ dif­
ferential specific resistance ( o( )» Both c>< ava JP ft V ^  • p 
were expressed on the unit weight basis. They were shovmi to 
be functions of pressure for all materials. Apparent 
11 
exception of the so-called, incompressible materials involved 
only limitation of the pressure range. 
The concept of conipresaion-permeability testing and its 
application to the prediction of filtration resistance 
appeared to be sound but Ruth (^5) was unable to achieve its 
experimental confirmation from limited experimental data# 
The same concept was employed by Grace 26, 27) who 
derived, in a somewhat more elegant fashion, the same basic 
equation (10), and variations of that equation for specific 
cases of filtration Including centrifugation. By compre­
hensive experiment Grace nominally established validity of 
the compreBslon-permeability concept, emphasized the impor­
tance of flooculatlon as a factor in filtration resistance, 
and produced further information regarding deviation of 
chemical cakes from the Kozeny-Carman equation. The 
compression-permeability approach has also been used by 
Heertjes (30) and Miller (Ij-3). 
A considerable number of Investigations in filtration 
and allied subjects have not been cited in the above review 
olthei* because they lack theoretical significance or they 
complicate the issues being considered. Wo literature review 
of filtration should be given, however, without mention of 
the very excellent reviews of Miller Ij.6, [|.8, i^ .9, 
50> 5l» $2) and Heertjes (30)» Mention should also be made 
of the Brownell and Katz (11) concept which involves fluid 
12 
flovj# oake oharacteriatlcs, and modified dlmonsionless groups. 
That approach differs radically from the specific filtration 
resistanc© concept and appears difficult for materials which 
are as non ideal as chemical slurries. 
13 
III. THEORY 
In the ideal filtration a profilt suspension of unifom 
chai'acteristics is maintained in contact iTith deposited 
filter cake. The cake is supported by a hypothetical filter 
septum having no flow resistance and is not altered by eroaion 
or sedimentation. As filtration proceeds cake growth occui^s 
as prefilt suspension flows into the deposition zone where 
fluid-solid separation occurs, and the filtrate passes 
through the previously deposited cake. At any time during 
the filtration the driving force (filtration pressure) is the 
hydrostatic pressure drop between the prefilt suspension and 
the downstream side of the septum. 
It is apparent that those ideal conditions are never 
attained. Actually there exist several resistances in series, 
i.e., septum resistance (Rm)* deposition ssone resistance 
(Ra). cake resistance (Hq), and resistance (Rj^) due to 
equipment leads, fittings, etc. We may v;rite for the total 
resistance (r), 
R = Rl -f + Rq + (11) 
If the upstream (prefilt) pressure tap and downstream (fil­
trate) pressure tap are properly located, R^ is insignificant 
and the total filtration resistance reduces to 
Ik 
R = R, + R + R„. (12) 
a o m 
Of tho three resiatance terms R^ Is the most significant. 
Values for Rj^ can usually be obtained from filtration data, 
and R^j is a term of only theoretical interest. 
The cake resistance R^j may be written as: 
Rq = (13) 
where W^/A is filter cake weight deposited on unit filter 
area and o< is specific filtration resistance. In like 
manner, resistance Rj,^ may be conveniently expressed using an 
equivalent cake weight 
. dw 
In any filtration the flow of fluid (filtrate) produces 
a loss of hydrostatic pressure as a consequence of the three 
right hand terms of equation (12)« From Bernoulli's equation 
of flow 
Zi + Hif - w-.F=Z|.+ ££ + (1^ ) 
2gc /^£ 2gc 
change in fluid pressure results from kinetic energy 
change work (w), fluid friction (F), or eleva­
tion difference (Zj^-Zj^). 
Prictional drag forces within a filter cake are mani­
fested as mechanical compressive stress. The total of the 
drag force components perpendicular to the septum are 
transferred to the support. Mechanical compressive stress on 
the particles at any point therefore is the sum of the com­
ponents from the point to the deposition zone. For com­
pressible cakea porosity is a function of mechanical stress 
and varies across the cake. This was established experi­
mentally by Grace (2!^) and Young (78)• The qualitative 
variation of porosity, hydrostatic, and mechanical pressure 
stress across a compressible filter cake is shown in Pigiire 
1. Assuming work of filter cake compression, elevation, and 
kinetic energy changes negligible, equation (1^) -written 
across points 3 and 0 of Figure 1 becomes 
3^ • ^0 = B.V&J • (16) 
By asserting that total fluid friction pressure loss 
(/^avg.^^ is converted to mechanical pressure (P^^) equation 
(16) becomes 
I'3 - ^0 = - Pmo) U7) 
or 
4 P = - (18) 
For the cake shown in Figure 1 the filtration rate 
equation (6) is written 
i = ^^3*2 + , (19) 
A dO yffUd + Ko + 
where the total fluid pressure drop 
^ ^3#0 ~ ^3 " ^ 0 » 
/)epo3/fjon ji •one 7 
r F/'/fer Cake 
-Seph um 
Pref/Jf 
:^ T 
•V. 
1. 
^ ___ > 
I—P 
' m 
/v///r?/<? 
<^y Rr 
Figure 1. Variation of porosity, hydrostatic and mechanical pressure in 
cake filtration. 
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is that generally measured in filtration. In terms of 
specific resistance, disregarding equation (19) becomes 
1 £V = ^^3.0 . (20) 
A dO ^ 
A A / 
where $ the characteristic resistance of filter cake 
solids, is Independent of the variable V/ but dependent on 
filtration pressure (P  ^ - Pq)* This dependence has been 
ahovm by several investigators and empirical relationships 
for = f(/lP) have been suggested (1I4., 22, 60, 61}., 70, 
76). The variation of hydrostatic pressure (P) and mechanical 
pressure (P^) across the filter cake has been considered to 
be complementary by Carman (I6), Grace (26), and Ruth (5^)« 
Bloomfield (7) has mentioned that solid to solid pressure is 
the actual mechanical pressure stress. That stress is not 
necessarily equivalent to hydrostatic pressure drop. 
Using the notation Wq + = W> and witing equation 
(20) for a finite cake weight, 
i - •  ( 2 1 )  
A^ d® ^ W cK 
A finite weight filter cake may be considered to be made up 
of a series of infinitesimal weight layers ( 4 W)^ so that W = 
CO 
2: (^w)^. Across each layer a hydrostatic pressure drop 
(Z^P)j^ is developed. Thus, equation (21) for differential 
/• 
solids "Weight (dW) having differential specific resistance 
18 
( o<'p)i and dirferential hydrostatic pressure dP is written 
1. M = dP . (22) 
a2 d® >^o^pdW 
By substitution using equation (10) to obtain mechanical 
pressure 
^ S  J (23)  
a2 d© /<^c<pdW 
and rearranging 
 ^dW = I2i!1 . (2ii.) 
k'^  d© c^ p 
Integrating across the zone of hydrostatic pressure drop 
(P^ •» PQ ) T  
/\v,= . h (25) 
d© y 7 C< A d - /  J  ( ? <  
0 I-mo P 
^mo 
/ dPm . (26) 
A"^  d© J c^p 
Substituting equation (26) into equation (21) using Pj^^ = 0, 
and the notation c^^vg. instead of oi to denote substitution 
dPm 
oi'^ ° f "sr • 
•^avg. J ^P 
or 
19 
Po - Pn 
o< = ^ . (28) 
0 
By the assumptiona involved in deriving equation (28), 
Pjjj^  = P^  - Pq. Therefore, the theoretical approximation of 
specific filtration resistance is given by the equation 
o.....  . (29) 
P3 - Pf 
•avg. ^ P,-Pn 
/ Hm 
0 C3<. 
'P 
Thus, for any filtration the specific filtration resis­
tance {o< ) oan be theoretically predicted using equation (29) 
provided the relationship of ('^^p) to can be detemiined. 
This relationship may be determined experimentally by 
compression-permeability testing whore permeability is deter­
mined on finite thickness cakes under uniform mechanical com­
pression (2^, The mechanical compressive stress applied 
by meajns of a perforated piston is independent of the low 
magnitude fluid pressure drop used for the permeability 
measurement. Re3u3.ts of the test may be calculated from the 
equation 
^ 1M = di (30) 
^ p + Rm + »1 
If it is asserted that 
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can be determinod from empty apparatus calibration! then 
can be calculated for each mechanical pressure stress 
using equations (30) and (31)« Hov/ever, justifloation for 
the uae of empty apparatus calibration is difficult. Such a 
calibration involves cake-septum physical conditions not 
necessarily identical to those of the tost conditions. Also, 
allowance is not made for cake-septum interaction resistance 
or entrance and exit fluid presaurs losses across the cake. 
An alternate approach to the use of empty apparatus 
calibration is uae of two tests made at different cake weights 
Wc-j_ and From equation (30) for each mechanical pressure 
v^iere subscripts 1 and 2 denote tests made at different cake 
weights and Rearranging equations (32) and(33) 
(32) 
and 
1 
(33) 
o<pWoi + A{a„ + Ki) = (3lj.) 
and 
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A^ ( 4 P)p , 
o<pWo2 + A(R„ + Rj.) = . (35) 
yl4 ^ /U. V I 
•^(U) 
2 
Combining equations (3i^-) and (3^) 
„ _A^(4P)2 A^(4P)i  
®^ p^ 02 "" p^ oi .j;;;* ' •• - • (3o) p d y J. ^ /dV) 
sldejg l(d©/^ 
Writing Z1 W 3= (Wog " Wc^) * 
( « )<4 W) = ^ H^C'^pXW). (37) 
h( i ) ,  
The oal(3ulation procediire using equation (30) will 
subsequently be referred to as a "differential analysis" and 
for tests n-j^ and n2 will be designated by the symbol A?il. 
In the derivation of equation (29) several assumptions 
viere made. Moat of those are probably of no significance. 
However, certain things concerning the equation and its 
derivation should be mentioned. They are: 
1. The assumed complete conversion of hydrostatic 
pressure loss to mechanical compression of the filter cake 
may bo unrealistic. 
2. The work of filter cake compression is not zero. 
3* Transfer of small particles by relatively high liquid 
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velocity through a filter cake may bo significantly greater 
than for the case of very low liquid velocity through a 
compression-perraeability test cake. 
Experimental determination of the extent of validity of 
equation (29) constituted an important part of this thesis. 
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IV. LABORATORY TESTS 
k* Compression-Permeability Tests 
Comprossion-pGrneabillty testing is essentially the 
application of stepwise mechanical pressure stresses to 
finite thickness cakes of particulate materials, and the 
determination of fluid permeability of the compressed bed at 
each pressure stress# The description of apparatus and test 
procedures are set forth in this section. Tlrie materials 
tested, results, and discussion of results are also presented. 
lo Description of apparatus 
The compression-permeability test equipment assembly 
consisted of the test coll (item 1, Figure 2), a mechanical 
loading device, a fluid feed device (item 7# Figure 2), and a 
fluid receiving-measuring device (item 11, Figure 2). The 
compression-permeability cell is shown disassembled in Figure 
3» It consists basically of the cell cylinder, a perforated 
false bottom, top and bottom screens and filter papers, and a 
perforated piston. Figure i|. is a dimensioned drawing of the 
cell. 'Ihe micrometer-dial gage combination (items 3 and 2, 
Figure 2) mounted on the piston shaft and coll cylinder was 
used to measure cake thickness at any time d^^rln£ the tost. 
Figure 2, Compression-permeability teat equipment 
assembly. 
2!^  
Figure 3* Compression-permeability test cell. 
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Figure i].. Compression-permeability test cell details. 
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The material of construction of the coll was mainly brass# 
Laboratory tubing connections and lines were of glass and 
Tygon. The fluid feed device was a 2-llter aspirdtor bottle 
connected to the top of the cell cylinder. A manoraotor log 
(item 6) xms also connected at this point. The outlet line 
from the cell to the receiving burette contained a tee for 
insertion of a thermometer (item 8). Receiving burettes were 
a 1.0 milliliter and a $0 milliliter capacity interconnected 
by glass T-cocks (items 5 and 12). This arrangement per­
mitted use of either burette, interchangeably, for large or 
small fluid rates. Liquid level in the burettes was used as 
the downstream lag of the manometer. 
Mechanical loading of the perforated piston was applied 
by wel^ts up to a compressive stress of approximately 82 psi 
and by a small Carver hydraulic press from 82 to 7i4-3 psi-. 
The hand press served as a load-table for the weights. IVhen 
loaded by wei^ts the cell was placed on the bottom platen of 
the press and weights were added to the load shaft i-ihich 
passed through the top platen of the press. The load was 
transmitted from the load-shaft to the perforated piston 
shaft by means of a ball joint. Tlie loading was changed from 
weights to hydraulic at any time simply by raising the bottom 
platen of the hydraulic press until the ball-joint seated in 
the top platen. This method of load transfer is essential 
for obtaining the best test results. 
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2« Materlala tested 
The materials chosen for the basic laboratory testing 
program were selected to provide a wide range of permeability 
and filtration resistance values. Corapression-pemieability 
and filtration tests were made of reagent grade calcium car­
bonate# comraercial grade calcium cai'bonate, commercial grade 
barium sulfate, and chemical pure titanium dioxide. Material 
characteriatics and Initial preparation for test use are 
outlined below. 
a. Reap;ent p;rade calcium carbonate. This material was 
Baker & Adamson reagent grade powdered calcium carbonate 
obtained from the General Chemical Division of Allied 
Chemical & Dye Corporation, New York, N. Y* Stock supply for 
testing was prepared as a slurry by mixing 792 g. of the as 
received mixed powder with 9*360 g. of dlatllled water in a 
$ gallon container. The only agitation was hand stirring 
using a wooden paddle. Figure fj is a photomicrograph pre­
pared from a sample of the stock supply. The particle slae 
distribution of this slurry as determined microscopically 
using a Filar micrometer is given in Table A1 of Appendix A. 
Density of the slurry particles was determined experimentally 
to bo ?.709 g./cm.^ using weight-volume data. 
b« Commercial grade calcium carbonate. Several pounds 
of this material as a thickened mud (slurry) was taken from 
Figure PhotomlcroOTaph of reagent grade calcium 
carbonate (IjlOOX). 
Figure 6« Photomicrograph of commercial grade calcium 
carbonate (1,lOOX). 
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a storage tank in the unit operations laboratory of the Iowa 
Stato College Chemical Engineering Department. It had 
originally been obtained in powdered form as commercial grade 
calcium carbonate. The name of the supplier ia no longer 
knom. The material contained in the storage tanlc had been 
used in many laboratory studies and was therefore not repre­
sentative of a commercial grade sample. After a thorough 
mixing ^ by hand the "m^ud" was covered with tap water and 
stored as a stock supply. Material from this stock supply 
vms wet-soreened thi''0Ugh a 200-mesh sieve and the through 
screen suspension was collected and stored in a 10 gallon 
container. Samples for the laboratory tests wore taken as 
needed. Figure 6 is a photomicrograph prepared from a sample 
of this material. The particle size distribution of tlie 
material as determined microscopically by Pilar micrometer 
measurements is given in Table A1 of Appendix A. Density of 
the slurry particles was determined to be 2.698 g./cm.^ using 
weight-volume data. 
Goromerclal grade barium sulfate. This material v;as 
taken from a ^0 lb. bag of Suco Blanc Fixe No. 10, dry 
powdered barium sulfate obtained from Standard Ultramarine 
Co., Huntington, W. Va. The powder was mixed as needed with 
tap water to a paste-like consistency, and then wet-soreened 
throuf^ a 200-meah sieve. The through screen suspension was 
collected and stored in a 10 gallon container. Samples for 
314. 
the teats vrore taken as needed. B'igure 7 is a photomicro­
graph of a sample of the commercial grade barivira sulfate 
taken from the test supply. 
Chemical pure titanium dioxide. Tlie titanium di­
oxide v;as 0. P. Baker's Analyzed titanium dioxide received aa 
a dry powder in 1 pound lots from J. T. Baker Chemical Co., 
PhillipaMrg, N. J. Several pounds of the powdered chemical 
were mixed dry and the containers were refilled with the 
mixed powder. A test supply slurry of the titanium dioxide 
was prepared using distilled water as follows. A LjJ? g* 
quantity of the dry mixed powder was placed in a li liter 
beaker. Distilled water was added to within one inch of the 
top of the beaker and the mixture was stirred with a araall 
electric laboratory stirrer for 1^ minutes. The stirred sus­
pension was poured into a 5 gallon container and distilled 
water added to bring the total water addition to 6,8l|0 milli­
liters. Before removal of teat samples the material was 
stirred by hand using a wooden paddle. Figure 8 is a photo­
micrograph of the chemical pure titanium dioxide taken from a 
sample of this suspension. 
3« Test procedures 
Early in the compression-permeability test study minor 
procedure modifications were made as found necessary until a 
suitable procedure was developed. This procedure is 
Figure 7* Photomicrograph of comtneroial grade barium 
sulfate (1,100X), 
Figure 8. Photomicrograph of chemical pure titanium 
dioxide (1,100X). 
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desigfiafced Procedure A. The other procedures are modifica­
tions of Procedure A to illustrate the effect of agitation or 
other variables on permeability. 
Procedure A. The test equipment assembly for this 
procedure is that shovm by Figures 2, and Ij.. A sample of 
slurry to bo tested was placed in a beaker and loft undis­
turbed until the suspended solids had settled. The clear 
liquor was removed by means of a siphon, and the thickened 
sample was again set aside. The test cell (item 1, Figure 2) 
was then prepared for the sample. All parts of the apparatus 
downstream from the perforated false bottom were filled with 
the test licjuid and purged of air. The test cell was then 
filled with liquid until the perforated false bottom was 
covered to a depth of is inch. Then one of the coarse (lj.0-
mesh) screens was placed on the perforated false bottom, 
followed by a fine (200-mesh) screen. A piece of round 
filter paper (Whatman No. I4.IH) having a diameter approximately 
1/10 inch greater than the inside diojtioter of the cell was 
crimped and notched on the periphery to provide a snug fit 
when placed inside the cell. This paper, with the concave 
side up, was placed inside the cell and pushed doim against 
tVie top surface of the fine screen. The perforated piston T^ ras 
then inserted and pressed firmly against the filter paper. 
The piston was removed and a quantity of the previously 
thickened solids poured onto the filter paper in the cell. 
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The liquid above the cake was drained through the cake by 
opening the doxmstreara drainage cock (item ij.) to the vmste 
line (item 10), The cock v;a3 then closed, A piece of round 
filter paper (li/hatman No, 1|.1H) having a diameter approxi­
mately I/6I4. inch leas than the cell inside diameter vms 
placed on the top smrface of the cake. This v;as followed by 
a fine (SOO-mesh) screen and a coarse (lj.O-mesh) screen. The 
perforated piston was then inserted into the cell. The 
cover flange of the cell was tif^tened dom, the micrometer 
head (item 3) was set at some convenient reading (usually 
0,5000 inches) and the inlet line to the cell was connected 
to the fluM head (aspirator bottle). The drainage line cook 
(item 1|.) xms then positioned to discharge fluid from the 
downstream side of the cell Into the burette receiving system. 
The piston was allowed to approach a compacting equilibrium 
with tho cake solida after which a permeability test was 
made. This consisted of draining the burette receiving 
system to a convenient starting point. The burette cocks 
(items 5 and 12) were positioned so that the liquid discharge 
from the cell passed into the receiving burette. A stopwatch 
was started as the liquid level in the burette reached a 
volume graduation mark, and the upstream liquid head on the 
cell was read simultaneously on the manometer, Vfliilo liquid 
collected in the receiving burette the dial gage reading and 
fluid temperature readings vjere taken at convenient Intervals, 
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Thon, as the burotto liquid level reached a final volume 
graduation mark the time vras noted and the simultaneous up-
stroorn liquid head on the cell was read on the manometer# 
Downstream liquid level readings corresponding to burette 
volume graduation marks had been previously tabulated, 'Ihua, 
the recorded data for a permeability test consisted of: 
initial upstream manometer reading, initial downstream mano­
meter reading# liquid volume passed through the cake and 
collected in the receiving burette, time for the liquid 
passage-collection, micrometer head reading, dial gage 
reading, liquid temperature, final reading on the upstream 
manometer, and final reading on the doimatream manometer. 
After the first permeability test had been made for a 
teat as described above, the receiving burette stopcock (item 
5) was positioned so that liquid which continued to flow 
through the oompresaion-pemeability cell by-passed the 
burette and ran directly into the waste liquid flask (item 9). 
The first load weight v/as then applied to the piston shaft 
and a ^  minute compacting period was allowed for a new 
oquilibrlum to be approached, after which the permeability 
run corresponding to this new compacting equilibrium was mad© 
as described above. This was continued until all of the 
available weights had been used. Higher piston loadings were 
then applied by use of the hydraulic press, making the load 
transfer from weights to hydraulic pressure without removing 
ko 
the Ti^eights from the vieight loading platform. Maximum 
possible piston pressure with the apparatus was 71^3 psi» 
After the permeahility runs had been completed the hydraulic 
load was released, the weights were removed and the coll was 
disconnected from the fluid lines. The piston was vrithdrawn 
from the cell and the compressed cake was transferred 
quantitatively to a tared container in which it was dried to 
equilibrium moisture content at 103-10^° G. and subsequently 
weighed. The dry cake weight obtained in this manner will be 
referred to as the "ovendry cake weight." Filter papers for 
the test vrere not reused. 
Procedure B. The apparatus and method for Procedure 
B were the same as described for Procedure A except for the 
following: 
In Procedure B a separate load table was used for 
applying mechanical stresses to the perforated piston using 
weigfits, When the weight loading portion of the test was 
completed the weights were removed and the compression-
permeability cell was placed on the lower platen of the 
hydraulic press. Then, hydraulic loading was used to com­
plete the test. This procedure of releasing mechanical 
stress from the cake during transfer of loading rrom weights 
to the hydraulic press proved to be undesirable as it usually 
produced some rearrangement of the compacted bed* 
In Procedure B the cake thickness dial indicator gage 
kl 
was zeroed, with the oompression-permeability cell assembled 
and the perforated piston placed under a mechanical pressure 
stress of 9.0 psi» In Procedure A this vjaa done at the 
maximum mechanical pressure stress of 7^1-3 psi« 
Procedure _G. This procedare was adopted to demon­
strate the effect of agitation on permeability-resistance of 
slurry suspensions# Two types of agitation were employed as 
follows: 
Ap:itation by p^lass stirrer. The dilute 
slurry sample (500 ml. of 6.0 per cent consistency) was 
stirred for 20 minutes in a 1 liter beaker using a small 
laboratory stirrer equipped with a bent glass stirring rod. 
Stirrer speed was approximately 300 rpm. After stirring the 
sample was settled, thickened, and tested in the compression-
peiroeability apparatus by Procedure 
(2) Agitation by pump. During the study for 
developing a satisfactory laboratory filter, experiments were 
conducted to demonstrate the effect of pumping slurry through 
piping and fittings under conditions of relatively high fluid 
shear velocities. The apparatus used was similar to that of 
Figure 21 except that the bore diameter of the valves, 
fittings, and tubing was much smaller and the pumping rate 
was hi^er. A measured volume of dilute slurry was intro­
duced into the closed system and circulated for a definite 
period of time. The sample was removed, settled, thickened. 
kz 
and tested in the compression-permeability apparatus by 
Procedure B, 
Procedure D, This test was designed to demonstrate 
the effect of drying and repulping on pemoability-resistonce 
of cakes of particulate solids. A cake taken from a previous 
compres3ion~permeability teat and dried at 10^° 0, was 
soaked in a beaker with enough filtrate to cover the calce. 
This material was then repulped by working the solids between 
the fingers and the beaker wall until there appeared to be 
no unseparated particles remaining. The sample x^aa then 
tested in the compression-permeability apparatus by 
Procedure B. 
e« Procedure E, This test was designed to demonstrate 
the effect of repulping of wet cakes of particulate solids 
on permeability-resistance• A wet cake from a previous 
compreasion-permeability test was repulped as described in 
Procedure D, then diluted with filtrate to 1 liter and 
stirred for 20 minutes as described under Procedure C (1). 
The resulting slurry was thickened and tested in the 
compression-permeability apparatus by Procedure B with the 
exception that all of the mechanical stress loading of the 
piston was done by means of tlie hydraulic press* 
f. Calibration and corrections. (1) Galce thiokneaso 
Due to deflection of apparatus parts v^hen mechanical stress 
is applied, cake thickness readings indicated by the dial 
14-3 
Indlcabor gage on the compreasion-'peniioabillty cell were in 
error. Since a correction based on values of deflection vs, 
mechanical load for an empty apparatus} is likely to differ 
from the values with a cake in the apparatus, tho following 
method of corroction illustrated in detail in Appendix B was 
adopted. 
Several sets of apparent cake thickness-mechanical 
pressure stress data were collected from tests of different 
cake weigiits of an identical raatoi'ial. These data were 
plotted as mechanical pressure va. apparent cake thickness 
and a representative curve was drawn for each set of test 
points. Prom these curves values of apparent cake thickness 
were read at convenient mechanical pressure values. Then, 
apparent thickness difference per unit weight of cake dif­
ference t'vras calculated corresponding to each mechanical 
pressure stress. These values, which represent a character­
istic of tho material tested, were averaged at each mechani­
cal pressure stress. The average for each pressure stress 
was multiplied by teat cake weights to obtain the calculated 
thickness for each cake. Then, the calculated thickness 
values were subtracted from their corresponding apparent 
thickness values to obtain the corrections. The average 
corrections vs. mechanical pressure stress are presented in 
Figures B1 and B2 of Appendix B. Figure B1 is a plot of cake 
thickness correction vs. mechanical pressure stress resulting 
from treatment of commercial grade bariiim sulfate data in 
this manner. It is applicable to the data of Procedure A. 
Figure B2, developed from corresponding treatment of commer­
cial grade calcium carbonate data, is applicable to the data 
of Procedures B, C, D, and E» 
( 2 )  Mechanical pressure stress. The piston load 
mechanical pressure stress delivered to the cake in the 
compression-permeability test apparatus vras computed directly 
for the case of loading by weights. When hydraulic press 
loading xiias used apparatus gage calibration was first applied. 
This calibration was obtained by using a proving ring. Data 
and results of this calibration are presented in Appendix C. 
^3) Apparatus flow resistance. Actual mechanical 
pressure stress on the cake particles is affected by the 
fluid pressure drop across the cake. [Therefore the mechani­
cal pressure stress data wore corrected by adding one half of 
the fluid pressure drop, expressed In psi. 
In the compression-permeability test a portion of the 
flow resistance is due to the apparatus-tubing, connections, 
screens, filter papers, etc. If it is asserted that this 
resistance for the empty apparatus is the same as it is during 
an actual test on a cake of particulate solids, then the 
empty apparatus resistance correction may be applied directly 
for the actual test data. Data for this corrected are pre­
sented in Appendix D, 
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I4.. Results of coinpr03 3lon->pemeablllty testa 
The compression-permeability tests are summarized in 
Table 1, and data from the teats ai'o presented in Appendix Eo 
Hea^ent f:ri»ade calcium carbonate. Test 821531 was 
made according to Procedure B with all of the mechanical 
pressure stress applications in the hydr'aulic press. The wet 
cake from this test was repulped and tested by Procedure E 
(Tost 821^32), the resulting wet cake vras again repulped and 
tested by Procedure E (Test 821^33)• From the data obtained, 
values of fractional porosity (f ), specific resistance ( "^p)* 
and specific surface (S) were calculated for each mechanical 
pressure stress. The calculated values are given in Tables 2 
to i|., and are shoxm graphically as plots of £ , '=< , and S 
Xr 
vs. corrected mechanical pressure stress in Figures 9, 10 and 
11. Particle size distribution of the cake from Test 82l533> 
determined by a filar micrometer, is given in Table A1 of 
Appendix A. 
Commercial parade calcium carbonate. Compression-
pernieability tests v/ere made on the commercial grade calcium 
carbonate over a period of two months by test Procedure B 
(Tests ^ 29^3, 730^31, 730^32, 731^31 and 731^32). These 
tests differed only by the cake weight and date of testing. 
Samples of the material were also tested by Procedure C(l) 
(Test 82532), and Procedure C(2) (Tost 72253 and 72753). 
Table 1. Suramary of results of compression-permeability tests 
Test Material tested Cake 
wt, 
grams 
Test 
procedure 
Table number of 
data tabTilation 
(Appendix E) 
Table number of 
calculated results 
821531 Reagent grade 32.11 B El 2 
821532 calciuua carbonate 32.11 E E2 3 
821533 32.11 S E3 k 
52953 Coiaraercial grade 23.81]. B Ell. 5 
730531 calcium carbonate k7.77 B E5 6 
730532 28.32 B E6 7 
731531 30.08 B E7 8 
731532 29.71^  B E8 9 
82532 26.73 C(l) E9 10 
72253 214-. 73 C(2) ElO 11 
72753 38.85 0(2) Ell 12 
81531 27.71 D E12 13 
715I1. Commercial grade 10,30 A EI3 11^  
725i|- barium sulfate il.1.13 A Ell]. 15 
7l25ii. 314-03 A EI5 16 
726514- 26.23 A E16 17 
7l55il- Ciiemical ptire 26.1^ 5 A EI7 18 
10205ij. titanium dioside 15.89 A E18 19 
^Ovendry 
Table 2, Results of compression-permeability test on reagent 
grade calcium carbonate using Procedure B 
Test No. 821^31 
Mechanical pressure 
(Corrected), psi* 
£ 
"v 
Hr, ^Ib. 
1.36 0.6l60 9.18 9,200 
0.^ 875 M m — 
12.2 0,^ 820 11.6 9,120 
29.ll. 0.5730 12.8 9,250 
60.1 0,56Ii.0 ll{.a I|. 9,500 
9)H..l 0.5572 I5.I4. 9,570 
129 0.5520 16.6 9,7l».0 
250 0.5382 20.3 10,210 
$02 0.5185 26,5 10,800 
582 0.5ll|8 28.7 11,070 
71+3 0.5020 32.7 11,230 
= 3,896 \l~ era. 2 
cra.^ 
, where 
il.0 
Table 3« Results of compression-permeability test on reagent 
grade calcium carbonate using Procediire E 
Test No. 821532 
Mechanical pressure 
(Corrected), psi. 
£ Hr.2/lb, S,^ cra.'^/cm.^ 
1.35 0.5918 1^ .4 10,560 
3.15 0.5080 18.7 8,700 
60.1 0.5060 21.8 9,390 
129 0.5000 23.9 9,5^ 0 
502 0.11-758 31.9 9,970 
7h3 O.i^ .662 36.8 10,290 
% = 3.896 
» 
cm. 2 ' 
where oc p = Hr,2/ib. 
Table li.. Results of compreaalon-permeability test on reagent 
grade calcium carbonate using Procedure E 
Test No. 821533 
Mechanical pressure 
(Corrected), psi. 
£ Hr. Vlb, S,^  cm.Vcni.'^ 
1.35 .5595 20.5 11,130 
3.15 .il.890 26.3 9,570 
60.1 .14.860 27.1|. 9,611-0 
129 .l|.8o5 29.6 9,780 
502 .l4.6l]4. 37.6 10,200 
7i|.3 .I^ 52li. i^ .2.3 10,L|.20 
% = 3,896 0^ # 
2 cm.*^  
cm.-" 
, where o( - Hr.Vl^. 
(7) Test SZ/S3I Procedure 3. 
@ Test aztssz ProcedureE. 
@ Test 821333 Preeedure £• 
ty O.SS 
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O.'iD 
Mc'chamca/ Pressure (/% J ^ psi. 
Figure 9. Variation of porosity, with mechanical pressiare for compression-
permeability tests on reagent grade calcitim carbonate. 
(7) Test SZI53I, Procedure B. 
2) Test 8Z/S3Z  ^Procedure E 
Test8Z1533 J Procedure a. 
Machanfca/ Pressure (/^) j psL 
Figure 10, Variation of specific resistance with mechanical pressure for 
compression-permeability tests on reagent grade calcium 
carbonate. 
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Q) Test 821531, Procedure B 
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(3) Tesf 8215333 Procedure £• 
Figure 11, 
Mecha/!/ca/ Pressure (Pm) j • 
Variation of specific surface witli meclianical pressure for 
compression-permeability tests on reagent grade calcium 
carbonate. 
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Another sample was tested using Procedui'e D (Test 8l531)» 
Test 82^32 was an evaluation of mild laboratory stirring 
effects. Tests 722^3 and 727^3 were an evaluation of the 
effects of a relatively high fluid shoar typo of agitation. 
Prom the data of each test values of £ and o(^ were calcu­
lated for each mechanical pressure stress. The calculated 
results of all the compression-permeability tests of com­
mercial grade calciUTn carbonate are given in Tables ^  to 13. 
Plots of £ and o<p vs. corrected mechanical pressure 
stress for Tests 730^31* 731^31* and 731^32 are shown in 
Figure 12. Data of Test ^29^3 ai'e not included in the plot 
because that test was made at a considerably earlier date and 
therefore could not be construed as liaving been made on a 
sample of identical material. 
In Test 730^32 difficulty was encountered due to binding 
of the perforated piston with the teat cell inner wall sur­
face. This was apparent at completion of the test vftien con­
siderable force was necessary to remove the piston from the 
cell. A small piece from the periphery of the top filter 
paper had been sheared off and wedged between the perforated 
piston and the cell wall. The plots of £ and c< vs. 
P 
corrected mechanical pressure stress for the test are shown 
in Figure I3. 
Test results of the aainple agitated by mild stirring 
using a laboratory stirrer (Test 82^32) are plotted in Figure 
Table 5* Results of compression-permeability teat on commercial 
grade calcium carbonate using Procedure B 
Teat No, 52953 
Mechanical pressure£c<^, Hr,^/lb, 
(Corrected), psl, ^ 
1.31 
2,7k 
5,35 
8.57 
0.6695 
0.66)i8 
0.6565 
0.6773 
0.6358 
2ii.l 
253 
271 
302 
35ii. 
11.8 
I8.1i 
2l^ ...8 
31<.3 
37.8 
0.6227 
0.6150 
0.6075 
0.6022 
0.5965 
385 
4914-
529 
568 
51^ .0 
70.1 
86.3 
9il..0 
129 
0.5853 
0.5791 
0.5732 
o.56ol|. 
0.5519 
666 
900 
1,018 
166 
293 
335 
1^ 18 
502 
o,5¥i.o 
0.5317 
0.5197 
0.5106 
0.503it. 
1,127 
1,500 
1,580 
1,770 
1,950 
583 
663 
711-3 
0.I|.971 
0.11-910 
0.5851+ 
2,160 
2,320 
2,^ 90 
55 
Table 6. Results of compression-permeability test on 
commercial grade calcim carbonate using Procedure B 
Tost No, 730531 
Mechanical pressure 
(Corrected), psi. 
£ 
2.79 0.6514.0 273 
5.37 O.6I4.58 299 
8-59 0.6336 335 
15.1 0.6199 393 
21^ .9 0.6059 1+63 
37.8 0.5935 539 
1+7.5 0»5871 587 
O.582I1. 618 
70.3 0.57iv8 701 
86.I4. 0.5671 757 
250 0.5227 1,300 
502 0.l).95l 1,773 
7il-3 0.1+773 2.258 
5^ 6 
Table ?• Results of corapreaaion-permeabillty test on 
commercial grade calcium carbonate using Procedure B 
Test No. 730^32 
Mechanical pressure 
(Corrected), psi. 
£ 
2.77 O.65I1.2 309 
5•3i^ - O.6I1.8I 330 
8.^ 7 0,6k.60 3l<.2 
15.1 O.6I1.32 357 
21;.. 8 0.6398 379 
37.8 0.63^ 5 396 
il.7.5 0.6327 1^ 10 
i^v.o 0.6307 li.22 
70.2 0.6211.1 l|)|)| J M 1 
86.I4. 0.6028 562 
2^ 0 0.5366 1 f 0l|.0 
$02 0.5021 1,928 
62$ O.ii.920 2,088 
7k3 0,14.829 2,l|-05 
^7 
Table 8, Results of compression-permeability teat on 
commercial grade calcium carbonate using Procedure B 
Test No, 731531 
O 
Mechanical pressure £ o< , Hr, /lb, 
(Corrected), psi. ^ 
2.77 0.6658 285 
5.35 0.614.68 310 
3.58 0,6355 35i|-
15.1 0.6200 
2lj.,8 0.5857 503 
37.8 0.5938 593 
if7.5 0.5881). 629 
5i4-.0 0.5858 653 
70.2 0.571^ -8 739 
86.]+ 0.5697 812 
166 0.5360 935 
250 0.5255 1.3it.9 
502 0eI^ 9i^ .2 l,92lf 
625 O.I4.857 2,167 
7i^ 3 0.l|.770 2,lj.60 
Table 9» Results of compression-permeability test on 
commercial grade calcium carbonate using Procedxire B 
Teat No. 731^32 
Mechanical pressure 
(Corrected), psi. 
£ 
2,7^  0.6657 238 
•^11-3 0,6528 276 
8,61 0.6378 330 
1^ .1 0.6220 390 
21.6 0.6200 437 
37.8 0.5980 530 
0.592ij. 57l|. 
0.5890 631 
70.2 0.5813 675 
86.3 0.5751^  616 
166 0.53L1.5 1,101 
2^ 0 0.5255 1,271 
0^2 0.i|.963 l,3l6 
625 0.11-8714. 2,077 
7k3 0.I1.780 z,3h.o 
,0'9 
Table 10, Results of compresslon-permeablHty test on 
commercial grade calcium carbonate using 
Procedure C{1) 
Test No. 82^32 
Mechanical press\ire 
(Corrected), psi. £ 
o<p, Hr.Vlb* 
2.73 0.6578 265 
5.31 0.61jl).3 290 
0.6317 350 
1^ .0 0.6233 il.06 
2I1..8 0.60L1.2 l|.8ii. 
37.8 0.59i^ .7 563 
0.5888 600 
53.9 0.58lj.2 628 
70.2 0.57^ 6 713 
66.3 0.5690 908 
166 0.53lt4 1,111 
250 0.5255 1,265 
502 O.i^ .923 1,998 
625 0.i}.835 2,173 
71+3 0.1^ 714-2 2,393 
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Table 11, Results of compression-permeability test on 
commercial grade calcium carbonate using 
Procedure C{2) 
Teat Ho. 72253a-
Mechanical pressure £ oc^, Hr.^/lb, 
(Corrected), psi. 
1.36 0.6610 372 
2.77 0.6lj4U 393 
ll-.OO 0.6381 
5.39 0.6318 lv58 
8.62 0.62t|.l 50ij-
11.8 0.6173 5i<-7 
15.1 0.612k 570 
I8,k 0.6098 582 
21.6 0.6066 6o6 
25.0 0.6023 6I4.6 
31.^  0.5966 698 
37.8 0.5929 715 
14-7.6 0.5870 768 
54.0 0.58511- 811 
70.2 0.-5762 882 
86.li. 0.5716 963 
9lj..l 0.5586 1,023 
129 0.5507 1,151 
166 0.514-30 1,270 
335 0.5208 l,7ll-0 
klQ 0.5097 2,007 
502 0.5035 2,138 
582 0.1|.956 2,338 
663 0.^ 896 2,602 
7l|.3 0.1^ 853 2,730 
^Agitation was 0,259 min./g. 
* •• fcl 
Table 12» Results of compression-permeability test on 
commercial grade calcium carbonate using 
Procedure C(2) 
Test No, 72753^ 
Mechanical pressure 
(Corrected), psl. 
£ c<p, 
1.3lf 0«.681i6 2ii.l 
2.76 0.6689 278 
k. Ok 0.6^ 80 329 
.^38 0.6517 356 
6,60 0.6I1.OO I4.06 
II08 0.6313 k-3k 
1^ .1 0,6261 kek 
I8,l4. 0.6192 50I1. 
21.6 0.61^ 3 528 
21^ .. 9 0,6106 563 
31.3 0,60i|.l 598 
37.8 0.5998 625 
0.5927 691^  
511-. 0 0.5890 735 
70.2 0.5801 798 
86.i^ . 0.5752 860 
250 0.5297 1,1+^ 2 
502 0.5002 2,032 
7l.^ 3 O.ii.787 2,613 
y 
Agitation was O.ll^i}. min,/®. 
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Table 13« Results of compresslon-pormeablllty test on 
commercial grade calcliam carbonate using Procedure D 
Test No. 81^31 
Mechanical pressure 
(Corrected), psl. 
£ c^p, Hr.Vlb. 
2.79 0.6022 I1.39 
.^37 0.58811- 351 
8.56 0.5725 352 
15.1 0.5615 l|.08 
21^ .. 8 0.552II. l|.6o 
37.8 0.51^ 71;- 5011-
•^7.5 0.5il-09 5LI-1 
i^^ .O 0,51+05 51^ 8 
70.2 0.5372 596 
86.li. 0.5311 623 
166 0.5063 711-6 
2^ 0 0.I4.971 818 
502 0,li.7il.9 1,053 
625 0.14.689 l,llj.8 
711.3 0.11-620 1,215 
MecJ?a/7/cct/ Pressure (P/») j /?s/. 
Figure 12. Variation of porosity and specific resistance with mec^nical 
pressure for compression—permeability tests on commercial 
grade calcium carbonate. 
2.3'r 0.9 
Z.0 
t 
Test 730S3Z 
Base line plots 
from F/'^ ure J2. 
± as 
/o' 
AfecAam'ca/ Pressure (/^ ) y ps/. 
Figure 13. Effect of piston "binding in compression-permeability test 
on commercial grade calcium carbonate. 
-p-
6^ 
The curves of Figure 12 were superimposed for convenient 
reference. Results of the testing of more severely agitated 
samples. Testa 722^ 3 and 727^ 3* are plotted in Figures and 
16, The curves of Figure 12 have been superimposed for com" 
parison. 
Results of the testing of a repulped dry cake of the 
commercial grade calcium carbonate. Test 8l531> Procedure D, 
are plotted in Figure 17 along with the superimposed curves 
of Figure 12. 
c. Commercial p;rade barlxim sulfate. Gompresaion-
pemeability teats were made on commercial grade barium sul­
fate over a period of approximately four weeks (Tests 
and 726514-). Procedure A was used. The tests 
are therefore identical except for date of sampling, testing, 
and teat cake weight. From the data of each test, values of 
<£ and were calculated for each mechanical pressure 
stress. These calculated results are given in Tables lij. to 
17, and are plotted in Figures 18 and 19. 
Chemical pure titanium dioxide. Tests 7155'+ and 
10205I| are compressibility-permeability tests on the chemical 
pure titanium dioxide which were made approximately three 
months apart. Procedure A was used. The teats are identical 
except for date of sampling, testing, and the test cake 
weight. Prom the data of each teat, values of S and o< 
P 
were calculated for each mechanical pressure stress. These 
2.S 0.9 
n\ 2.0 
Tesf 62532 . 
Base line pJofs 
/rom Figure /2. 
i! 
/ 
/o' /o 
Mec/iarr/ca/ Pressure (Pm), ps/. 
as 
FisTire IIl, Variation of porosity and specific resistance with mechanical 
pressure for compression-permeahility test on stirrer agitated 
comniercial grade calciiaii carbonate. 
I 
0.9 
Jest 72ZS3 J Procedure 
C(2) ajffafcd 0.259mm./y. 
Base J/'ne pJofs 
•from Fi^ tAt-e /Z. 
o.a 
•V. 
0.7 O 
0.6 
0.S 
as 
to /o /o 
Mecfyan/ca/ Pressure (, ps/. 
Figure 15. Variation of porosity and specific resistance with, mechanical 
pressure for compression-permeability test on pump agitated 
commercial grade calcium carbonate. 
2.5 r 
Test 727S3 , Procedure C(2) 
a^ffated O. Iff min./^. 
3ase ///7<r p/ofs 
from F/^ure J2. 
-0.9 
Figure 16, 
/o' /o' 
Afec/?a/7/'ca/ Fressure (P/n) y psf. 
Variation of porosity and specific resistance with mechanical 
pressure for compression-permeability test on pump agitated 
coimnercial grade calcium carbonate* 
o^ 
CD 
MechanicaJ Pressure (Pm) j p '^ 
Figure I?. Variation of porosity and specific resistance with, mechanical 
pressure for compression-permeability test on repulped dry 
cake of commercial grade calcixitti carbonate. 
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Tablo IJ4., Results of compreasion-perraeablllty test on 
commercial grade barium sulfate using Procedure A 
Test No, 715I4-
Mechanical pressure 
(Corrected), psi. 
€ O^P, Hr.Vll3. 
1.33 0.8135 31+5 
1.70 0.7907 
3.0^  0.73i]-5 735 
il..68 0,7029 590 
7.90 0.6736 726 
11.1 O.66I1.9 8114. 
ll4..if 0.6500 911 
17.6 0.6l|.li4. 988 
20.9 0.6303 1,087 
27.14- 0,6li^ 8 1,270 
33.8 0.60I1.2 1^ 17 
50.0 0.5857 l,70l|-
" 66,3 0.5735 1,919 
82.11-
9l|-4 0.5575. o.5iUi-D 
2,214-0 
129 0.5306 3,0014. 
166 0.5173 3,370 
209 0.5072 3»T08 
251 0.5.982 k,p85 
29ll. 0.11-899 
336 0.l|-828 l4-,950 
37l^ • O.ii.773 5,080 
.^19 0.1^ 707 5,375 
I1.6O O.li-662 5.714-5 
503 0.1-1.601 6,105 
0.14-570 6,365 
583 o.lisii 6,610 
7kk O.I4.351 7,730 
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Table 15« Results of compression-perniQablllty test on 
coramerclal grade barium sulfate using Procedure A 
Test No. 
Mechanical pressure o^'p, Hr.^/lb. 
(Corrected), psi. 
1.30 
1.68 
3.02 
Ij..66 
7.88 
0.7572 
0.7575 
0.7229 
0.7012 
0.6776 
261 
285 
390 
1l82 
622 
11.1 
lll-.U. 
17.b 
20.9 
27.)+ 
0.6590 
0.6510 
0.6i}.21 
0.63^ 5 
0,6180 
752 
810 
882 
990 
1,108 
33.8 
$0.0 
66.3 
82.Ii 
9k*k-
0.6075 
0,5889 
0.5730 
0.5590 
o.5l}.58 
i,p5 
1,471 
1,702 
1,918 
2,167 
129 
166 
209 
251 
29l|-
0.5304 
0.5173 
0,5061 
0,4957 
0,4915 
2,357 
2,677 
3,078 
3,il6 
3,611.7 
336 
3714-
tj.19 
1|.60 
503 
0,14.814.6 
0,14.787 
0,4727 
0.I4.650 
0,1+593 
3,918 
It, 035 
lt,2S0 
It. 560 
It, 650 
583 
626 
661^ . 
7144 
0,1^ 554 
0,i|.522 
0.14495 
0,14)4.58 
0,4384 
lt.,870 
5,128 
5,078 
5,295 
5,ltio 
66li. 
583 
503 
336 
129 
rn^m 
mm a 
fn«n 
5,935 
6,005 
6,055 
5,980 
5,920 
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Table 1$, (Continued) 
Mechanical pressure 
(Corrected), psi. 
£ cKp, Hr.Vlb. 
9l^ .2 5,960 
82.il. mm m» 5,88^  
33.8 5,765 
1.35 Hi m 5,695 
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Table 16. Results of compreasion-pemioataility test on 
commercial grade barium sulfate using Procedure A 
Test Wo. 
Mechanical pressure 
(Corrected), psl. 
£ c5^ p, Hr.'^ /lb. 
1.31 0.7611-0 272 
1.68 0.7528 302 
3.03 0.7282 
14..66 0.7052 485 
7.88 0.682ii. 616 
11.1 0.6713 697 
llj-.k 0.6591 718 
17.6 0,6518 837 
21.0 0.61442 932 
274 0.6310 1,066 
33 .S 0.6200 1,208 
50,1 0.6003 l,47li. 
66,3 0.5850 1,725 
82.5. 0.5730 1,850 
0.5627 2>162 
129 o.5ii.95 2,441 
209 0.5278 3,0k0 
336 0.5062 3,880 
0,l}.8l4.0 5,074 
66Jl|. 0.4730 5,690 
70k 0.1^ 715 5,790 
7kk 0.[|.677 6,057 
Tabl0 IT. Results of compression-permeability test on 
oommercial grade barium sulfate using Procedure A 
Test No. 726^[|. 
Mechanical pressure £ Hr«^/lb. 
(Corrected), psi. 
1.31 O.778I1. 206 
1.69 0.7^ 90 2116 
3.03 0.7382 380 
I1..65 0.709i|. I168 
7.87 0.6817 602 
11.1 0,6630 726 
lll^ .l^  0.6^ 11}. 832 
17.6 0.6380 923 
20.9 0.6290 1,021 
27.ll. 0.6lii.0 1,170 
p.8 0,6027 1,320 
50.0 o.^ aii 1,618 
66,3 0.566^  1,803 
82.it. 0.5^ 38 1,896 
O.5i|.60 2,260 
129 0.5333 2,720 
209 0,g090 3,520 
W? O.Ij.698 5,000 661+ O.IIJ411.5 6,235 
7)44 oal.390 6,876 
n, 
.<0 
I 
u 
§• 
O Test 7J5H y Procedure A 
O Test 72Sf 3 Procedure A . 
Mecha/ytca/ Pressure (^n?)} p^'-
Figure l8. Variation of porosity and specific resistance with mechanical 
pressure for compression-permeability tests on commercial 
grade bariijm sulfate. 
vn 
8 O.e 
O Test J/ZSfj Procedure A. 
O Test 726Sij Procedure A. 
P 
Plg^lre 19. 
Mechan/cal Pressure (Pn,) , psf. 
Variation of porosity and specific resistance with mechanical 
pressure for coiupression-permeability tests on commercial 
grade barium sulfate. 
-0 
o^ 
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calculated rea-ults are given in Tables 18 and 19, and are 
plotted in Figure 20. 
Sianmary and discussion of compression-permeability test 
results 
Eighteen compression-permeability tests were made on four 
materials to obtain data for predicting specific filtration 
resistance. Information concerning the testa, such as the 
influence of various slurry treatments prior to testing was 
also obtained. The range of mechanical pressures used was 
approximately 1 to 7l|.0 psi«, and the combined range of speci­
fic resistance ( for the foior materials was approximately 
10 to 10,^00 Hr.^/lb. The four materials, all of which varied 
in resistance with pressure, were found to have increasing 
specific resistance in the order: 
Reagent grade calcium carbonate 
Commercial grade calcium carbonate 
Commercial grade barium sulfate 
Chemical pure titanium dioxide. 
The combined rang© for porosity {£ ) was from 0,8330 to 
an<i specific surface (S) calculated only for the re­
agent grade calcium carbonate ranged from 8,700 to 11,130 
cm.^ /cm.^ . 
Tl'io prediction of filtration resistance is considered in 
a separate section and will not bo discussed here. 
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Table 18. Results of conipresalon-perineabllity teat on 
chemical pure titanium dioxide using Procedure A 
Test No. 7l55i|. 
Mechanical pressure £ <?< , Hr.^/lb. 
(Corrected), psi. 
1.32 
I.70 
3.0ij. 
II..70 
7.92 
11.2 
0.8330 
0.8280 
0.7960 
0.777^  
0.7508 
0.7390 
758 
821 
1,138 
1^ 13 
1,920 
2,186 
•^i|. 
17.7 
21.0 
27.l|. 
33.9 
50.1 
0.7283 
0.7198 
0,7127 
0.7013 
0,6957 
0,6802 
2,14.06 
2,593 
2,772 
3,136 
3,313 
3,758 
66.3 
82.5 
9i}..5 
129 
209 
336 
0,6693 
0,6607 
0.6502 
0.6l|.03 
0.62li2 
0,6091}. 
k,lil.2 
1^ ,507 
1^ ,8)4.0 
5,077 
6,000 
6,878 
55I1. 
66l|. 
704 
0,5878 
0,5781+ 
0,5812 
0,5725 
8,01^ .0 
9,705 
9,665 
9,885 
11,030 
11,080 
129 
82.5 
1.37 
mt 
mtmm 
11,070 
10,950 
10,850 
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Table 19• lieaults of oompresalon-permjeabllity test on 
chemical pure titanium dioxide using Procedure A 
Test No. I0205I4. 
Mechanical pressure £ 0^  , Hr.2/lb. 
(Corrected), psi. P 
1.32 0.8183 952 
1.69 0.8092 1.031 
3.01}. 0.7916 1,213 
l^ .6l| 0.771^  
7.90 0.7^ 1-91 
11.1 o.73l|3 2,203 
lll-.lj- 0.7235 2,14.86 
17.6 0.7l5iv 2,725 
21.0 0.7093 2,876 
274 0.7007 3,197 
33.8 0.6933 3,3514. 
50.0 0.6777 3,839 
66«3 0.6672 ij.,368 
Qz.k 0.6617 S,700 
209 0.6232 6,463 
0.5900 9,270 
0.57i|.6 10,520 
to 
o Test 7/SSV^ Procedure A. 
O Test lOZOS'iy Procedure A. 
O.S 
a 
0.7 
6 
0.6 
V 
2 
r\ 
JO' 
Mechan/ca/ Pressure (/m) j • 
Pigvire 20, Variation of porosity and specific resistance with mechanical 
pressure for compression-permeability tests on chemical pure 
titanium dioxide. 
8l 
Results of three compresslon-perraeabillty testa made 
using different cake weights of commercial grade calcium car­
bonate were combined to establish a base line graphical 
relationship of specific resistance ( and porosity (tf ) 
as functions of mechanical pressure. Agreement between the 
individual tests was good. 
Compression-permeability results, o<p and £ , for a 
aample mildly agitated by a laboratory stirrer were found to 
be almost identical to the base line values. A very slight 
increase in was noted for mechanical pressures greater 
than 100 psi. The effect of this type of agitation was In­
consequential, The samples which were severely agitated by 
pumping exhibited significant increases in cKp but the 
porosity changes were sli^to Prom this, the observed in­
creases in o<'p must be attributed primarily to Increases in 
specific surface, a result of severe agitation. 
A cake of commercial grade calcim carbonate tested for 
compression-permeability at approximately 7i|-0 psi# dried, re-
pulped, and retested, had specific resistance (^p) con­
siderably lower than and porosity ) considerably lower 
than the base line values. This Indicates tighter packing as 
a result of less uniformity of particle size than possessed 
by the original sample. Repulping without drying was tested 
on a reagent grade calcium carbonate cake. The values of < 
P 
increased with increasing pressure during each test but 
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decreased appreciably with each repulplng. Porosity (£ ) 
followed the reverse trend, decreasing with increasing pres­
sure during each test and increasing appreciably with each 
repulping. Specific surface (S) values wore calculated for 
the reagent grade calcium carbonate tests using the Kozeny 
equation. In the low ( < 10 psl«) mechanical pressure range 
the repulped cake S values vjere hl^er than those of the 
original material, but they were lower in the high ( > 100 
pal.) pressure range. This indicates that the Koaeny-Oarraan 
equation is not entirely valid for the porosity range 
involved. In general, repulping of wet cake resulted in con­
siderably diminished specific resistance (<?< ) for the major 
P 
portion of the pressure range. 
From the tests on commercial grade barium sulfate and 
chemical pure titanium dioxide the lower weight cakes mani­
fested consistently higher specific resistance (e< ) but 
P 
porosity ( £ ) was generally not affected by cake weight. 
Only slight effect of cake weight was observed for the com~ 
merclal grade calcium carbonate testa. Plots of the £. and 
p<.p data vs. mechanical pressure were generally smooth, but 
some exception to this was noted in the repulped cake studies 
and in a test in which binding occurred between the test cell 
wall and piston. 
For the calcium carbonate materials no simple relationship 
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was observed for relating & to mechanical pressure but 
for barium sulfate and titanium dioxide £ vs. log was 
linear Indicating the form £ = c log + b. However, the 
values of o differed for the two materials. From plots of 
log <?<p vs. log satisfactory representations for all the 
materials tested were obtained by the use of one or more 
straight line segments. 
The gradual consolidation obtained in the compression-
pemeablllty tests was accompanied by decreasing porosity, 
increasing specific resistance, and decreasing particle size. 
The last mentioned was cleai'ly demonstrated by microscope 
measurement of particle siae of the reagent grade calcium 
carbonate before and after compression-pezmeability testing. 
This vias also indicated by apparent increases in specific 
resistance ( c<p) obtained by stepwise decreases in mechanical 
pressure following the maximum test compression. Thus, the 
compression compaction of the chemical materials is not a 
simple matter of elastic deformation but involves crushing and 
concomitant particle size reduction. 
B. Constant Pressure Filtration Tests 
To evaluate methods and results for predicting specific 
filtration resistance it is necessary to perform actual fil­
tration tests. Of the many types of filtration tests the 
Qk. 
constant pressure test is simplest in conceptj relatively 
easy to perform, and demands the least requirements in 
apparatus• This accounts for its popularity in filtration 
studies. 
A description of the laboratory constant pressure filter 
apparatus cind the test procedure are given in this section. 
Materials tested, data, and results are also presented. 
1. Description of apparatus 
The constant pressure laboratory teat filter was 
basically a single frame unit with one horizontally oriented 
filtering surface. The test filter assembly consisted 
essentially of the filter unit, slurry chamber, pressure 
piston, slurry circulating system, and the filtrate receiving 
system. A photograph of the apparatus assembly is shown in 
Figure 21 and a schematic diagram is shown in Figure 22. The 
filter waa made of non-ferrous materials to reduce corroaion. 
The circulating pump was a belt driven Jabsco, Model B, 
rotary type, with a neoprene impeller rated at 1.5 gal./min. 
at ^00 rpm. Operating speed was adjusted by the use of step 
pulleys to produce a circulation rate of approximately 3 
litera/min. 
B'igure 21. Laboratory constant pressure test 
filter assembly. 

Figure 22. Schematic of laboratory test filter. 
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2, Materiala teated 
The materials and method of preparation used for the 
constant pressure laboratory filter are identical to those 
described in Section IV A 2 (Compression-Permeability Testa). 
These v^ ere: 
a. Reagent gi*ade calcium carbonate 
b« Commercial grade calcium carbonate 
c» Coirmiercial grade barium sulfate 
d. Chemical pure titanium dioxide. 
3« Teat procedure 
The filter apparatus (Figures 21 and 22) was first 
thoroughly rinsed with tap water and allowed to drain. Then 
the drainage base and filtering chamber flanges were dis­
assembled. The entire filtrate discharge system between the 
septum perforated support plate and the graduated filtrate 
receiver was filled with tap vjrater and purged of air bubbles. 
Cooks $ and 6 were closed, the septum (previously wetted) was 
placed over the perforated support plate, the filtering 
chamber flange was superimposed, and the filtering chamber 
cover placed in position. This sub-assembly was then clamped 
onto the lower support flange. Next, vent cock 1 was opened, 
the hydraulic piston was placed in position near the top end 
of the slurry chamber cylinder, and a 10 lb. load wei^ t put 
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on the loading platform. Valve 2 was closed, cock 3 
feed line was opened, and valve 1|. \<ia.Q closed. The filter waa 
then ready for introduction of the slurry. Approximately 800 
milliliters of the tost slurry were poured into tho food 
vessel. While the slurry was being stirred by hand, using a 
small paddle, the pump was started and the slurry pumped into 
the slurry chamber. Cock 3 was closed and valve 2 was opened. 
Cock 1 was closed and additional weights were placed on the 
loading platform until the desired filtration pressure was 
reached as indicated by the pressure gage. Then vent cock 1 
was opened and closed a fevi times to remove air trapped in 
the slurry system. At this stage of the procedure the system 
downstream from the septum contained clear water and the up­
stream system contained circulated slurry. Except for eleva­
tion differences the entire system, upstream from filtrate 
discharge cock $ was under the uniform hydrostatic pressure 
indicated by the pressure gage. The actual filtration was 
started immediately after removal of the trapped air by 
opening filtrate discharge cook ^ and simultaneously starting 
a stopv/atch. Times v;ere I'ecorded for successive delivery of 
pre-selected filtrate volumes. Other recorded data were 
pressure and temperature of tho slurry. At the end of the 
t 
filtration cock 5 was closed, cock 7 was opened and the cir­
culating pump was stopped as soon as the piston reached its 
lov/er travel limit. The filter chamber and drainage base 
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flange sub-assembly were undamped from the lower support 
flange and removed. Next, the filtering chamber cover was 
removed and the slurry was car*efully poured off of the filter 
cake. The filter chamber flange was separated from the 
drainage base flange and the wet cake was transferred to a 
tared container, weighed, dried at 103-10^° C., and weighed 
to determine the ovendry weight. The filter septum which 
consisted of either a single sheet of Whatman No. $ or 
Vftiatman No. filter paper backed by a new piece of 12 oz, 
cotton duck cloth was discarded after the test. After 
rinsing and draining the apparatus was ready for another 
test. 
of constant pressure filtration tests 
The constant pressure filtration data were treated in 
the usual accepted manner as plots of filtrate rate (dd/dV) 
vs. V from which values for the slope were calculated. Using 
these values the filtration resistances (o<, Hr.^/lb.) were 
calculated as illustrated in Appendix P. The filtration 
data and calculated results are grouped according to test 
material and are presented in the Appendices as follows: 
a. Reagent grade calcium carbonate - Appendix P 
b. Commercial grade calcium carbonate - Appendix G 
c. commercial grade barium sulfate - Appendix H 
d. Chemical pure titanium dioxide - Appendix I. 
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The values of o< corresponding to the test filtration pres­
sure are given by Tables 20 to 23• 
Summary and discussion of constant pressure filtration 
test results 
k total of approximately ^0 constant pressure filtrations 
were made on four materials in a small horizontally oriented 
laboratory test filter. The materials were reagent grade 
calcium carbonate! commercial grade calcium carbonate, com­
mercial grade barium sulfate, and chemical pure titanium di­
oxide# Specific filtration resistance () was calculated 
from the data of each filtration. 
Specific filtration resistances for the above materials 
were: 
Specific 
Pressure filtration 
range, resistance. 
Material psi. Hr.^/lb« 
Reagent grade calcium carbonate 6.^ - 19.^ 9*98 - 11*16 
Corameroial grade calcium 
carbonate 7.0-67.^ 212 - l}.02 
Commercial grade barium sulfate 8,6 - 71,8 397 - 955 
Chemical pure titanium dioxide 9.1 - 50.7 1,323 - 2,675. 
There were no unusual difficulties associated with ob­
taining the filtration test data or in its interpretation. 
Good linear relationships were found to exist between filtrate 
rate (d©/dV), and filtrate volume (V) for all of the materials 
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Table 20. Specific filtration resistance of reagent grade 
calcium carbonate determined by constant pressure 
fiItrations 
Tost Filtration pressure, 
psi. 
Specific filtration resis­
tance Hr.Vlb# 
1029532 6.5 9.98 
lllij.531 13.5 ll.il.7 
1022^ 31 19.5 11.16 
9l^ . 
Table 21. Specific filtration realatance of commercial 
grade calcium carbonate determined by constant 
pressure filtrations 
Test Filtration pressure, 
psl. 
Specific filtration 
resistance ("=< ), Hr.vlb, 
123531 7.0 214-5 
12^ 531 7.1 212 
123^ 32 10.2 251 
123^ 33 13.1 267 
1119^ 33 19.5 281 
1216^ 32 19.6 296 
1119^ 32 35.5 338 
123^ 32 50.8 391|. 
1216^ 31 67.5 i|.02 
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Table 22. Specific filtration resistance of commercial 
grade barium sulfate determined by constant 
pressure filtrations 
Test Filtration pressure. Specific filtration 
psi. resistance ('^)# Hr.Vib. 
775i4.1 
7lU.5ii.iv 
935i|.3 
965i|.l 
7l65ii.l 
935iv2 
8.6 
8.7 
9.9 
10.0 
10,2 
10.i|. 
i|.82 
526 
397 
it53 
509 
6305ij.l 
91^ 5i^ .l 
mi 
lOl^ lil 
7125iil 
12.8 
16.0 
17.7 
19.0 
19.if 
21.6 
537 
630 
526 
636 
560 
716 
I0iv533 
775ii.2 
7iii.5ii.6 
9iv5i|.2 
9305ij.l 
7ll^ -5i|.2 
2ij..l 
2k. 7 
28,9 
31.1 
35.2 
35.3 
6i|.3 
610 
590 
672 
717 
706 
795iH 
10k51+2 
92Q5ill 
935i|-l 
6235i».l 
925ii.l 
36.5 
36.6 
37.i|. 
i|.3o5 
il.5.5 
il.9.5 
725 
699 
683 
77i|-
933 
696 
I0i;5i|-i 
9295il.2 
795i^ 2 
9i|.5ii.3 
I025i|.3 
9295ij.3 
I0i4.5iiil 
52.7 
5iv.l 
59.0 
66.0 
66.3 
69.6 
71.8 
81^ 8 
771 
873 
897 
955 
929 
902 
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Table 23# Specific filtration resistance of chemical pure 
titanium dioxide determined by constant pressure 
filtrationa 
Test Filtration pressure, 
psi. 
Specific filtration 
resistance (c>< ), Hr.Vlb. 
mkl 9.1 1,323 
965I1I4. 15.8 1,583 
12351^ .1 2L1..8 1,913 
120^ 1^ .2 2k'9 1,827 
83151^ .1 2^ ,6 2,162 
965i|.3 39.8 2,371+ 
120541 50.7 2,675 
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and for all of the tests except diiring the first I4.O ml. of 
each set of test data. This deviation from linearity ia 
attributed to settling which had occurred in the filtering 
chainber prior to start of the filtration test. The deviation 
is of no significance except for its influence on septum 
resistance values determined from intercepts of the (d&/dV) 
vs, V plots. 
In the titanium dioxide filtrations noticeable bleeding 
occurred at the start of the filtrations. This produced a 
shift of the (dQ/dV) vs# V plots parallel to the V axis, thus 
affecting its utility for determining cloth resistance but 
not for determining specific filtration resistance since 
specific filtration resistance Involves only the slope of the 
(d0/dV) vs. V plot and not its intercept. 
In summary it can be stated that the total of $0 constant 
pressure laboratory filtrations conducted on four materials 
over the pressure range of 7-0 to 71.8 psl. reaffirm the 
parabolic relationship of time and filtrate volume 
(V + = K(0 + ©o). 
0. Filter Permeability Testa 
In the compression-permeability teat the cake is first 
placed in Independent mechanical compression and then a per­
meability test is made. It is obvious that permeability 
tests can also be made x^jlthout the application of the 
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Independent mechanical compressive force. Application of a 
differential hydraulic pressure across a preformed cake 
covered by clear liquid constitutes such a test, i.e., 
washing of filter cakes. Such a test is referred to as a 
filter-perraeability test. Filter permeability tests were 
made to evaluate specific resistance from other than com­
pression permeability testa. T'he apparatus, materials tested, 
procoduro and results are included in this section. 
1* Description of apparatus 
The constant pressure filter apparatus, described In 
Section IV B 1 was used. However, in the filter permeability 
testa the circulating pump was not used. 
2. Materials tested 
The materials tested by the filter permeability teat 
were commercial grade calcium carbonate, commercial grade 
barium sulfate, and chemical pure titanium dioxide, described 
in detail in Section IV A 2. 
3. Test procedure 
The procedure of this test is similar to that described 
for the constant pressure filtrationa (of. Figures 21 and 22 
and Section IV B 3). After the septum had been placed on 
the perforated support plate and the filtering chamber flange 
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superimposed, the filtering chamber was partially filled with 
a thickened "mud" of the solids being tested, and the 
filtering chamber cover was placed in position. The sub­
assembly was then clamped onto the lower support flange and 
the apparatus was filled with clear* water using gravity flow. 
The olrculating pump was not used. When the discharge cock 5 
was opened, the stopwatch v/as simultaneously started. Re­
corded data were pressure, temperature, and time corres­
ponding to preselected volumes of discharged liquid. After 
adequate data x^rere obtained at one pressure, additional load 
weights were applied to obtain another set of discharge rate-
presaure data. This procedure was continued until the piston 
had reached its lower travel limit. Finally, the apparatus 
waa drained, disassembled, and the cake was transferred to a 
tared container in which it was dried at 103-105® 0. and 
wei^od. A modification of this procedure waa to release the 
hydrostatic pressure before applying more load weights to 
obtain additional discharge rate-pressure data® 
Results of filter permeability tests 
Tests 9275i|.21 to 9275^1-25 and 929!?l4.11 to 9295l|.li4. were 
made on the commercial grade calcium carbonate. Data of the 
teats are given in Tables J3 and Jij. of Appendix J. Values of 
specific resistance ( ) were calculated and are presented 
in Table In these calculations (of. Appendix J) a 
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Table 21^.. Results of fllter-permeablllty test on commercial 
grade calcium carbonate 
Test Pressure, psl. Specific resistance (<?<), 
Hr,2/lb. 
927^ 1t.21 6.35 3M^ 
927^ i|.22 12.7 361 
20.0 38ii. 
9295i|ll 20.2 ii-25 
9295I4.I2 36.5 1^ 83 
9275I|.2l^ . 38.0 
929^ 11-13 il.99 
9275325 505 
9295il.lil. 68.5 523 
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correction was mado for soptum resistance based on empty 
apparatus test results presented in Tables J1 and J2 of 
Appendix J. 
Data of the tests made on the commercial grade barium 
sulfate (Tests 91l51|.ll, 911^ 11.12, 911^ ij.ll|. to 911^ 1^6, 9205i^ .31> 
92)4.^1^.31 to 92k$k.3k$ 9255ii.ll to 9255l4.1i|.) are found in Tables 
3$ to 3^ of Appendix J. Calculated values of the specific 
resistance ( <?< ) are given in Table 25- The septum resis­
tance correction was based on empty apparatus test results 
(cf« Appendix J). 
Filter-permeability tests attempted on the chemical pur© 
titanium dioxide were unsuccessful due to cake cracking and 
channeling. Successively higher pressures consistently pro­
duced decreasing specific resistance (c< ), Therefore, data 
for this material have not been included, 
5Quasion of filter permeability test results 
A comparison of the commercial grade calcixim carbonate 
filter permeability tost results of Table 2I4. with the constant 
pressure filtration results of Table 21 reveals that at cor­
responding pressures o< values for the filtor-permeability 
tests are consistently and significantly higher than the 
values for the constant pressure filtration teats, A similar 
comparison for the commercial grade barium sulfate (cf. 
Tables 22 and 25) shows a different trend. For the barium 
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Table 25* Results of filter-pemioabillty test on commercial 
grade barium sulfate 
Test Pressure, psi. Specific resistance (o< ), 
ilr.2/lb. 
92^ 1^4.11 3.71 362 
7.20 il.2Li. 
925511-13 10.5 i}.99 
91l5Il.ll 13.1 560 
91l5il.li|- 13.1 577 
9255l4.1ti. 17.2 60i|. 
91l5i|.12 18.8 61+8 
91l5il.l5 19.2 656 
92Lt5i|.31 20.9 612 
9II5I4.I6 3lt-3 829 
92I1.5il.32 38.1^  958 
92I.1.5I1.33 55.3 968 
9214.51+31^  73. 1,109 
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sulfate good agraemont exists between the two tests at pres­
sures less than 2^ pal» For pressures greater than 25 psi* 
the filter-permeability ex. values are consistently slightly 
higher than the corresponding filtration rosistanco values. 
This does not confirm the agreement obtained by Hoffing and 
Lockhart (33) foi? a relatively incompressible material at 
low pressure. 
D, Prediction of Filtration Resistance 
Prom the data of compression-permeability tests, filter 
permeability tests, and constant pressure filtration tests, 
the prediction of filtration resistance by compression-
permeability techniques may be demonstrated. Prediction 
from filter permeability is direct but the proper prediction 
is an appropriate average or mean specific resistance calcu­
lated from the compression-permeability test data. However, 
the following considerations are important in this development. 
1. Influence of cake weight on values of specific 
resistance { c><p) 
2, Correction for fluid pressure drop, of mechanical 
pressure stress calculated from piston load in the compression-
permeability test 
3« Differential or difference analysis of the data of 
two or more compression-permeability tests made on an 
10^ . 
identical material at different calc© weights 
[}.. The validity of the theoretical approximation of 
filtration resistance. 
The compression-permeability test data of the commercial 
grade calcium carbonate, commercial grade barium sulfate, and 
the chemical pure titanium dioxide have been calculated in 
various ways. The net result of these calculations is twelve 
separate relationships of predicted specific filtration re­
sistance and filtration pressure for each test material. 
Each predicted relationship is compared to actual test fil­
tration specific resistance values and filter permeability 
specific resistance. The comparison by test material follows. 
Reagent Krade calcium carbonate 
Because of the limited amount of available data for this 
material only one predicted relationship of specific filtra­
tion resistance and filtration pressure was determined. This 
relationship was obtained by numerical integration of Tost 
p 
821^ 31 data. A plot of '^ ave ~ ^ /f the test over 
the pressure range of 2 to 30 psl. is shown in Figure 23 
along with the constant pressure test filtration results 
taJcen from Table 20. Results of the numerical integration 
/5 n 
N. 
// 
.«o 
I 
I 
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Figure 23• Variation of specific resistance with filtration 
press-ure for filtrations on reagent grade calcium 
carbonate. 
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are given in Appendix K, Filter permeability tests i\;ere not 
made on this material. 
2. Commercial parade oaloium carbonate 
Prom the compression-permeability tests of the commer­
cial grade calcium carbonate. Tests 730^31# 731^31# and 731^32 
were considered to be the most representative. Data of these 
tests were used to obtain predicted specific filtration 
resistance-pressure relationships by calculation of ''^ avg. ~ 
^ dP ^ 
p/ / —IS and oc „^  = (/ oC^ d^P )/P. This was done using BlQail Q P HI 
(a) individual test results without apparatus resistance 
correction and (1) uncorrected mechanical pressure, (2) 
mechanical pressure corrected for fluid pressiire drop; (b) 
differential analysis of test data and (1) uncorrected 
mechanical pressure, (2) mechanical pressure corrected for 
fluid pressure drop. Empty apparatus flow resistance correc­
tions were not considered appropriate. The method of calcu­
lation was the seme as that used for the chemical pure 
titanium described in Appendix N. The results are summarized 
by the equations of Tables 26 and 27* Comparison of the 
various predicted specific filtration resistance values with 
the actual test specific filtration values of Table 21 is 
made in Table 28. The error sum between predicted and actual 
values is also shown for each case. In Figures LI to 14 of 
Table 26, Summaiy of ii^ rtant equations. Results of co2i5jression-peisneability tests on 
coismercisLL grade calcium carbonate 
Individual Test No, 730531 and Average of Tests No, 731531 and 731532 
No fluid press, drop-mech, press, correction Ifech, press, corrected for fluid press, drop 
Avg, of Tests No, 731531 and 731532 
6 J.O = 2SS 4 7.0 
•=^ P = , 9.0 « P„ S 68 = 172 P„°'^ '^  ,7 ^  P. ^ 60 
= 83 Pb°*®^  . Pm ^  ^  Pm°*^ ® . Pj, ^  ® 
°<avg. = ^ 0^  pO.lTTl , p 4 9.0 - 220.5 , P < 7.0 
-avg. = i^ .656®:^ O|'82s ,?^ P^ 68 ,7.0^ P^ 6O 
= pO.w'! 2.26 '^ S'E. = pU-iiiv'! 2.ms .P^ 60 
= 208.2 , P ^  9.0 = 22U.S P°*^ 5 , P < 7.0 °^ mean 
"^ asan = 123.8 P°-35°+, 9« P^  68  ^ = 128.3 3^  , 7 « P « 60 
°<fflean = 58*SP''*®® + ^ » P>68 « = $9.2 P°'^  ^+ ^  , F > 60 
Table 26* (Continued) 
Ho fluid press« drop-mech, press, correction Mech. press, corrected for fluid press* drop 
Test No. 730^ 31 
•^ p ' 227 P„0'"62 . Pa « M <=^ 5 = 235 . Pn ®-0 
«p = 3£8 P„0-33e , io< 58 o^ p = ISl, , g 4 P. i 63 
= 80.5 P„0'S02, » 58 = 82.5 P.®-^ ® , Pa ^  63 
•^ OTg. ° , P 6 Ifl o< = 202 p0.11l0  ^p ^  8_Q 
lOli^  ^JP In ^  "Q ^   ^ lOO.ii- P o ^  t-k y 
avg, = "rTZZo , ID ^  P ^  50 <X  ^ :— , 8 P ^  63 
 ^ pO.662 _ pO«o52 _ 
= p0.te8^ ''2.as ' pO.^  ^
°Wn = 3IS3 pO"1762 , p ^  00 = 206 pO'l^ iO , p 4 8.0 
= 33B.2 pO-33S+  ^10 ^  p^  58 c; = M  , B ^ P ^ 6 3  
-Sneaa = 53.55  ^, P > 58 =<^  = 55 pO*''^ ® + 2^  , P » 63 
2fotes Hoits of P and Pj^  are psi. Units of c< are Hr.^ ib* 
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Tablo 27• Summary of important equations. Results of 
differential analysis of compression-permeability 
testa on commercial grade calcium carbonate. 
Tests No. 730^31* 731531* 731^32 
No fluid press, drop - mech, press, correction 
""p = 210  ^12.S 
 ^= 128 12.5 < « 70 
 ^= 66.1|. ? 70 
'^ an = 12.6 
k87 + pl«353ii- ^ 
 ^  ^' 7'+»:?p , 12.^  P < 70 
"^ raean p  ^ ' 
. = 3.801 •!• 1)4.12 i>l-506S , J, J, 
jne an p 
, P4 12.5 
 ^ - X 3C IQ'*'^  — , 12.5 4 70 
avg. -I,ij28 + 1.207 
 ^ P X lO**"^  
-7.i|.76 + 3.052 P°*^ 935 ' 
Meoh. press, corrected for fluid press, drop 
= 207 , P„< 9.5 
= 121l- . 9.5 < P„  ^75 
«p = 71.3 P„°-'t-871t , yg 
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Table 27« (Continued) 
Meoh. preaa. oorrecbed for fluid press, drop 
mean 
= 182,7 p®«^ 327 , p ^  9,^  
- 391 + 91.2 p3-»3^97 , 9,5 ^  p<c: 75 
®^mean "" P 
 ^ , 2,9^ 8 ^  ^ 8 g 
mean P ' 
°^avg« - pO«1327 , p^ 9.5 
^avg, ® -1.377 + 1.2^8 p^'^W » 
^ ^ P 3C 10-^  ^ . 
-6,14.02 + 2.733 p°'^ 2^6 
Note: Unita of P and P^^^ are psi. Units of ck. are Hr,^/lb 
Tal)le 28, CJomparison of predicted and actual specific filtration resistance of commercial grade 
calcium carlsonate 
Specific Predicted specific filtration resistaoce eaqjressed in Br.Vlb, " 
Filtration filtration l^est So, 73(^31 
pressure, resistance. No fluid press, drop-Bjech« iiech, press', corrected for 
psi, Hr,2/ib, press, correction fluid press, drop 
m^ean Error avg. Error mean Error <x avg. Error 
7,0 2i5 272 27 263 18 270 25 265 20 
7,1 212 273 61 26it 52 271 59 266 5ii 
10,2 251 289 38 282 31 287 36 28U 33 
23,1 267 306 39 298 31 30ii 37 298 31 
281 338 57 328 hi 337 56 327 it6 
19,6 296 339 ii3 326 30 338 li2 328 32 
35,5 338 lt03 65 382 iiii UoU 66 381t it6 
50.8 39h hSl 57 h22 28 li55 61 it2li 30 
67,5 li02 hBl 85 168 56 li99 97 li65 63 
Error stoa it72 337 U79 355 
Error sum sequence 7 5 8 6 
Table 28. (Continued) 
Specific Predicted specific filtration resistance expressed in Hr.Vlb, 
mtration filtration Avg> of Test Mo, 731531 and Mo, 731532 
pressure, resistance. No fluid pj?ess« drop-mBch. ifech. press, corrected for 
psi* Hr,2/333, press, correction fluid press, drop 
o< 
mean Error cK avg. Error mean Error o< avg. Err( 
7.0 2U5 29li i^ 9 26U 39 291 ii6 286 la 
7.1 212 295 83 285 73 292 80 287 75 
10.2 251 315 6U 300 h9 313 62 306 55 
13.1 267 332 65 317 50 331 6k 32U 57 
19.5 281 368 87 350 69 367 86 355 7li 
19.6 296 369 73 351 55 368 72 356 60 
35.5 338 )|)lT 103 75 Iiljl 103 106 78 
50.8 39it I496 102 U60 66 lt93 99 U62 68 
67.5 k02 5U; lit2 5oU 102 521 n9 500 98 
EtPTor sum 768 578 731 606 
a-ror sum sequence 12 9 11 10 
Table 28 • (Contimed) 
Specific 
filtration filtration 
pressure^  resistance ^ 
psi. Hr,2/lb. 
Predicted specific filtration resistance expressed in Hr»Vlb, 
Differential analysis 
No fluid press • drop-iaech# 
press, correction 
Hech. press, corrected for 
flind pi-ess, drop 
°^ insan Error '^ avg. Error "^ mean Error avg. Em 
7.0 216 2U5 0 239 6 236 9 232 13 
7.1 212 2h6 3U 2ho 28 237 25 233 21 
10.2 251 260 9 2$k 3 2hB 3 2l4i; 7 
33,1 267 271 k 266 1 259 8 251i 13 
29.5 281 29h 13 287 6 28U 3 277 It 
19.6 296 296 0 288 8 285 11 278 18 
35.5 338 3ii8 10 33k U 338 0 32U 
50.8 39h 388 6 368 26 382 12 360 3lt 
67.5 h.02 1:22 20 I4OO 2 106 lit 392 10 
Error sxna 9S 8U 85 23h 
Error sum sequence 3 1 2 h 
Appendix L the oomparison of predicted specific filtration 
resistance, actual specific filtration resistance, and 
filter-permeability specific resistance is made graphically. 
3, Commercial grade barium sulfate 
Of the corapressicn-pomieability tests made on barium 
sulfate. Tests 71^14- and 72^k were chosen as the most repre­
sentative. Data of these tests were treated as described in 
section i4. below. The results are summarized by the equations 
of Tables 29 and 30» Comparison of the various predicted and 
actual specific filtration resistance values (from Table 22) 
la mad© in Table 31* "^be error sum between predicted and 
actual values Is also shown for each case. In Figures Ml to 
Mij. of Appendix M the comparison of predicted specific filtra­
tion resistance, actual specific filtration reaiatance, and 
filter-permeability specific resistance is made graphically. 
I).. Chemical pure titanium dioxide 
Data of titanium dioxide compression-pemeabllity Testa 
Yl^^ll- and 1020^if. were treated in the same manner as the com­
mercial grade calcium carbonate and barium sulfate data. 
Details of the work on titanium dioxide are presented in 
Appendix N, and summarized by the equations of Tables 32 and 
33. Comparison of the various predicted and actual specific 
filtration resistance values (from Table 23) is made In 
Talals 2p, Summary of in5>ortant equations. Eesiilts of individaal conpression-perneabilily tests 
on connnercial grade Ijarium sulfate. 
Tests No, and 72^ h 
No fluid press, drop-iaech, press* correction Mech. press, corrected for fluid press# drop 
Test No, 715U 
( " < p ) ( w )  = li,200 Pn  ^ 13 ( « p ) ( w )  = 3,lt20 Pj,  ^ M 
( ' X p ) ( W )  = 2,200 PH°-5363, P„ ? 33 ("^pXH) = 2,220 P„°*53'^ ,  ^
»Cp = li03 , Pm « 13 «p = 332 ^ ^  
= 2l!t , Pm» 33 = 216 rP.53li3 , P. ? 33 tt 
««an = 335 , P « 13 = 2h2 P°'3^  ^ , P ^  33 
^ ^ ^ = S!£±iiio££l£ . P ^  33 
'^ avg, , P ^  13 oe^ g^  = 209.6  ^p ^  ^  
^ ^ y. s P 13 o< - PxlO'*"^ . P ^  
avg* 1,010 p^*^37 _ 3^ Uo n Ud? ' ^ 
• 1,003 - 0.910 
Talale 29, (Continued) 
No iluid press, drop-iaech. piress. correction Ifech* press, corrected for fluid press, drop 
Test No. 72514. 
(«^ p)(W) = 11,900  ^^  = 9,500 
(°<p)(w) = 9,500  ^
cXp = 290 ^ ^ 
°^ p = 231  ^  ^:i3 
n^ean = 208,6 pO»3898 ^  p ^  33 =• 355.7 
 ^ _ 320 + 155.7 P^ '^ ®3ii p 5, „ 
asan j 
'^ avg. = ^ 76.9 , P i<: 33 = 119 
<^ ave. =  ^ , P 5. 33 
8,38 pO-5  ^- 1 ,^50 
Note; Ifeits of P and P^  are psi. Units of c< are Hr.Vlb. Units of W are grams. 
u 
H 
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Table 30» Summary of important equations. Results of 
differential analysis of compression-permeability 
tests on commercial grade barium sulfate. 
Tests Ho. 71^14- and 72^I|. 
No fluid presig. drop-mech. Mech, press, corrected for 
press, correction fluid press, drop 
o< p = 197. 
p = 238. P^0•'^610 
%ea„ = = 128.aP°-S3S0 . p ,3 
mean 
"'avs. = = 91.6p°-S350 , p « 13 
5,00 + 7.80P°*S3'30 
P X 10'^ 3 
, P^ 13 
Note: Units of P and P^j^ are psi. Units of o< are Hr.^/lb, 
Table 31* Con5>aidson of predicted and actual specific filtration resistance of conanercial 
grade barxTim siOLfate 
J.tration filtration Test nc », 725h 
•essure. resistance^  No fluid press 0 drop-mech. Mech, press. corrected for 
psi. Hr.Vlb, press. correction fluid piTOSS • drop 
^mean iSrror '^ avg. Error ex" „ Error laean ' oc avg. Error 
8.6 hhS 586 lia 536 91 535 90 lA 19 
8.7 li82 590 108 51i0 58 51;2 60 U69 13 
9.9 526 611 85 560 3li 56U 38 I188 38 
10,0 397 6lU 217 561 16U li66 169 h90 93 
10.2 h$3 6l6 263 56U HI 570 117 k93 liO 
10.1i 509 620 111 566 57 57li 65 U97 12 
12.8 537 658 121 602 65 620 83 536 1 
16,0 630 702 72 639 9 668 38 586 hk 
17.7 526 712 186 661 135 698 172 608 83 
19.0 636 750 n]| 677 la 722 86 621* 12 
19.1i 560 751 191 683 123 728 168 628 68 
21,6 716 79lt 78 711 5 76U ii8 659 57 
2U.1 61I3 83U 291 739 96 807 I6I4 690 k7 
2U.7 610 836 226 7h7 137 812 202 697 87 
28,9 590 890 3C0 791 201 877 287 7l;l4 15U 
31.1 672 92ii 252 817 II45 912 2U0 766 9h 
35.2 717 983 266 859 lli2 969 252 807 90 
35.3 706 986 280 861 155 971 265 812 106 
36.5 725 996 271 869 iliU 983 258 823 98 
36.6 699 997 298 871 172 985 286 827 128 
37.1* 683 1017 33h 878 195 996 313 831 I2t8 
i<3.5 771; 1098 32h 939 165 1075 301 898 I2U 
ii5.5 933 1117 183 9$6 23 1097 16U 90lt 29 
li9.5 696 1170 2*71; 988 292 1152 hB6 9ii0 2UU 
52,7 81i8 1198 350 1016 168 1199 351 969 121 
5U.1 771 1219 1030 259 1212 lilil 979 208 
59.0 873 1270 397 1067 19li 1258 385 1021 1U8 
66,0 897 13JiU iat7 1119 222 1332 U35 1073 176 
Table 31« (Continued) 
Specific '" " 'iEb:^ dicted specifjje filtration resistance expressed in Hr.i^ /lb, 
iiltration filtration Test Ho, 115h 
pressure, resistance. No fluid press® drop-roech. Hech. press, corrected for 
psi. ifr.Vlb* press, correction fluid press, drop 
'^ anean ErrOT <x atrg. Error oC lasan Error o<. avg. Error 
66,3 955 1361 Ji06 1121 166 13liO 385 1076 121 
69.6 929 3389 ii60 llii9 220 1368 li39 1102 173 
71.8 902 lijOl h99 116U 262 1388 m 1118 216 
Error sum l,99h 1,251 l,2hh 2,991 
Error sum sequence 12 8 31 h 
Test Ho, 7251t 
8.6 m 38 J4IO 35 lOiO 5 337 108 
8.7 hB2 3 iOl 71 1Uj3 39 339 lli3 
9.9 526 510 16 U33 93 U71 55 360 166 
10.0 397 512 135 li3li 37 li73 76 362 35 
10.2 h53 515 62 1437 16 U77 2ii 365 88 
10.U 509 519 10 IjltO 69 li82 27 368 lU 
12,8 $yi 563 26 h78 59 533 U07 330 
16.0 630 611 19 525 105 608 22 li65 165 
17.7 526 639 133 555 29 623 97 his 50 
19.0 636 661 25 565 71 6hh 8 I492 310; 
19 .It 560 668 108 569 9 650 90 lt97 63 
21.6 716 702 21; 595 121 685 31 52U 192 
2k.l 6it3 735 92 622 21 723 80 552 91 
2U.7 610 7U3 333 629 39 730 120 559 51 
28.9 590 799 209 672 82 789 199 603 13 
31.1 672 827 355 69ii 22 818 1I16 625 hi 
35.2 717 878 361 731 3li 867 150 663 5h 
35.3 705 880 I7U 733 27 870 16U 665 U 
36.5 725 891 166 7la 18 882 157 67U 51 
Table 31* (Continued) 
Predicted specific filtration resistance emressed in 
Test No, 7251i 
No fluid press. drop->mech» Ifech. press, corrected for 
press, correction fluid press, drop 
iiltration 
pressure^  
psi. 
Specific 
filtration 
resistance, 
Hr.Vai'. 
'^Snean Error avg, Enror nsan Error o< avg. Error 
36.6 699 892 193 7U5 lj6 885 186 676 23 
37.h 683 90lt 221 IBQ 67 89li 211 683 0 
h3.$ 77it 969 195 803 29 963 189 736 38 
li5.5 933 993 60 828 105 981 1*8 750 183 
696 1030 33lt 8U9 153 1025 329 781* 88 
52.7 8it8 1061 213 873 25 1058 210 808 1*0 
51i.l 771 1075 30U 88U 223 1071 300 819 1*8 
59.0 873 1121 2U8 920 hi 2226 2U3 853 20 
66.0 897 llBii 287 965 68 1178 281 900 3 
66.3 955 II87 232 968 23 1180 225 903 52 
69.6 929 1210 281 992 63 1208 279 923 6 
71.8 902 1227 325 loc^ i 102 1229 327 91*0 38 
Error sum 1^ ,532 1,71*9 li,322 2,312 
Error sum sequence 10 1 9 3 
Differential .Analysis 
8.6 lUi5 U52 7 357 88 li06 39 290 155 
8.7 U82 it5U 28 358 I2U 73 291 191 
9.9 526 li81 16 381 lll5 2i36 90 312 21U 
10.0 397 li85 88 382 15 W) 1*3 311* 83 
10.2 U53 U90 37 386 67 iiii5 8 318 135 
10.U 509 h9B Hi 390 119 U50 59 322 187 
12.8 537 BUZ 5 ]|29 108 501 36 358 179 
16.0 630 600 30 li75 155 565 65 1*01* 226 
17.7 526 629 103 k91 29 590 6Ji h28 98 
Table 31* (Continaed) 
Predicted specific filtration resistance e^ressed in fir»^/Ib» 
Differential Analysis 
So fluid press* drop-msch* Ifech* press» corrected for 
press, correction fluid press, drop 
Brror itinxar c< Error c<_ Error 
Specific 
flltzation filtration 
pressure, 
psl. 
resistance, 
iJr.^ lb, 
isean avg. n»an avg, 
19.0 636 650 lit 5llt 122 6l5 21 iiU3 193 
I9»h . 560 655 95 518 h2 622 62 lUi8 112 
21.6 716 690 26 5U5 171 655 61 1^ 73 2143 
, 2U.1 61I3 725 82 573 70 691 U8 500 lii3 
2U.7 610 733 123 580 30 706 96 507 103 
28.9 590 785 195 620 30 761 171 550 Uo 
31.1 672 835 lii3 6IJ4. 28 78li 222 569 103 
35.2 717 862 IhS 681 36 830 113 607 no 
35.3 70S 869 163 683 23 831 125 608 98 
36.5 725 875 150 691 3h dh2 117 621 lou 
36.6 699 876 177 692 7 6h7 lli8 622 77 
37 M 683 885 202 700 17 859 176 627 56 
lt3.5 77I1 9ii7 173 7i;9 25 920 2li6 677 97 
Ii5.5 933 966 33 76k 169 938 5 693 2l|0 
ii9.5 696 1007 311 795 99 985 289 723 27 
52.7 8U8 1039 191 820 28 1011 163 7lt6 102 
5U.1 771 1051 280 830 59 1030 259 750 21 
59.0 873 1093 220 86U 9 1072 199 785 88 
66.0 897 IIU8 251 9C^  8 1120 223 831 66 
66.3 955 1151* 199 911 1122 167 832 123 
69.6 929 1180 251 932 3 1159 230 85it 75 
71.8 902 1193 291 9li2 liO 1167 265 8^ 37 
Error sum U,072 l,9l4ii 3,673 3,726 
ExTor sum sequence 7 2 5 6 
Table 32. STsamaxy of is^ rtant equations. Besults of individiial con^ ression-permeabiH-t^  tests 
on chemical pure titanixim dioxide. 
Tests Ho. 7l551t 10205U 
Mo fluid jxress# drop-nech* Mech, press, corrected for fluid press, drop 
press, correction 
Test Kb. 72S$h 
(°<p)(H) = 2li,800 (<'<p)(W) ^  18,000  ^
(®fp)(W) = 2U,2^0 pj>'3606 , ^ 22 
ofp = 938 PjO«3570  ^681  ^
o<p = 917,5  ^32 
®aeaa " ^^l.S ^ = U60.5 P^'^78$ , p ^ 12 
mean 
-1,680 + 67U 
mean — p , r 
a^i^ , = ^ 3.3 = 3SS.2 pO.U78S , p <• 02 
^ _ PxlD"^^ 
1,930 -h 1.70li p0*^ 39i^  ' 
Table 32» (Continued) 
No fluid press, drop-mech* c^h« press, corrected for fluid press, drop 
press, correction 
Test So. 102Q5U 
= 15,600 {•<p)(W) = 11,300 Pj0.1i78S , Pjj < 12 
(•XpjCW) = 15,250 , Pm ' 12 
•^p = 982 P„°*2570  ^ P_^ 0.U785 , Pa < 12 
' 12 
•'mean = 723^  = U82.S , P « 12 n^san 
_ -1,730 + 705 pl-.3606 
'^mean - p P  ^ 12 
°^ avg. == p0.3570  ^3^ 2 p0.1i785 , p 12 
O< ~  ^^  ^—2 1 , P  ^ 12 
1.81i5 + 1.628 p0.639ii 
Notes I^ts of P and P^ are psl. Ifeiits of oC are Hc.^/lb. Units of W are grans. 
ro 
Table 33. Summary of Important equations. Hoaults of 
differential analysis of comprosalon-permoabillty 
tests on chemical pure titanium dioxide. 
Tests No. 7l55i|. and 10205^1}. 
Ho fluid press, drop- Mech. press, corrected for fluid 
mech. press, correction press, drop 
«p = 880.P„°-^ 5^ 5 »<P = , Pm< 12 
°<p = . Pr. S 12 
«mean = = 1^2l,.P°-^«62 . p  ^12 
. P ^ 
^avg. = 567.= 323»5P°*^®^^ , P « 12 
P X 10"^  ^
'' 2.18^  + 1.813P°'^ 395 
Nobet Units of P and Pj^ are pal. Units of ^  are Hr.^/lb, 
«ays. = , P * 12 
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Table 3i|-« The error sum between predicted and aotual values 
is also shown for each case. In Figures HI to Nl}, of Appendix 
N the comparison of predicted specific filtration resistance 
and actual specific filtration resistance is made graphically. 
Attempts at filter permeability tests on this material were 
unsuccessful because of channeling and cake cracking. 
Summary and discussion of filtration resistance prediction 
Prom jsompression-permeability test data of four materials 
values of specific filtration resistance were predicted as 
functions of filtration pressure. For each material compari­
son was made with actual laboratory filtrations, and filter 
permeability test results. Agreement was found to be generally 
good, but the extent of agreement depended on material tested 
and method of interpreting compression-permeability test 
results. 
The only previously reported compression-permeability 
studies were made by i-iuth and Grace (2^, 26, 27). Ruth 
made no mention of Influence of cake thickness in compression-
permeability testing but Grace (2^) stated that when thickness 
to diameter ratio ims less than 0.6 there was no noticeable 
effect. His conclusion was not entirely confirmed for all 
materials studied In this thesis. However, it is possible 
that some of the p variation obsei'ved in the present work 
between individual testa of different cake weight (thickness) 
Table 3U. Coiig)arison of predicted and actual specific filtration resistance of chemical 
pure titanium dioxide 
SUtration 
pressure, 
psi. 
Specific 
filtration 
resistance. 
Predicted specific filtration resistance expressed in Br»^ /2h, 
Test Mo, 7155U 
No fluid press* drop-iaecha ffech. press, corrected for 
press, correction fluid press, drop 
<x 
mean Error cx avg. Error oc mean Error CK avg. Error 
9.1 1,323 1,521 198 1,327 h 1,329 6 1,022 301 
15.8 1,583 1,853 270 1,613 30 1,719 136 l,33it 2it9 
2U.8 1,913 2,178 265 1,896 15 2,080 167 1,623 285 
2U.9 1,827 2,182 355 1,903 76 2,08U 257 l,63ii 193 
25.6 2,162 2,20U 1|2 1,921 2ljl 2,093 69 1,658 50U 
39.8 2,37U 2,573 199 2,2U0 23k 2,1;95 121 2,015 359 
50.7 2,675 2,808 133 2,10^ 8 127 2,725 50 2,218 1;57 
Error sum l,U52 627 806 2,3U8 
Error sum seqoence 8 2 5 11 
Test No, 10205it 
9.1 1,323 1,591 268 1,390 67 1,388 65 1,068 255 
15.8 1,583 1,935 352 1,692 1Q9 1,802 219 1,392 191 
2U.8 1,933 2,277 36k 1,987 7k 2,170 257 l,70li 209 
2U.9 1,827 2,28U li57 1,996 269 2,182 355 1,722 115 
25.6 2,162 2,306 2,017 2k  ^ 2,198 36 1,735 it27 
39.8 2,37U 2,688 3lU 2,3li8 26 2,612 238 2,115 259 
50,7 2,675 2,935 260 2,561* 111 2,866 191 2,33.2 3k3 
Error sum 2,259 701 1,361 1,799 
Error sum sequence 10 3 6 9 
Table 3h» (Continued) 
Predicted specific filtration resistance emressed in 
Differential AnaSyBos 
No fluid press* drop^mecli* Hech* press* coxrected for 
press« correction fluid press, drop 
nitration 
pressure^  
psi. 
Specific 
filtration 
resistai»:e^  
Hp.^ /2L. 
c<, Error or avg. Srror mean Error avg, Error 
9*1 1,323 l,li20 97 l,2l|l 82 l,2ii2 81 9li7 376 
1,583 1,730 357 1,512 71 1,609 26 1,238 3U5 
2ii..S 1,913 2,032 229 1,776 237 1,931 18 l,52li 389 
2h,9 1,827 2,037 210 1,778 h9 1,960 133 1,527 300 
25.6 2,162 2,060 102 1,800 362 1,983 179 l,5U5 617 
39.8 2,37ii 2,U00 26 2,098 276 2,3UU 30 1,88U U90 
50.7 2,675 2,620 55 2,285 390 2,575 100 2,076 599 
ScT'or arm 766 1,367 567 3,136 
Error s-ua sequence h 7 1 12 
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were only apparent, being actually a result of apparatus flow 
resistance. The problem was circumvented by using a dif­
ferential analysis on two sets of test data. This method of 
testing is believed to give bettor results than the method of 
Grace and iiuth. 
In the previous work, Ruth (^5) corrected the mechanical 
pressure stress by adding one half of the fluid pressure 
drop. This method of correction for fluid pressure drop has 
been used in this thesis, and the resulting mechanical pres­
sure ia referred to as corrected mechanical pressure. Prom 
Grace's papers (2^, 26, 2?) this correction is not apparent. 
Both Huth and Grace (25* 26, 27) employed the 
theoretically derived approximation 
to predict filtration resistance. Results of the present 
work show that average specific resistance can be predicted 
better by the following equation. 
Twelve separate relationships of predicted specific fil­
tration resistance and filtration pressure were obtained for 
three test materials. The comparison of actual and predicted 
filtration resintance made in Tables 20, 31 and 3i|. demonstrate 
the validity of the test procedure and analysis. The minimum 
mean 
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error sum indicates greatest reliability of prediction. 
It is difficult to form general conclusions from these 
three tables. However, since values of o< were found to 
P 
depend on cake vreight, corresponding values of 
o^jrisan also have that dependence. This imposes the 
problem of the choice of best cake weight which is con­
veniently solved by the use of differential analysis on two 
testa of different cake wei(^t. The correction of mechanical 
stress for fluid pressure drop is mandatory since its com­
pressive effect can not be logically denied. The only re­
maining consideration is the choice between and avg« 
^inean differential analysis, corrected mechanical 
pressure case# Tabulated results indicate "to be IilQ 
better than for all three materials; commercial grade 
calcium carbonate, commercial grade barium sulfate, and 
chemical pure titanium dioxide. For the analytical grade 
calcium carbonate determined from a single compression-
permeability test was in good agreement with the actual fil-
trations. For that material and c< wore not sig-
»vg» mean " 
nificantly different. 
Filter permeability specific resistance was appreciably 
higher than the specific filtration resistance of commercial 
grade calcium carbonate but only slightly hi^er for pressures 
greater than 2^ psi than that of the commercial grade barium 
sulfate. These discrepancies are probably attributable to 
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"scouring" or fine particle transfer as a consequence of 
relatively high initial filtrate velocity through the filter 
permeability cake structure before compression compaction 
equilibrium developed, "Scouring" has previously been 
mentioned (57) and (76). 
The same general type of "scouring" phenomenon could 
also occur in filtration, resulting in higher specific fil­
tration resistance than predicted from compression-
permeability test data® This does not imply that all filtra­
tion resistance deviations from theoretical are a consequence 
of "scouring". 
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v. oommicikL plam* tests 
In plant filtration the usual concern is that of adjus­
ting filter operation to accommodate process load# Fre­
quently little or no attention is devoted to quantitative 
monitoring of stream flows, specific filtration resistance, 
or the effect of process steps. Correlation of filtration 
theory with industrial practice has been neglected for the 
most part. 
Through the cooperation of Clinton Poods Incorporated, 
Clinton, Iowa, tests were made in their plant on a continuous 
rotary drum (FEIWC) filter. Samples were taken during the 
tests and subsequently tested in the laboratory to demon­
strate the correlation of filtration theory with industrial 
practice. Description of the work and results follow. 
The continuous rotary drum (FEIWC) filter -which was 
tested was 8*-0" in diameter by face width. The filter 
septum was heavy cotton duck. During operation prefilt level 
in the filter tub was maintained by manual adjustment of the 
feed pump. There were no installed devices for quantitative 
monitoring of the material streams. 
A. ntlnuous Rotary Drum (PEINC) Tests 
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A aerioa of five consecutive teats were made at dif­
ferent drum apeods with the filter operating on dowatering a 
pearl cornstarch profilt stream. Filtrate was collected as 
discharged from the vacuum system and weighed in a tared 
gal. drum. Filter cake, prefilt, and filtrate samples were 
taken during the teats. Data and results of Tests 1 to ^  
inclusive are presented in Table 01 of Appendix 0, 
In these tests the filter vacuum, which constitutes the 
filtration pressure, ranged from 6.38 to 6.88 psi. The 
average value was 6.68 psi. Specific filtration resistance 
values calculated from the test data, neglecting septum 
resistance, ranged from li).0 to 2^2 Hr.^/lb. The average 
value corresponding to 6.68 psi. filtration pressure was 217 
Hr.2/lb. A reasonable allovjance for the septum resistance of 
these tests is approximately 20 per cent of the total resis-
p 
tanco or I1.0 Hr. /lb. V/ith this allov/ance, the specific 
resistance of the 6.68 psi. plant filtration was 177 Hr.^ /lb. 
A sample calculation of specific filtration resistance for 
these tests is given in Appendix 0, 
B. Laboratory Tests 
1. Gompreasion-permeability teats 
Samples of the prefilt which had been taken from the drum 
filter tub during the plant tests were thickened by settling 
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and then used for compression-pormeahlllty testing. Tests 
were made at three different oake weights (Tests 1191pi|-» 
1110^ 14., and 120^ !^ ) using Procedure A. 
The oompression-permeability teat data and specific 
resistance results determined from the individual testa are 
presented in Tables 02 to Oi| of Appendix 0, Because of the 
relatively large cake weight and correspondingly large cake 
thickness of Test 119^11. it should not be used for predicting 
filtration resistance. The data of Tests 1110^ 4 and 120^  ^
were calculated by the differential analysis method to obtain 
specific resistance ('^p) corresponding to corrected mechani­
cal pressure (Pjji) for the range of the test data. The data, 
calculations, and results are summarized in Tables 0$,  06 ,  
and 07 of Appendix 0« 
.0969 
The relation£?hip = I6I4. was determined for 
the pearl cornstarch for pressures below 30 psi. This rela­
tionship was integrated to obtain the expressions X = 
1[|.8.1 p*'^969 ^mean ~ 1^9.6 p*^969 predicting filtra­
tion resistance of the pearl cornstarch prefilt at pressures 
below 30 psi. The two expressions are not significantly dif­
ferent in these tests for predicting filtration resistance. 
Specific filtration resistance x^ras calculated using the ex­
pressions for the plant operating pressure of 6.68 psi. The 
calculated results were s 178 and cxf = 180 Hr.2/ib. 
avg. mean 
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2» Constant preaaure filtration tests 
Constant pressure filtrations were made in the labora~ 
tory test filter to provide a chock on the plant filtration 
results. Filtrations were made on samples of the pearl corn­
starch prefilt at 8.7 and 1^.^ psi. using the procedure des-
cribed in Section IV B 3. The corresponding specific filtra­
tion resistance results were 226 and 109 Hr.^/lb, These fil­
tration data are given in Table 09 of Appendix 0. 
3» Filter permeability testa 
A series of filter permeability tests were made to pro­
vide additional information concerning specific resistance of 
the cornstarch prefilt. Daplicate tests were made at nominal 
pressures of 6«0, 12.5* fiuid 20.0 psi. using the procedure 
described in Section IV G 3* Data and results of these tests 
(22^51, 22^52, 22^53, 2155^1, 21^^52, and 2155^3) are given 
in Tables 07 and 08 of Appendix 0, By averaging results of 
til© duplicate runs specific resistance values of 180, l86, 
and 190 Hr, /lb, corresponding to pressures of 6,2^, 12«0, 
and 20.0 psi. were obtained for the cornstarch prefilt, 
C, Summary and Discussion of Results 
A aeries of five tests were made on a large commercial 
rotary drum (FEINC) filter operating on the dewaterlng of 
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pearl cornstarch prefilt. In these tests the only independent 
variable was drum speed. No difficulties were encountered 
during the tests other than those of obtaining precise 
measurements of stream flow rates. Average filtration pres­
sure for the plant tests was 6.68 psi., and the corresponding 
average specific filtration resistance (allowing 20 per cent 
for septum resistance was 177 Hr. /lb. Laboratory constant 
pressure filtration on this same prefilt gave results of 226 
and 189 Hr.^/lb. at respective pressures of 8.7 and 1$,$ psi. 
Laboratory filter permeability test results were I80, 186, and 
190 Hr.^/lb., corresponding to pressures of 6.2^, 12.0, and 
20.0 psi. A predicted specific filtration resistance of 179 
p 
to 180 Hr. /lb. was obtained for 6.68 psi, from the 
compression-permeability tests. 
Prom these results it is apparent that the plant filtra-
tiona, laboratory filtrations, and laboratory filter 
permeabilities are in agreement. It is also apparent that 
the specific filtration resistance predicted from the 
compression-permeability teat data agrees very well with the 
actual specific resistance of the pearl cornstarch profilt. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Prom compression-permeability tests on four materials 
whose specific resistance ( c?< ) ranged from approximately 10 
Ir 
to 10,^ 00 Hr.^ /lb. (corresponding to mechanical compressions 
(P^) of approximately 1 to 7^1-0 psl.) the following were 
concluded! 
1. Increasing mechanical compression produced continuous 
non-linear decreases in cake porosity (^ ) and continuous 
non-linear increases in specific resistance ), Decrease 
in particle size and consequent increase in specific surface 
(S) was also found. 
2. For some of the materials porosity ( £ ) and 
mechanical pressure (Pj^) were found to he related by the 
ejqpreaaion = c log P^^ + b. No simple relationship of o! 
and Pj^ was found for the entire P^^ range for all the 
materials. However, good representation was found by using 
one or more relationships of the form = c This 
made graphical integration procedures unnecessary. 
3 .  Influence of cake thickness on specific resistance 
( '^p) was found even though the cake thickness diameter ratio 
never exceeded 0,5l« Porosity (f ) did not appear to be sig­
nificantly influenced by cake thickness. It is possible that 
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part of the effect was only apparent, being actually a result 
of apparatus reaiBtance. 
il-. !Ihe use of empty apparatus flow resistance and de­
flection calibrations may be unrealistic and a source of sig­
nificant error in failing to provide values for apparatus, 
septum, and cake septum Interaction as they exist during 
testing. 
Apparatus and septum flow resistance is best deter­
mined by the use of "differential analysis" on test data from 
two cake weights. 
6, Apparatus deflection calibration should bo based on 
tests of different weight cakes of a single material rather 
than empty apparatus tests. 
7» Mechanical pressure used in compression-permeability 
testing should be corrected for fluid pressure drop across 
the cake. 
8, Oompression-permoability calces which were dried, 
repulped, and retested had porosity ( £ ) lower than and 
specific resistance ( lower than the original material# 
9. Compression permeability cakes repulped without 
drying and retested had increasing porosity (£ ) accompanied 
by decreasing specific resistance (^^p). 
10, Mild stirring agitation was inconsequential but 
severe pumping agitation resulted in increased specific 
roslstance C^p) and decreased porosity (£ )• Increased 
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spocific surface (S) vms indicated. 
11» In general good reproducibility was obtained for 
the conipression-permeability teats. 
Filter permeability tosts made on four materials gave 
specific resistance (^) results which in some Instances 
agreed with but in general were higher than those of filtra­
tion. The difference is believed to result from "scouring" 
or fine particle transfer before cornpression-equilibrium is 
attained in the filter permeability test. Cake cracking and 
channeling was a source of difficulty in that test. 
The laboratory constant pressure filtrations which 
ranged in specific filtration resistance ('X') from approxi­
mately 10 to 2,700 lir.^/lb. reaffirmed the parabolic rela­
tionship of time and filtrate volume. 
A thorough analysis of compreasion-penneability test data and 
comparison with the filtration results showed that predicted 
values of filtration resistance are generally good. However, 
prediction of specific resistance by the equation 
was better than that obtained by the theoretical approximation 
(V + = K (0 + Oq). 
mean 
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The deviations from are probably a result of assumptions 
made in the derivation of the equation. 
Commercial rotary drum plant filtrations, laboratory 
constant pressure filtrations and compression-penneability 
test results made on a pearl cornstarch prefilt were in 
excellent agreement shov;lng that filtration theory can be 
satisfactorily correlated with Industrial practice. 
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Appendix A. Particle Size Distribution Data 
1^ 0 
Table Al» Particle size distribution of calciiim cai'bonate 
samples determined by Filar micrometer 
Pilar Average Distribution, i 
micrometer size. Reagent Sample after Commercial 
divisions a microns grade Test 821533 ° grade calcium 
calcium carbonate 
carbonate 
0 - 5 0,7l|- 21.67 17.00 30.76 
 ^- 10 2,23 29.00 20.1j.7 29.20 
10 - 15 3.71 10.33 13.13 17.91 
1^  - 20 5.20 6.67 6.18 7.01 
20 - 25 6 •68 6.00 3.ij.76 I1..67 
25 - 39 8.16 3.00 5.51 3.11 
30 - 9.62 5.67 1.95 
35 - 5.0 11.13 1.00 1^ .25 1.56 
I|.0 •» 12.61 2.33 1|..25 0,778 
-
50 ll^ ..l0 2.33 3.09 None 
50 - 55 15.58 1.00 3.1^ 76 0.389 
55 - 60 17.06 1.33 3.09 0.778 
60 - 65 18.55 1.00 1^ ,25 0,389 
65 - 70 20.03 0,667 0.772 None 
70 - P 21.52 None 0.772 0.389 
P " 80 23.00 0.667 1.158 0.389 QO - 85 1.33 1.511-5 None 
85 ~ 90 25.97 0.667 i.51].5 0.389 
90 - 95 2745 0.667 None None 
95 - 100 28.93 O.33I1. None None 
100 - 110 31.16 0.667 0.772 0.389 
110 - 120 31}.. 13 1.33 0.386 None 
120 - 130 37.09 0.667 None None 
130 - 15.0 ko,07 0.33ii. None None 
HiO - 150 k3'0k. 0.33lt. None None 
150 - 160 I1.6.02 None None None 
160 - 170 14.8.97 0.33k None None 
ip - 180 51.9I1- Nona 0,386 None 
180 - 190 5ii..90 None None None 
190 - 200 57.88 Nona None None 
200 79.80 0.667 None , None 
®'33*7 Filar divisions equal 0.01 mm. 
This sample was reagent grade calcium carbonate that 
had been tested three times in the compression-permeability 
test. The wet cake was repulped before each test. 
15^1 
Appendix D. Cake Thickness Corrocfcion, Data, Calculations, 
and Results 
1^ 2 
Apparent cake -bhicknesa was plotted against mechanical 
pressure on a semi-log graph for four sets of compression-
permeability teat data of commercial grade barium sulfate. 
Tables E13, Ell)., El^, and El6 of Appendix E. Four seta of 
compression-permeability test data of commercial grade cal­
cium carbonate. Tables El]., E^, E7, and E9 of Appendix E were 
plotted in the same manner. A representative curve was drawn 
for each test. These plots were made sufficiently large to 
permit interpolation of apparent cake thickness data to four 
decimal places. From these curves, values of apparent cake 
thickness were read at selected mechanical pressures. These 
values are presented in Tables B1 and B2. 
Differences in apparent cake-thickness were determined 
between the barium sulfate Tests and 71^1+ and 
712^ 14., and 7265I1., and 72^ ii. and 7265i}.. Differences 
between Tests 712514- and 726i?i4., and 72^^. and were not 
used because the test cake wei^ta were nearly the same. 
Also, differences in apparent cake thickness were determined 
between the calcium carbonate Tests 729^3 and 730^31, 730^31 
and 731$31> and 730^31 and 82532. Differences between Tests 
52953 and 731531. 52953 and 82532, and 731531 and 82532 were 
not Used because the test cake weights were nearly the same. 
The apparent cake thickness differences were divided by 
the appropriate cake weight differences to obtain values of 
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cake thickness per unit t^eight. For corresponding mechanical 
pressures, these values were averaged. They represent the 
pressure-compression characteristic of the materials. These 
characteristic values, which are given in Table B3, were 
multiplied by the cake weights of the individual tests to 
obtain corrected cake thickness values. For each test the 
difference between apparent calce thickness and corrected cake 
thickness \iras determined. These corrections were averaged 
for the four tests on commercial grade barium sulfate and are 
listed for corresponding mechanical pressures in Table Bij. and 
are plotted in Figure Bl, The corresponding corrections for 
the four tests on commercial grade calcium carbonate are 
given in Table B$, and are plotted in Figure B2. The correc­
tions of Figure Bl are applicable to compression-permeability 
teats using Procedure A. Figure B2 corrections are applicable 
to tests using Procedures B, 0, D, and E. 
A sample calculation for the commercial grade barium 
sulfate data at mechanical pressure of 10 pal. is given 
below. 
vSk 
Calculation of pressure-compression characteristic: 
Cake wt. Apparent cake A thickness 
Test thickness^ in. per -4wt., in./K. 
72511-
715I1. 
Difference 
il.1.13 
10.30 
30. <^ 3 
0.5590 
O.156I1 
0.11-026 0,013059 
7125il. 
7l5il-
Difference 
31^ .03 
10.30 
23.73 
o.ii.585 
0.1561}. 
0.3021 
•MM 
mm mm 
0.012731 
72651+ 
71514. 
Difference 
26.23 
10.30 
15.93 
0.3678 
O.156I1. 
0.211li 
mmmm 
mm «• 
0.013270 
725I1. 
726511-
Difference 
il.1.13 
26.23 
111..90 
0.5590 
0.3678 
0.1912 
mm mm 
mmtm 
0.012832 
Average 0.012973 
Calculation of cake thickness correction: 
Test 
ll^ k 7251}. 712511. 7265i|. Average 
Calculated cake 
thickness, in. 
(0.012973 X 
cake wt.) O.I336 0.5336 O.lj.ip.5 0.3[}.03 
Apparent cake 
thickness, in. 0.l56It. 0.5590 0.1^585 O.3678 
Correction -0.0228 -0.02511. -O.OI7O -0.0275 -0.0232 
15^  
Table Bl. Apparent cake thickness for compression-
permeability tests of commercial grade barium 
sulfate 
Meoh. press,, 
pal. 
Log. mech. 
press. 
Apparent cake thicknessj in. 
Test 
71!^ i|. 72^ k 726514. 
1.000 
1.259 
1.585 
1.995 
2.512 
3.162 
3.981 
5.012 
6,310 
7.911-3 
10.00 
12.59 
15.85 
19.95 
25.12 
31.62 
39.81 
50.12 
63,10 
79.1+3 
100.0 
125.9 
158.5 
199.5 
251.2 
316.2 
398.1 
501.2 
631.0 
7911-. 3 
1000. 
0.0000 
0.1000 
0.2000 
0.3000 
O.kOOO 
0,5000 
0.6000 
0.7000 
0.8000 
0.9000 
1.0000 
1.1000 
1.2000 
1.3000 
l.lj.000 
1.5000 
1.6000 
1.7000 
1.8000 
1.9000 
2.0000 
2.1000 
2.2000 
2.3000 
2.14.000 
2.5000 
2.6000 
2.7000 
2.8000 
2.9000 
3.0000 
0.2785 
0.2532 
0.2298 
0.2103 
0.191}.6 
0.1829 
0.17i|4 
0.1679 
0.1619 
O.156I1. 
0,1510 
O.IL1.6O 
0.1[}.10 
0.1362 
0.1315 
0.1268 
0,1222 
0.1177 
0.1132 
0.1092 
0.1053 
0.1016 
0.098J4, 
0.0951 
0.0919 
0.0887 
O.O85I1. 
0.0822 
0.0788 
0.0757 
0.8080 
0.7787 
0.714.96 
O.719I1. 
0.6898 
0.6599 
0.6300 
0.6018 
0.57811-
0.5590 
0.511.214. 
0.5272 
0.5118 
O.I1.963 
o.ii!8o7 
o.li655 
o.li.502 
0.11-350 
o.lii95 
0.I1.0I4.0 
0.3908 
0,3805 
0,3711}. 
0.3623 
0.3536 
0.3U% 
0.3356 
0.3262 
0.3178 
0,3088 
0.6535 
0.6265 
0.6007 
0.5759 
0.5515 
0.5280 
0.5060 
0.5875 
0.11.723 
O.ii.585 
0,1411-51}-
0.14.322 
O.li.191 
O.lio60 
0.3931 
0,3796 
0.3665 
0.3536 
0,311.13 
0.3295 
0.3191 
0.3105 
0.3031 
0,2955 
0.2883 
0.2810 
0.2735 
0.2661 
0.2590 
0.2513 
O.5I1.76 
0.5215 
0,14.968 
0.1}.7ii.l 
O.I1.527 
O.I1.323 
O.I1.I39 
0.3972 
0,3819 
0.3678 
0,3551 
0.311-30 
0.3310 
0.3190 
0.3070 
0.2970 
0,2871}. 
0.2781 
0.2690 
0.2619 
0.2572 
0.211.83 
0,2l}.19 
0,2352 
O.228I1. 
0.2219 
0.2153 
0.2087 
0.2020 
0,1973 
1^ 6 
Table BH. Apparent cako thickness for compression-
permeability teats of commercial grade calcium 
carbonate 
Mech. preaa., Log. mech. Apparent cake thickness. in. 
pai. press. Test 
* 52953 730531 731531 82532 
1.^ 8^  0.2000 0.51j.08 1.0693 0.6786 0.5981]. 
2.^ 12 O.I1.OOO 0.52ii.0 1.0376 0,6571|. 0.5800 
3.981 0.6000 0.5070 1.00I|,8 0.6362 0.5610 
6.310 0.8000 0.[{.901 0.9732 0.6152 0.51123 
10.00 1.0000 0.iv731 0.9l}.li|. 0.59ii.0 0.5238 
31.62 1.^ 000 O.I1.311 0.8618 0.51^ 12 0.1^ 767 
100.0 2.0000 0.3888 0.7822 0.14.883 0.11.299 
316.2 2.5000 0.3ii.72 0.7028 O.II.358 0.3827 
1000. 3.0000 0.3052 0.6233 0.3833 0.3358 
1^ 7 
Table B3. Pressure-compress ion character is 11103 of oomraerclal 
grade barium sulfate and oommerolal grade calcium 
carbonate 
Mech. press Thickness per unit welgiit, in./g. (ovendry) 
psi. Gommeroial grade Goiamerclal grade 
barium sulfate calcium carbonate 
1.000 
1.259 0.016836 Mk mm 
1.585 0.016720 0.022181 
1.995 0.016551^ . 
2.512 0.016252 0.021565 
3.162 o.oi58oii. •MM 
3.981 O.Ol523i<. 0.020907 
5.012 0.01I1.572 
6.310 0.013917 0.020299 
7.91|3 0.013397 
10.00 0.012973 0.019382 
12.59 0.012621 
15.85 0.012288 HI Ml 
19.95 0.011927 mmmrn 
25,12 0.011608 •• 
31.62 0.011256 0.018130 
39.81 0.010908 
50.12 0.010558 
63.10 0.010208 «• 
79.11-3 0.009857 mm 
100.0 O.OO9I1.92 0.016597 
125.9 0.009192 «•» «M» 
158.5 0.008982 tm tm 
199.5 0.008795 
251.2 0.008609 
316.2 O.OO8I1.34 0.015051}. 
398.1 0.0082115 mm tm 
501.2 O.OO8O68 
631.0 0.007873 mm mm 
79i^ ..3 0.007713 mm 
1,000 0.007522 0.013506 
X!^ 8 
Table bLi-. Compression-permeability cake tlaiokness correction 
for Procedure A, determined from oomraerclal grade 
barium sulfate teat data 
Mech. press., psl. Cake thickness correction. In. 
1.000 M mm 
1.2^ 9 -0.1018 
1.^ 85 -0.0781 
1.995 -0.0562 
2.^ 12 -0.0l|,ll 
3.162 -0.0309 
3.981 -0.025^  
5.012 -0.02L|.2 
6.310 -0.0232 
7.9ii.3 -0.025.6 
10.00 -0.0232 
12.^ 9 -0.0211 
15.85 -0.0190 
19.95 -0.0177 
25.12 -0.0152 
31.62 -0.0138 
39.81 -0.0127 
50.12 -0.0118 
63.10 -0.0111 
79.i|.3 -0.0106 
100.0 
-0.0111 
125.9 -O.Olll;. 
158.5 -0.009ii 
199.5 -0.0081 
251.2 -0.0066 
316.2 -0.0051 
398.1 -0.0038 
501.2 -O.OO27 
631.0 
-0.0010 
791^ ..3 +0.0010 
1000. +0.0023 
X!^ 9 
Table Compression-permeability cake thickness correction 
for Procedures B, C, D, and E, determined from 
commercial grade calcium carbonate test data 
Mech. press., psi. Cake thickness correction, in. 
1.585 -0.0096 
2.512 -0.0069 
3.981 -0.0060 
6.310 -0.0035 
10.00 -0.0012 
31.62 +0.00[|.!4. 
100.0 +0,0106 
316.2 -••0.0167 
1,000. +0.0217 
Figure Bl. Cake thioknesa oorrection va. mechanical 
pressure for oompression-pentieabillfcy 
tests using Procedure A. 
I6l 
Data from Table 34 
Mec/?a/i/'ca / Pressure (P^ 

Data from Table B4 
Me c ha/7/'ca / Pressure i^m)3 psi. 

Figure B2. Calce 'bhicknesa correction va. mechanical 
pressure for oompression-pemeabllity tests 
using Procedures B, C, D, and E. 
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Appendix C» Calibration of "Oar'ver" Hydraullo Press 
Preasuro Gag© 
165; 
The pressure gage of the "Carver" hydraulic press which 
was used for applying mechanical stress to the piston of the 
comprasfjion-permeability test cell was calibrated using a 
proving ring. The ring, a cylindrical section made of steel, 
measured ^.0 inches outside diameter, 3/8 inch wall thickness, 
and li" inches long. The proving ring was placed between the 
platens of the hydraulic press and loaded by the press. Pour 
separate tests were made. For each test the proving ring 
dial indicator readings were recorded along with the corres­
ponding hydraulic press pressure gage readings. The arith­
metic average indicator readings were calculated for each of 
the pressure gage readings. These values are given in Table 
Gl. Prom the known tost calibration of the proving ring it­
self load values corresponding to the dial indicator average 
readings were determined. These values of total load between 
the press platens (load corresponding to indicator average) 
are also given in Table 01 along with their corresponding 
compression-pemeability cell piston loads. 
Table CI, "Canrsr" hQndraulic press calibration data 
i^ rdranlic Proving ring dial ipdi cator reading. Load corresponding Coi!^ )ression> 
press gage In. X 10^  to Indicator 
average, lb« 
permeability cell 
reading^  Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test li Average piston load, psi.® 
125 2.0 1.8 2.1; IJt 1.9 12 3.88 
1^ 0 lt.8 li.6 5.0 h*3 1^ .7 37 11.97 
175 7.5 7.3 8.0 7.0 7.1a5 63 20.38 
200 10.6 10.3 10.9 10.0 10.1i5 90 29.11 
250 16.0 36.7 35.8 16.2 IhQ li5.28 
300 21.8 21.U 22.1 21.3 21.7 185 59.83 
350 27.0 28.1 27.0 27.lt 237 76.65 
2|00 33o3 33.3 33.7 33.0 33.3 290 93.79 
lt5o 39.5 39.1 39.6 39.0 39.3 3li2 110.6 
500 li5.U ii5.2 U5.8 li5.2 ii5.lt 397 128.U 
550 51.9 51.8 52.0 52Jt 52.0 163 lit6.5 
600 58.2 57.9 59.0 59.0 58.5 512 165.6 
650 65.1 6U.$ 65.8 65.1 573 185.3 
700 72.U 71.7 72.9 72.9 72.5 6it3 208.0 
750 79.8 79.2 79.5 708 229^ 0 
800 86.5 86.1 87.0 86.3 86.5 112 2ij9.7 
850 93.1 93.0 — 93.05 835 270.0 
900 101.0 100.2 100.5 100.7 906 293.0 
950 108.0 107.9 108.0 975 335.3 
1,000 115.0 lllj.7 105.0 Iiu.li 13i;.8 1,037 335 
1,100 128.5 128.5 1,363 376.1 
1,200 ll;2,0 li;2.1 lli2.0 1,292 la7.8 
1,300 155.8 — -- 355.8 1,1;20 ii59.2 
i,Uoo 169.7 170.3 — 169.1 3J69.7 1,550 501.3 
1,500 183.8 183.8 1,710 553,0 
1,600 197.8 198.2 — 197.0 197.7 1,800 582.2 
1,700 212.2 —. — 212.2 1,930 
2,0U7 
62U.2 
1,800 225.7 225.6 ... 221;,3 225.2 662.0 
1,900 239.0 — 239.0 2,172 702.5 
2,000 253.1 254 252.6 253.2 2,295 7l»3.0 
®Outside scale, O^btained from knoan proving ring test calibration, 
®Total platen load divided by test cell area of 3*092 in,^ . 
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Appendix D, Plow Resistance of Eknpty Compression-Permeability 
Apparatus 
Table Dl, Slow resistance of ea5)ty conpression-penneability apparatiis 
Test No. 23551 
Ifech. press*. 
(Uncorrected 
psi. 
Hech* press* 
(Corrected), 
psi. cm. °c. 
Apparent cake 
thickness,^  
in. 
Sluid 
voluffle, 
slL. 
Tiras, 
mln. (Hr,^ .)/lb 
0.70 0.77 9.U2 22.70 0.0570 10 0.389 32.55 
1.08 l.llt 8.51  ^ 22.50 0,0520 10 0.it36 32.95 
2J|2 2.1iB 8.38 22.1i0 0.0389 10 0.5U9 32.28 
k.0$ li.li 8.3it 22.60 0.0290 10 0.720 53.10 
7.27 7.32 7.79 22.50 0,02  ^ 10 0.855 58.80 
10.5 10.6 7.6U 22.50 0.0208 10 0.967 65.1^0 
13.8 23.8 9.9h 22.60 0,0195 10 0.720 63.1*5 
17.0 17.1 9.70 22.60 O.OlSii 10 0.795 68,1s 
20.3 20.1i 9.62 22.55 0.0173 10 0,81i7 72,20 
26.8 26.8 9.1t3 22.60 0.016U 10 0,962 80,45 
33.2 33.3 9.32 22.55 0,0158 10 1.070 88.30 
hO,k h9.$ 9.02 22,65 o.om2 10 1.30 IDU,O 
65.6 65.7 8.88 22.60 0,0129 10 1.5i;3 121,3 
81.8 81,9 8.63 22.60 0,0122 10 1.699 229.9 
128 229 10.78 22.60 0.0098 10 I.U97 11»2,9 
206 209 10.79 22.60 0.0079 10 1.778 170,0 
293 29lt io.51t 22.60 0.0061 10 2.15 200,7 
373 37U 15.35 22.55 0.00li9 10 1.28U I7I1.9 
Ij60 1|60 15.21 22.55 0.0035 ID 1.103 190,7 
55ii 55U 15.01 22.55 0.0026 10 1.5U2 2Q5.0 
625 625 lii.88 22.55 0,0012 ID 1.663 219.2 
703 703 2l;.77 22.60 0.00Q5 10 1.75 229,2 
7li3 7U3 11;.62 22.60 0,0000 10 1.797 232.7 
®These values of apparent caks thickness were considered inappropriate for detCTmining cake 
thickness correction. Appropriate values were obtained as shoen in Appendix 6* 
Table D2, Flow resistance of en^ jty compression-permeability apparatus 
Test No. 23552 
Ifeclu press* Ifech, press* Tewpmf Apparent cake ilnid Time, Bbi(A), 
(l&icorrected (Corrected), ttdckness,^  volume^  
(HE'.^ ,)/lb. psi. psi. cm. in. ml. lain. 
0.70 0.78 11,10 2ii.75 0.0669 10 0,250 25.96 
1,08 1.16 11,10 2i^ ,90 0.Q519 10 0,283 29,38 
2.1i2 2.U5 10.90 2i;.90 0.0359 10 0,301 30.67 
U.Q5 li.23 10.60 2U.85 0.0253 10 0.319 31.53 
7.27 7.3ii lO.liO 2ii.80 0.0198 10 0.335 32.58 
10,5 10.6 10.1i0 2it,80 0.0179 10 0.367 32.50 
13.8 03.8 10,00 2li,80 0.0151 10 0,391 36.53 
17.0 17.1 9.69 2U.80 0,0352 10 o.Uio 37.05 
20.3 20.it 9.56 2it,90 0,01it6 10 0,lt30 38.1i8 
26.8 26.8 9.37 2i^ .80 0.0139 10 0,ii76 la.70 
33.2 33.3 9.1U 2U.85 0.0133 10 0.525 ili4.80 
ii9.il 1*9.5 9.08 2li,95 0,0133 10 0,633 52.11» 
65.6 65.7 8,78 25,00 0.0108 10 0,685 56.1tO 
81.8 81,9 8,59 25,00 0.0099 10 0.789 63.60 
128 129 16.20 2li,80 0.0086 10 0.2t5l 68.17 
208 208 3S.90 2li,25 0.0072 10 0,603 89.50 
293 293 15.90 2li,75 0.0060 10 0,762 313.1 
373 37h 25,70 2U,70 O.OOitS 10 0.961 3itO,8 
it60 h60 35.60 2it,60 0.0036 10 1.351t 167,8 
55it 15.20 2li,70 0,0023 10 1,051 m8,8 
625 625 35.20 2li.70 O.OOlli 10 1,223 173.7 
703 703 35.20 2lt.70 0.00Q5 10 1.105 399.8 
7i»3 7h3 15.00 2l;,60 0.0000 10 1,583 220,7 
^^ ese values of apparent caks thickness were considered inappropriate for determining cake 
thickness corrections. Appropriate values were obtained as shown in Appendix B, 
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Table D3. Average results of flow resistance of empty 
compreaslon-perraeabillty apparatus 
Tests No. 23^^1 and 23^^2 
Meoh. press. Apparent cake Rni(A), (Hr.^xg.)/lb. 
(Corrected), psi. thickness. In. 
0.78 0.0620 29.3 
1.1^  0.0^ 20 31.2 
2.i|.6 0.037^ 1. 31.5 
ij-.12 0.0272 ij.2.3 
7.33 0.0211 4^ .7 
10.6 0.019k i{.9.0 
13.8 0.0178 0^.0 
17.1 0.0168 §2.8 
20.k 0.0160 5^.3 
26.8 0.01^ 2 61.1 
33.3 O.Olij.6 66.6 
I1.9.5 0.0128 78.1 
6^ .7 0.0118 88.8 
81.9 0.0110 96.8 
129 0.0092 106 
208 0.0076 130 
29i|. 0.0060 157 
371+ 0.0011.8 1^ 8 
ii.60 0.0036 179 
0.002i}. 177 
625 0.0013 196 
703 0.0005 2II1. 
7I1.3 0.0000 227 
I 
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Appendix E» Compression-Permoability Tost Data 
Table El. Data of compression-peiTneabillty test on reagent grade calcitmx carbonate 
using Procedxire B. 
Test No. 821531 
Fluid: Filtrate 
Cake Wt.: 32.11 g. Ovendry 
Mech. press. Mech. press. Temp., 
(Uncorrected), (Corrected), 
psi. psi. cm, °C. 
Cake thick- Cake thick- Fluid Time, 
ness (Un- ness (cor- volume, 
corrected), rected), 
in. in. ml. min. 
1.09 
3-89 
12.0 
1.36 
i}..l6 
12.2 
38.20 
38.05 
25.60 
25.65 
0.6182 
0.5734 
0.5583 
0,6065 
0.5676 
0.5581 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
0.487 
0,620 
29.1 
59.8 
93.8 
29.i|. 
60.1 
9i}-.l 
37.95 
37.90 
37.70 
25.65 
25.65 
25.70 
0.5432 
0.5266 
0.5170 
0.5475 
0.5346 
0.5273 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
0.685 
0.770 
0.830 
128 
250 
502 
129 
250 
502 
37.60 
37.11-5 
37.35 
25.80 
25.80 
25.85 
0.5100 
0.4882 
0.4649 
0.5219 
0.5035 
0.4839 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
0.895 
1.095 
1.430 
582 
7k3 
582 
7k3 
37.20 
37.05 
25.90 
26.00 
0,4602 
0c4528 
0.4801 
0.4739 
6.0 
6.0 
1.557 
1.775 
Table E2, Data of compression-permeability test on reagent grade calcium carbonate 
using Procedure E. 
Test No, 821532 
Fluid; Filtrate 
Cake Wt.: 32.11 g. Ovendry 
Mecii. press. 
(Uncorrected), 
psi. 
Mech. press. 
(Corrected), 
psi. cm. 
Temp., 
°C. 
Cake thick­
ness (Un­
corrected) , 
in. 
Cake thick­
ness (cor­
rected) , 
in. 
Fluid 
volume, 
ml. 
Time, 
min. 
1.09 1.35 36.85 25.80 0.5813 0,5696 6.0 0.788 
3.89 3.15 36.14.5 25.80 0.14-870 0,ii.7l4^  6.0 1.037 
59.8 60.1 36,14.0 25.80 O.I1.635 0.14.715 6.0 1.210 
128 129 36.35 25.85 0.14-537 0 .11.656 6.0 1.327 
502 502 36.30 25.85 0.i}253 0.141443 6.0 1.774 
714-3 7k3 36.30 25.90 0.1+150 0.4361 6.0 2.046 
Table E3» Data of comppesslon-penaeability test on reagent grade calcium carbonate 
using Procedure E. 
Test No. 821533 
Fluid: Filtrate 
Cake Wt,: 32.11 g# Ovendry 
Mech, press. 
(Uncorrected), 
psi. 
Mech. press. 
(Corrected), 
psi. cm. 
Temp., 
°C. 
Cake thick­
ness (Un­
corrected) 
in. 
Cake thick­
ness (Cor­
rected), 
in. 
Fluid 
volume, 
ml. 
Time, 
min. 
1.09 1.3$ 36.70 25.60 O.5IAO 0.5293 6.0 1.132 
3.89 3.15 36.50 25.65 O.i^ .631 O.ii.558 6.0 i.430 
59.8 60.1 36.25 25.65 O.I1453 0.4533 6.0 1.500 
128 129 36.20 25.65 0.4362 o.ii^ ei 6.0 1.621 
502 502 36.15 25.65 O.ip.33 0.4323 6.0 2.060 
71^ -3 7k3 36.05 25.50 o.kokQ 0.i|258 6.0 2.388 
Table EI4.. Data of compression-permeability test on commercial grade calciiim carbonate 
using Procedure B. 
Test No. 52953 
Fluid: Filtrate 
Cake Wt,: 2.3•Qk- g. Ovendry 
Mech. press. Mech. press. Temp., 
(Uncorrected), (Corrected), 
psi. psi. cm. ®C, 
Cake thick- Cake thick- Fluid Time, 
ness (Un- ness (Cor- volume, 
corrected), rected), 
in. in. ml. min« 
1.09 1.31 31.22 26.6 0.536i|. 0.5245 0.2 0.38 
2.53 2.71]- 30.12 26.9 0.5249 0.5169 0.2 0.41 
3-82 11-.03 29.27 27.1 0.5105 0.5045 0,2 0.45 
5.12 5.35 32.52 27.3 0.4976 0.4931 0.2 0.45 
8.35 8.57 31.72 27.il- 0.4777 0.4757 0.2 0.54 
11.6 11.8 30.82 27.6 0.4649 0.4646 0.2 0.60 
18.2 18.1|. 33.52 27.8 0.2i482 0.4501 0.2 0.65 
2li.,6 zk.Q 32.77 27.9 0.4381 o.l]4i5 0.2 0.72 
31.0 31.3 32.02 27.9 0.4311 0.4356 0.2 0.79 
37-6 37.8 31.52 28.0 0.i}239 0.4295 0.2 0.86 
53.8 5if.o 32.67 28.2 0.4104 0.4178 0.2 0.97 
69.9 70.1 31.62 28.2 0.4029 0.4117 0.2 1.12 
86.1 86.3 32.70 28.3 0.3962 0.4061 0.2 1.22 
93-8 94-0 33.22 26.5 0.3840 0.3943 0.2 1.33 
128 129 33.12 26.6 0.3748 0.3868 0.2 1.51 
166 166 33.02 26.7 0.3668 0.3801 0,2 1.67 
293 293 32.92 26.8 0.3462 0.3624 0.2 2.23 
335 335 32.72 26.8 0.3439 0.3608 0.2 2.35 
ig.8 lp.8 32.62 26.9 0.3361 0.3541 0.2 2.64 
502 502 32.52 26.9 0.3300 0.3490 0,2 2.92 
Table (Continued) 
Mechm press, 
(Uncorrected), 
psi. 
Mech. press* 
(Corrected), 
psi. cm. 
Temp,, 
®C. 
Cake thick­
ness (Un­
corrected) , 
in. 
Cake thick­
ness (Cor­
rected), 
in. 
Fluid 
Toluoie, 
ml. 
Time, 
min. 
582 582 32.i}2 27.0 0.32i|.9 o*3hk7 0.2 3.21^ -
663 663 32.32 27.0 0.3200 o.3ko$ 0.2 
714-3 7W 30.ii.0 27.1 0.3157 0.3367 0.2 3.75 
Table Data of compression-permeability test on commercial grade calcium carbonate 
using Procedure B» 
a?est No, 730531 
Fluid; Filtrate 
Cake Wtc: k7»77 g« Ovendry 
Mech. press* 
(Uncorrected), 
psi. 
Mech.. press. 
(Corrected), 
psi. cm. 
Temp., 
°c. 
Cake thick­
ness (Un­
corrected), 
in. 
Cake thick­
ness (Cor­
rected), 
in. 
Fluid 
volume, 
ml. 
Time, 
min. 
2.53 
5.12 
8.36 
2.79 
5.36 
8.59 
36.11-8 
311-. 88 
33.62 
28.35 
28.50 
28.50 
1.0112 
0.9850 
0.91J.98 
1.0033 
0.980i|. 
0.9i|.77 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.71 
0.81 
0.94 
II1..9 
24.6 
37.6 
15.1 
21|..9 
37.8 
32.05 
36.20 
3i4-.lil-
28.50 
28.50 
28.60 
0.9128 
0.8777 
O.8I1.85 
0.9134 
0.8811 
0.8540 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
1.16 
1.21 
1.49 
I1-7.3 
53.8 
70.0 
i|.7.5 
70.2 
36.35 
33.60 
35.92 
28.70 
28.80 
28.90 
0.83ii.O 
0.82^1 
0.8075 
0.8408 
0.8314 
0.8164 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
1.52 
1.73 
1.83 
86.1 
250 
502 
7k3 
86.iv 
250 
502 
7k3 
33.12 
37.02 
36.08 
35.il2 
29.00 
29.i|.0 
29.75 
29.80 
0.7921 
0.7122 
0.6687 
0.6ItJ4.0 
0.8020 
0.7275 
0.6877 
0.6651 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
2.14 
1.63 
2.26 
2.93 
Table E6« Data of comppession-permeability test on commercial grade calcium carbonate 
using Procedure B, 
Test No. 730532 
Fluid; Filtrate 
Cake Wt,: 28,32 g, Ovendry 
Mecii, press, 
(Uncorrected), 
psi. 
Mech. press, 
(Corrected), 
psi. cm. 
Temp., 
°C. 
Cake thick­
ness (Un­
corrected) , 
in. 
Cake thick­
ness (Cor­
rected), 
in. 
Fluid 
volume, 
ml. 
Time, 
min. 
H.53 2.77 33.i]-0 30.15 0.6072 0.5952 0.2 0.50 
5.12 5.3I1. 31.92 30.10 0.5893 0.5811-8 0.2 0.56 
8.36 8.57 29.90 30.10 0.5833 0.5813 0.2 0.62 
li|..9 15.1 28.00 30.10 0.5759 0.5768 0.2 0.69 
2ii.,6 2k»9 33.62 30.10 0.5679 0.5713 0.2 0.61 
37.6 37-8 31.02 30.10 0.5590 0.5614-6 0.2 0.69 
i|-7»3 ii-7.5 3il-.08 30.10 0.5535 0.5603 0.2 0.65 
53.8 511..0 32.55 30.10 0.5W 0.5573 0.2 0.70 
70.0 70.2 33.85 30.10 0.5387 O.5I1-75 0.2 0.71 
86.1 86.k 33.38 30.10 0,5082 O.518I 0.2 0.91 
250 250 35.58 30.50 0.4287 0.4441 0.1 O.9I1. 
502 502 36,28 30.60 0.39k3 0.4133 0.1 I.I42 
625 625 35.10 30.65 0.3850 0.4051 0.1 1.59 
7k3 71^ 3 37.80 30,65 0,3770 0.3980 0.1 1.70 
Table E7« Data of compression-permeability test on commercial grade calcium carbonate 
using Procediire B» 
Test No. 731531 
Fluid: Filtrate 
Cake Wt.: 30»08 g» Ovendry 
Mech. press* Mecii. press. AB^, Temp., 
(Uncorrected), (Corrected), 
o 
psi. psi» cm. C. 
Cake thick- Cake thick- Fluid Time, 
ness (TJn- ness (Cor- volume, 
corrected), rected), 
in. in. ml. min. 
2.53 
5-12 
8.36 
2.77 
5.35 
8.58 
31^.32 
32.58 
31.52 
29.90 
29.80 
29.80 
0.6620 
0.6223 
0.6010 
0.6540 
0.6177 
0.5990 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.48 
0.55 
0.65 
11}..9 
2ii..6 
37.6 
15.1 
2li..8 
37.8 
29.12 
32.70 
30.10 
29.70 
29.75 
29.75 
0.5739 
0.5511 
0.5316 
0.5748 
0.5545 
0.5371 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.85 
0.89 
1,14 
53.8 
70.0 
47.5 
5i}..o 
70.2 
33.68 
30.65 
31.92 
29.80 
29.90 
29.90 
0.5239 
0.5193 
0.5062 
0.5307 
0.5266 
0,5150 
0.2 
0.2 
0,2 
1.08 
1.23 
1.34 
86.1 
166 
250 
86.ij. 
166 
250 
32.20 
33.95 
32.90 
30,00 
30.40 
30.50 
0.4976 
0.4571 
0.14444 
0.5075 
0.4704 
0.4597 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
1.45 
0.99 
1.17 
502 
625 
7i^-3 
502 
625 
7il-3 
37.00 
36.10 
35.30 
30.60 
30.75 
30.90 
0.4131 
0.4051 
0.3968 
0.4321 
0.4252 
0.4179 
0,1 
0.1 
0.1 
1.49 
1.70 
1.91 
Table E8, Data of compression-permeability test on commercial grade calcium carbonate 
using Procedure B. 
Test No. 731532 
Flxiid; Filtrate 
Cake Wt,: 29,7!^ g, Ovendry 
Meeh. press. 
(Uncorrected), 
psi. 
Mecli. press. 
(Corrected), 
psi. cm. 
Temp., 
°C. 
Cake thick­
ness (Un­
corrected), 
in. 
Cake thick­
ness (Cor­
rected), 
in. 
Fluid 
volume, 
ml. 
Time, 
min. 
2.53 2.75 31.10 31.15 0.6514.0 O.6I4.6O 0.2 O.I42 
5.12 543 30,02 31.20 0.6268 0.6225 0.2 0.51 
8.36 8.61 29.05 31.25 0.5977 -0.5957 0.2 0.63 
111..9 15.1 28.05 31.25 O.571I4- 0.5722 0.2 0.77 
21.1|. 21.6 33.62 31.30 0.5557 0.5685 0.2 0.72 
37.6 37.8 31.92 31.35 O.531I4. 0.5370 0.2 0.92 
47-3 47.5 30.50 31.ii.0 0.5222 0.5290 0.2 l.Olj. 
53.8 54.0 29.28 31.14-5 0.5180 0.5253 0.2 1.12 
70.0 70.2 33.25 31.50 0.5066 0.51514- 0.2 1.12 
66.1 86.3 26.52 31.55 O.ii.989 0,5088 0.2 1.28 
166 166 35.90 31.90 o.ii5io 0.1^.614-3 0.1 0,8k 
250 250 35.00 32.10 0.1^393 0.1^51^7 0.1 0.99 
502 502 3ii..l0 32.20 0,14.068 0.i}278 0.1 1.14-5 
625 625 33.20 32.25 o.iiolo 0.i|211 0.1 1.70 
714-3 7i|-3 32.58 32.25 0.3930 O.lillil 0.1 1.95 
Table E9» Data of compression-permeability test on commercial grade calciiam carbonate 
using Procedure C{1)« 
Test No« 82532 
Fluid: Filtrate 
Cake Wt,: 26,73 g» Ovendry 
Mech. press. Mecii. press. Temp., Cake thick- Cake thick- Fluid Time, 
(Uncorrected), 
psi. 
(Corrected), 
psi. cm. ®C. 
ness (Un­
corrected), 
in. 
ness (Cor­
rected), 
in. 
volume, 
ml. min. 
2.53 
5.12 
8.36 
2.73 
5.31 
8.54 
28.75 
27.58 
26.28 
30,00 
30.00 
30.00 
0.5752 
0.5500 
0.5290 
0.5672 
0.5454 
0.5270 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.472 
0,540 
0.682 
li}..9 
21}..6 
37.6 
15 ^0 
24.8 
37.8 
25.30 
30.12 
28.52 
30,00 
30.00 
30.05 
0.5063 
0.4873 
0.4729 
0.5153 
0.4907 
0.4785 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.820 
0.823 
1.010 
i{-7.3 
53.8 
70.0 
47.5 
53.9 
70.2 
27.15 
25.75 
29.90 
30.05 
30.00 
30.00 
0.4653 
0.4598 
0.14475 
0.4721 
0.4672 
0.4563 
0.2 
0.2 
0o2 
1.132 
1.248 
1.220 
86.1 
166 
250 
86.3 
166 
250 
27.75 
31.72 
31.55 
29.95 
29.85 
29.80 
0.4428 
0,4034 
0.3929 
0.4527 
0.4167 
0.4083 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
1.680 
0,900 
1.030 
502 
625 
743 
502 
625 
743 
31.90 
31.18 
31.02 
29.80 
29.70 
29.60 
0.3633 
0.3557 
0.3480 
0.3823 
0.3758 
0.3690 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
1.610 
1.800 
1.990 
Table ElO. Data of compression-permeability test on commercial grade calcium 
carbonate using Procedure C(2), 
Test Ho, 72253 
Fluid: Filtrate 
Cake Wt«; 2i}.,73 g* Ovendry 
Mech, press* Mech, press. ^ Temp,, Cake thick- Cake thick- Fltiid Time, 
(Uncorrected), (Corrected), ness (Un- ness (Cor- volume, 
corrected), rected), 
psi. psi» cm. C. in, in. ml* min. 
1.09 
2.53 
3.82 
5.12 
8.36 
11.6 
lk*9 
18.1 
21.k 
2I4-.6 
31.1 
37.6 
k7.3 
53.8 
70.0 
86.1 
93.8 
128 
166 
335 
1.36 37^ 62 28.i|.0 O.5I1.O2 0.5285 0.2 O.ii.8 
2.77 35.78 28.30 0.5l2li. 0.501^ 5 0.2 0.57 
14-. 10 38.85 28,20 0.50111- 0.I4.955 0.2 0.56 
5.39 37.60 28,20 0.4916 0.I4.872 0.2 0.60 
8,62 36.11-5 28,20 0.i^ .789 0.I4.769 0.2 0,68 
11.8 3i4..05 28,15 0.14.689 0.i|.686 0.2 0.79 
15.1 38.65 28,12 O.I1.6I7 0,14.626 0.2 0.725 
18 .1}. 37.10 28,10 0.1^ 572 0.14-591 0.2 0.77 
21.6 36.05 28.00 O.I4.526 0.1^ 5514- 0.2 0.83 
21J-.9 38.92 28.00 O.lilj.80 0.1^ 5114- 0.2 0.82 
31.1^ . 37.02 28.00 0.i|i4.0k 0.141414-9 0.2 0.93 
37.8 35.60 28,00 0^ 4.314.8 0.i|i{.0l4- 0.2 0.99 
11-7.6 38.12 28.00 0.14273 O.I4.3IP. 0.3 I.I4-9 
5k-0 38.08 28,00 0.14250 0.14-321). 0.2 1.05 
70.3 35.18 27,90 0.i4Ji4i4. 0.14232 0.2 I.2I4. 
86.k 38.25 27.90 0,i}.085 O.U8i4. 0.2 I.2I4. 
9ll-.l 39.83 27.20 0.3957 O.I4.O6O 0.2 1.29 
129 39.ii2 27.1f0 0.3871 0.3991 0.2 I.I4.6 
166 39.12 27.60 0.3788 0.3921 0.2 1.62 
335 38.1+2 27.90 0.3570 0.3739 0.2 2.24 
T^ble ElO, (Continued) 
He eh.* press » Hech. press* Temp,, Calce thick­ Cake tliick- Fluid Time, 
(Uncorrected), (Corrected), ness (Un­ ness (Cor­ volume. 
corrected), rected), 
psi» psi. cm. C. in. in. lOl. min. 
ip.8 lp.8 38.08 28.00 0.314.78 0.3658 0,2 2.60 
502 502 37.72 28.05 0.31420 0.3610 0.2 2,80 
582 582 37.38 28.10 0.3359 0.3557 0.2 3.08 
66^ 663 37.88 28.20 0.3310 0.3515 0.1 1.69 
7k.3 7k3 37.62 28,30 0.3271 0,3k.dl 0.1 1.78 
Table Ell. Data of compression-permeability test on commercial grade calcium 
carbonate using Procedm'e C{2), 
Test No. 72753 
Fluid; Filtrate 
Cake Wt,; 38.85 g. 
Mech. press. Mech. press0 Temp., Cake thick­ Cake thick­ Fluid Time, 
(Uncorrected), (Corrected), ness (Un­ ness (Cor­ volume, 
corrected), rected), 
psi. psi. cm. ®c. in. in. ml. min. 
1.09 1.31+ 35.38 29.70 0.9051 0.893il- 0o2 0.51 
2.53 2.76 32.03 29.65 0.8593 0.8513 0.2 0.65 
3.82 30.80 29.65 0.8307 0.82ii.7 0o2 0.80 
5.12 5.38 37.1^ 8 29.65 0.8138 0.8092 0.2 0.71 
8.36 8.60 35.28 29.65 0.781^ -9 0.7829 0,2 0.86 
11.6 11.8 32.it8 29.60 0.7621-9 0.7646 0.2 1.00 
15.1 37.00 29.60 0.7531 0.7540 0.2 0.94 
18.1 18 .k 35.35 29.60 0.7381 0.7400 0,2 1.07 
21A 21.6 33.35 29.50 0.7297 0.7324 0,2 1.19 
214.. 6 2ii..9 36.78 29.50 0.7201 0.7235 0.2 1.15 
31.1 31.3 33.80 29.50 0.7070 0.7115 0,2 1.33 
37.6 37.8 31.12 29.i|.0 0.6991 0,7047 0.2 1.51 
47.3 i}.7.5 35.48 29.k0 0.6847 0.6915 0.2 1.47 
53.8 5it.o 36.i^ 5 29,35 0.6778 0.6852 0.2 1.52 
70.0 70.2 33.50 29.30 0.6620 0.6708 0.2 1.80 
86.1 86.14. 36.35 29.30 0.6530 0.6629 0.2 1.79 
250 250 35.58 29.30 0.5831 0.5985 0.1 1.54 
502 502 3i|-.35 29.30 0.5ii47 0.5637 0.1 2.23 
711-3 7k3 37.it8 29.25 0.51914. 0,5404 0.1 2.63 
Table E12, Data of compression-permeability teat on commercial grade calcium 
carbonate using Procedure Do 
Test No, 61531 
Fluid: Filtrate 
Cake Wt«: 27,71 g» Ovendry 
Mech. press* 
(Uncorrected), 
psi. 
Hech. press. 
(Corrected), 
psi. cm. 
Temp., 
°C. 
Cake thick­
ness (Un­
corrected), 
in. 
Cake thick­
ness (Cor­
rected), 
in. 
Fluid 
volume, 
ml. 
Time, 
min. 
2.53 2.79 29.62 32.20 0.5lij.8 0.5069 0.2 0.750 
5.12 5.37 29.18 32.20 0.k9k^ O.ii.900 0„2 0.610 
8.36 8.56 28.32 32.20 0.11-737 0.i|.717 0.2 0.630 
lI^-.9 15.1 27.90 32.20 O.I1.59O 0.1^599 0.2 0.71+0 
2I1..6 24.8 27.142 32.20 0.101-72 0.14.506 0.2 0.850 
37.6 37.8 30.55 32.25 0.14-398 0.141+511- 0.2 0.835 
li.7.3 i}.7.5 29.55 32.30 0.11-325 0.11-393 0.2 0.925 
53.8 5I4-.0 28.80 32.35 O.I1.3II 0.1+385 0.2 0.960 
70.0 70.2 27.60 32.1+0 0.5270 O.it.358 0.2 1.090 
86.1 86.1^. 26.62 32.40 0.1|203 0.1+302 0.2 1.180 
166 166 30.62 32.85 O.39I1.5 O.ii.078 0.1 0.610 
250 250 30.ii2 33.10 0.3859 O.i+013 0.1 0.670 
502 502 30.15 33-20 0.3650 O.38I+O 0.1 0.867 
625 625 29.75 33.25 0.3597 0.3798 0.1 0.960 
7ii3 7i4-3 29.1^5 33-30 0.3538 0.371+8 0.1 1.080 
Table E13- Data of compresaion-permeabillty test on coinmercial grade bariimi sulfate 
using Procedure A, 
Test No, 715^4-
Fluid: Distilled water 
Cake Wt,: 10,30 6* Ovendry 
Mech, press. Mech., press. Temp., Cake thick­ Cake thick­ Fluid Time, 
(Uncorrected), (Corrected), ness (Un­ ness (Cor­ volume. 
o corrected), rected), 
psi. psi. em. c. in. in. ml. min. 
0,62 1.33 88,08 27.80 0.2730 0.2415 5.0 2,070 
1,08 1,70 87.98 27.80 0.2454 0,2152 5.0 2,748 
2.1i2 3.05 89.37 27.80 0.1967 0,1694 0.6 0.510 
ij..05 ii..68 89.27 28,00 0.1766 0,1514 0.6 0.408 
7-27 7.90 88,24 28,10 0.I605 0.1379 0,7 0.592 
10.5 11.1 88,24 28,10 0.1552 0.1342 0,7 0.663 
13.8 lij-.k 88,04 28,30 0.1482 0.1285 0.7 0.740 
17.0 17.6 87.99 28.50 0,li[43 0,1256 0.7 0.799 
20,3 20,9 87.65 28.80 0.1396 0.1218 0,7 0.877 
26,8 27.k 87.55 28,90 0.1333 0.1169 0.7 1.023 
33.2 33.8 87.45 29,08 0.1290 0,1137 0.7 1.140 
50,0 87.45 29.17 0,1219 0,1085 0.7 1.367 
65.6 66,3 87.35 30.12 0.1175 0.1055 0.7 1.513 
81.8 82 ail. 87.25 29.90 0,1127 0.1017 0.7 1.775 
93.8 9k'k 87.74 31.40 0.1090 0,0988 
128 129 87.74 31.30 0,1047 0.0959 0.6 1.970 
166 166 88.34 31.40 0,1008 0.0933 0.5 1.826 
208 209 88,92 31.40 0,0977 0,0914 0.4 1.595 
250 251 88,34 31.45 0,0952 0.0897 0.5 2,210 
293 2914- 88.87 31.50 0.0930 0,0883 0,4 1.920 
Table E13« (Continued) 
Mecli* press* 
(Uncorrected), 
psi. 
Mech. press* 
(Corrected), 
psi. cm. 
Temp,., 
°C. 
Cake tliick-
ness (Un­
corrected), 
in. 
Cake thick­
ness (Cor­
rected), 
in. 
Fluid 
volume, 
ml* 
Time, 
min. 
335 
373 
JjiS 
14.60 
336 
51k 
419 
14.60 
88.82 
89.39 
89.39 
89.39 
31.50 
31.50 
31.58 
31.60 
0.0910 
0.0895 
0.0879 
0.0867 
0.0870 
0.0861 
0.0850 
0,08i|l4. 
O.I4. 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
2.066 
1.637 
1.719 
1.814-0 
502 
551i. 
582 
625 
583 
626 
§^39 88.81 
89.38 
89.89 
31.65 
31.70 
31.70 
31.72 
0,08514. 
0.08l}.3 
0.0832 
0,0823 
0,083k 
0.08^ 
0.0820 
0.08lli. 
0.3 
o.S. 
0.3 
0.2 
1.953 
2.725 
2.110 
1.14-50 
663 
703 
71^3 
6611-
703 
7114 
89.89 
89.89 
89.89 
31.75 
31.75 
31.78 
0.0813 
0.0805 
0.0797 
0.0807 
0.0802 
0,0797 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
i.5l|.o 
1.573 
1.631 
Table Ell4.. Data of compression-peinaeability test on connaercial grade bariim sulfate 
using ProcedTire A, 
Test No, 725ij-
Fluid: Distilled water 
Gake Wt,: S* Ovendry 
Hecli. press* Mecli* press* Temp,, 
(Uncorrected), (Corrected), 
psi, psi* cm, ^C. 
Cake thick- Cake tliick- Fluid Time, 
ness (Un- ness (Cor- volume, 
corrected), rected), 
in* in, ml* min. 
0,70 1.30 85. 08 30.1 0.8039 0.7721}. 0.8 0,965 
1.08 1*68 85..88 30.3 0.7720 0.7i+17 0.8 1.052 
2.ii2 3.02 8J4..88 30*1^ 0.6757 0.614-83 0.8 I.I4-32 
k.05 It. 66 86. Oil- 30.5 0.6266 0*6013 0.6 1.310 
7.27 7.88 86.04 30.6 0.5800 0.5573 O06 1.670 
10,5 11.1 86 .Ol^. 30.7 0.51j.8l 0.5272 0.6 2.033 
13.7 14.4 86.011- 30.7 0.53lil o.5l¥i- 0.6 2.I8I1. 
17.0 17.6 86. oS- 30.8 0.5205 0.5019 0.6 2.377 
20.3 20.9 85.9li. 30.9 0.5092 0.14.915 0.6 2.667 
27.0 27.1|. 90.39 28.1|. 0.14.868 0.14-701}. 0.3 l.i}.96 
33.2 33.8 88.611- 28.3 0.i)-731 0*14-577 0.6 3.36O 
ll-9.il. 50.0 89.72 28 .It 0.5.508 O.I1.37I4- 0.1}- 2.667 
65.6 66.3 89.72 28.5 0*i].321 0.I4201 0.14. 3.080 
81.8 82.1|. 90.20 28.5 0.ia83 O.I4-O73 0.3 2.588 
93.8 90.89 28.6 0.1^057 O.395I4. 0.2 1.929 
128 129 90.29 28.8 0.3912 0.3825 0.3 3.158 
166 166 90.79 28.8 0.3795 0.3721 0.2 2.1^67 
208 209 90.79 28.9 0.3701 0.3637 0*2 2.731 
250 251 90.79 29.0 0.3620 0.3566 0*2 3.027 
293 29i}. 90.79 29.0 0.3579 0.3533 0.2 3,228 
Table Eli^., (Contimied) 
Mecb.« press* Mech, press. A 5^ Temp., Cake thick­ Cake thick­ Fluid Time, 
(Uncorrected), (Corrected), ness (Un­ ness (Cor­ voliame. 
corrected), rected), 
psi. psi. cm. °C. in. in. mlo min. 
335 336 90.79 29.0 0.352i|. 0.311-85 0.2 3.14-70 
373 37l|. 90.79 29.0 0.31^83 O.3I449 0.2 3.569 
ip.8 1A9 91.36 29.0 0.3li38 o.3iao 0.1 1.870 
14-60 1}.60 91.26 29.0 0»3382 0.3359 0.1 2.010 
502 503 91.26 29.1 0.331^5 0.3326 0.1 2.052 
551}. 55I1. 91.26 29.1 0,3315 0.3300 0.1 1.971 
582 583 92 29.0 0.3293 0.3280 0.1 2.111-5 
625 626 91.26 29.0 0.3270 0.3262 0.1 2.125 
663 6611. 91.26 29.0 0.3247 0,32li2 0.1 2.2^ 
7k3 7IA 91.26 29.0 0,3200 0.3200 0.1 2.3® 
663 66k 91.26 29.1 0.3200 Ool 2.617 
582 583 91.26 29.0 0.3203 — 0.1 2.650 
502 503 91.26 0.3208 — 0.1 2.667 
335 336 91.26 29.0 — ... Ool 2.63I1-
128 129 91.26 29.0 0.3257 — 0.1 2.609 
93-5 9il-2 91.26 29.0 0.3278 __ 0.1 2.625 
81.8 82 .k 91.26 28.9 0.3300 — 0.1 2.59i 
33.2 33.8 91.26 28.8 0.3325 -- 0.1 2.51^6 
0.70 1.35 91.26 28.8 0.31420 — 0.1 2.519 
Table El5« Data of compression-permeability test on commercial grade bariiam sulfate 
using Procedure A, 
Test No. 712514-
Fluid; Distilled water 
Cake Wt.; g* Ovendry 
Mech. press. Mech. press.  ^^315 Temp., Cake thick­ Cake thick­ Fluid Time, 
(Uncorrected), (Corrected), ness (Un­ ness (Cor­ volume. 
0 corrected) , rected), 
psi. psi. cm. C. in. in. ml. min. 
0.70 1.31 85.61 33.35 0.6597 0.6282 0.8 0.772 
1.08 1.68 85.61 38.35 0.6335 0.6032 0.8 0.860 
2.I42 3.03 85.61 33.kO 0.57l}-9 0.511.75 0.8 1.090 
i|-05 ii..86 85-51 33.k$ 0.5303 0.5050 0.8 1.378 
7.27 7-88 85.51 33.20 O.li.918 0,k^91 0.8 1.760 
10.5 11.1 85.I4I 32.30 0.1}.727 0.1}.5l8 0.8 2.027 
13.8 li|..4 85.ip. 32,00 o.i}-557 O.I1.36O 0.8 2.106 
17.0 17.6 88.18 32.30 0.1}i}.55 0.4269 0.5 1.475 
20.3 20.9 88.08 32.7 0.4355 0.ia78 0.5 1.631 
26.8 27 .u. 88.08 32.85 0.i{J.97 0,k033 0.5 1.861 
33-2 33.8 89.91}- 32.90 O.li-068 0.3915. 0.3 1.237 
49.ll- 50.1 89.91}- 32.95 0.3852 0.3718 0.3 1.510 
65.6 66.3 89.91}. 32.95 0.3700 0.3580 Oo3 1.765 
81.8 82,k 90.78 32.95 0.3590 0.3i}.80 0.2 1.317 
93.8 9k.k 90.78 32,95 0.3505 0.3l}-02 0.2 iSso 
128 129 90.78 33.00 0.3392 0.3305 0.2 1.647 
208 209 90.78 33.00 0.3212 0.3148 0.2 2.049 
335 336 91.72 33.00 0.3051 0.3012 0.1 1.297 
B$k 55ii. 91.72 33.00 0.2895 0.2880 0.1 1.695 
663 66ii. 91.72 33.00 0.2827 0.2822 0.1 1.902 
703 701}- 91.72 33.00 0,2812 0.2810 0.1 1.936 
7I1-3 7ii4 91.62 33.00 0.2795 0.2795 0.1 2,025 
Table El6« Data of compression-permeability test on commercial grade barium sulfate 
using Procedure A. 
Test No. 72651i-
Pluid; Distilled water 
Cake Wt«: 26.23 g, Ovendry 
Mech. press. Mech. press. Temp., CiLke thick- Cake thick- Fluid Time, 
(Uncorrected), (Corrected), ness (Un- ness (Cor- volume, 
corrected), rected), 
psi» psi» cm. ^C. in. in. ml. min. 
0.70 1.31 85.93 27.70 0.5ii.89 0.5174 5»o 3.167 
1.08 1.69 85.78 27.95 0.5052 0.l4.7i}.9 5.0 3.862 
2.I12 3.03 85.iA 28.15 0.2^ 567 0.1^ 21^ .3 0,8 0.929 
1^ ..05 9.65 85.31 29.50 0.la99 0.39i}-6 0.8 I.II8 
7.27 7.87 85.21 29.55 0.3827 0.3600 0.8 1.14.35 
10.5 11.1 85.11 29.65 0.3619 O.3IP.O 0,8 1,729 
13.8 lii-ij. 86.97 29.75 0.3i].83 O.3286 0.6 l.ii.50 
17.0 17.6 86.87 29.80 0.3376 0.3190 0.6 1.610 
20.3 20.9 86.77 29.85 O.327I 0.309i}- 0.6 I.78O 
26.8 27.4 86.67 28.20 0.3138 0.2971}. 0.6 2.115 
33.2 33.8 88.52 28.30 0.3039 0.2885 0.i|. 1.553 
5.9.11- 50.0 88.ii2 28.50 0.2876 0.271^ 2 O.li 1.901 
65.6 66.3 88.ii2 28.65 0.2765 0.261^ 5 2.1i}.9 
81.8 82.4 90.28 28.75 0,2678 0,2568 0.2 1.227 
93.8 94.4 90,18 29,00 0.2636 0,2533 0.2 I.287 
128 129 90.08 29.15 0,255.6 0,2459 0,2 1,548 
208 209 90.08 29.35 0,2403 0.2339 0.2 1.993 
418 419 91.02 29,50 0.2191 0.2163 0.1 1.395 
663 664 91.02 29.65 0.2070 0,2065 0.1 1.732 
743 7i}4 91.02 29.75 0.2045 0.2045 0,1 1,910 
Table E17« Data of compression-permeability test on chemical pure titanium dioxide 
using Procedure A« 
Test Ho. 7l551j-
Piltrate; Distilled water 
Cake Wt,; 26,i[.5 g. Ovendry 
Mech. press. Mech. press, /I Temp., Cake thick- Cake thick- Plxiid Time, 
(Uncorrected), 
psi. 
(Corrected), 
psi. cm. °C. 
ness (Un­
corrected), 
in. 
ness (Cor­
rected) , 
in. 
volume, 
ml. lain. 
0,70 
1,08 
1.32 
1.70 
3.01^. 
If, 70 
87.51 
87.ia 
87.11-1 
91.02 
29.85 
211-. 90 
29.95 
2il-,if5 
0.8356 
0.8062 
0.6821 
0.6222 
0.80iA 
0,7760 
0.65li-8 
0,5970 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
0,]f 
1.762 
l,90li. 
2,638 
1.570 
7.27 
10.5 
13-8 
17.0 
7.92 
11.2 
17.7 
91.02 
92.79 
91.85 
92.79 
29.95 
29.95 
30.00 
30.05 
0.5582 
0.5315 
0.5100 
0.ii.9lp. 
0.5355 
0.5106 
0.11.903 
0.ii-751l-
O.li-
0.2 
0.3 
0,2 
2.136 
1.193 
1.970 
l.lp-l 
20.3 
26.8 
33.2 
21.0 
27.il-
33.9 
50.1 
92,79 
92.79 
92.69 
92.69 
30.00 
30.00 
30.00 
30.00 
0,ii.8l8 
0,ii.631 
O.h.532 
0.ii306 
0.ii.6ij.0 
0,11467 
O.I1.378 
0.U72 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
1.511 
1.711 
1.810 
2.051 
65.6 
81,5 
93,8 
128 
66.3 
82.5 
911-. 5 
129 
92.69 
92.69 
93.63 
93,63 
30.00 
30.00 
30.00 
30.00 
0.)i1/i8 
0.ii038 
0..3913 
0,379l|. 
O.ii.028 
0.3928 
0,3810 
0,3707 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
2,260 
2.ii.65 
1.308 
1.372 
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335 
55i4-
209 
336 
5511-
93.63 
93.63 
93.63 
30.00 
30.00 
30.10 
0.3611 
0.311-53 
0.3250 
0,35il-8 
0.3iai{-
0.3235 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
1,620 
1.860 
2.173 
Tal)le E17* (Continued) 
Mech, press* Mech, press. Temp., Cake thick­ Cake thick­ Flioid Time, 
(Uncorrected), (Corrected), ness (Un­ ness (Cor­ volume. 
corrected) , rected) , 
psi» psi. cm. °C, in. in. ml. lain. 
663 66k 93.63 30.li}. 0.3167 0.3161 0.1 2,6lli. 
703 703 93.53 30.15 0.31^1-0 0.3138 0.1 2.610 
71^-3 7il4 93.53 30.lij. 0,3120 0.3120 0,1 2,666 
663 661| 93.53 30.05 0.3119 0.1 2,9811-
5514- 551^- 93.53 30.05 0.3122 0.1 2,99k 
128 129 93.53 30.05 0.31i!^ 0.1 2,992 
81,8 82.1|. 93.53 30.00 0.3163 — 0.1 2.965 
0.70 1.37 93.53 29.30 0.3352 — 0.1 2,983 
Table El8, Data of compression-permeability test on chemical pure titanitmi dioxide 
using Procedure A. 
Test No. I0205i|-
Filtrate: Distilled water 
Cake Wt,: 15-89 g« Ovendry 
Mech, press. Mech, press. Temp., Cake thick­ Cake thick­ Fluid Time , 
(Uncorrected), (Corrected), ness (Un­ ness (Cor­ volume , 
corrected), rected), 
psi» psi. cm. °c. in. in. ml. lain. 
0.70 1.32 86.71 23.35 0.4722 0,4407 0.8 1.546 
1.08 1.69 86.61 23.25 0,4498 0,4196 0.8 1.680 
2.1^2 3. Oil- 86.61 23.25 0,4112 0.3839 0.8 2.010 
kr.O$ 14-.614. 83.32 23.25 0.3754 0.3502 0,6 1.836 
7.27 7.90 88.27 23.30 0,3416 0.3189 0.6 2.330 
10.5 11.1 90.06 23.35 0.3227 0.3016 0.4 1.721 
13* 8 lil-.il- 89.08 23.40 0,3093 0.2896 0.5 2.458 
17.0 17.7 90.9I4. 23.45 0.3000 0.2813 0.3 1.579 
20.3 21.0 91.78 23.50 0,2932 0.2754 0.2 1.100 
26,8 27.14- 91.78 23.50 0,2834 0.2670 0.2 1.223 
33.2 33.9 91.74 23.50 0.2762 0.2608 0.2 1.285 
50.1 91.74 23.50 0.2627 0.2483 0.2 1.472 
65.6 66,3 91.68 23.50 0.2527 0.2407 0.2 1.670 
81.8 82.ii. 91.68 23.50 0.2474 0.2364 0.2 1.800 
208 209 91.64 23.50 0.2189 0.2126 0.2 2.478 
5514- 551^  91.6k 23.50 0.1968 0.1953 0.2 3.550 
714-3 7144 91.58 23.55 0.1883 0.1883 0.2 4.013 
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Appendix Po Data, Calculations, and Results of Constant 
Pressure Laboratory Piltrations on Keagent 
Grade Calcium Carbonate 
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Table PI. Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
filtrations on reagent grade calcium carbonate 
Test Ho. 1022531 Test Mo. 1029^  ^
Filtrate volume, Time, Filtrate rate. Time, Filtrate rate, 
ml. min. min./80 ml. min. min./BO ml. 
0 0.00 
20 0.07 t 0 0.20 o.ij.2 0 0.32 0.50 0. 
Wet cake wt« 
Dry cake wt. 
80 0.11.2 O.lj.8 0.88 
100 0.^ 7 0.^ 0 1.36 1.97 
120 0.68 0.53 1.88 2.03 
IkO 0.82 0.51 2.38 2.05 
160 0.95 0.55 2.91 2.13 
180 1.08 0.56 3.41 2.19 
200 1.23 0.58 i}..01 2.23 
220 1.38 — 
2I1.O 1.53 — 5.14 
Wet cake wt., g, 33.58 3^.93 
Dry cake vrt., g. 22.03 28.02 
Consistency, % ovendry 8.055 9.88 
Pressure, psi. 19.5 6«5 
Temperature, ° G. 25.1 25.2 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 62.25 62,2ij. 
Filtrate viscosity, 
centipoises 0.8917 0.8897 
1.522 1.568 
Slope of (dO/dV) vs. V plot, , . 
min./ml,'=^  9.925 x 10"*° 3*386 x 10"^  
Specific resistance 
Hr«Vlb, 11.16 9.98 
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Table F2« Data and roaults of constant pressure laboratory 
filtrationa on reagont grade calcium carbonate 
Z77I I 7"] Tt Test No. IIII4.53I 
Filtrate volmne, ml. FlltrSa rate, 
min, min./80 ml. 
0 0.00 
20 0.25 
0^° 0.57 1«20 0.89 1.27 
80 1.20 1.29 
100 1.^ 2 1.31 
120 1.86 1.3l». 
IkO 
160 
2.20 1.39 
2.54 l.il-2 
180 2.91 I.I1.6 
200 3.28 l.ii9 
220 3.66 
2ij.O i].»03 
Viet cake wt., g. i4.7.72 
Dry cake vrt., g, 31.66 
Consistency, % cvendry 11.02 
Pressure, psi. 13*5 
Temperature, ° 0. 22.0 
Filtrate density, lb./ft«^  62,29 
Filtrate viscosity, oentipoisea 0.9576 
Wet cake wb> t 
Dry cake wt, J..i?uo 
Slope of (d6/dV) vs. V plot, rain./ml.^  2,27^  x 10~^  
Specific resistance (c<), Hr.^ lb, ll,i<.7 
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Sample calculation for specific filtration resistance of 
laboratory constant pressure filtration. 
Tost No. 1022^ 31 
Filter area; 
A = = 1.922 X 10*"2 = 3.700 x 10'^  ft> 
Filtration pressure; 
P = 19.^ (1114) = 2.807 X 10"^ 3 ib./ft.^  
Filtration wt./prefilt vrt* ; 
n lb. wet cake lb, dry cako 
® lb. dry cake * lb. ^ efilt 
= 1 lb., wet cake •<- filtrate  ^lb. wet cake 
wet cake + filtrate lb, dry cake 
lb. dry cake 
lb., wet cake + filtrate 
= 1 - (l.^ 22)(0.080^ )^ 
= 1 - 0.1227 
- n fl77o lb. filtrate 
" lb. prefilt • 
Filtrate density t 
^^ 2^ .1° 0. " Ib./ft,^  
Filtrate viscosity; 
-^ 25.1° 0. ~ o®n^ ipoisea x 2.I}.2 = 0.8917 x 2.ii.2 
= 2-158 Ttrrw: 
Conalatency; 
a = 0,080$$ lb. dry cake/lb. prefilt. 
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Slope of (d9/dV) V plot: 
0»590 "" 0«l4.20 0• 170 « „i ^  ..o)) niln. 
nope = all,, = = 7.91;0 X 10 ^  
80 mlT^  
 ^ ml«^  Hr»... 
K " raTT^  ft •6' mln. 
I = 7.9it.0^ x 10-4 ^  (20^ 320)2 ^  
I = (9.925 X 10-^ ) (8.02 X lO-^ Q) (^ ) 
 ^ = 1.326 X lO"*"^  Hr,/ft«^ . 
Speciflo filtration reslstanoe: 
o< K — A^ F(1 - m s) 
K s 
ck:- (1»326 X 10'^ '^ )(3.700 x 10"^ )(2,807 x 10*^ 3)(0,8773) 
2.158(62.25)(0.08055) 
11.16 Hr»^ /lb, 
I 
N. X 
I 
o.a 
0.7 
0.i 
o.s 
AV 
0.3 
li; 0.2 
OJ 
o.o 
20 
-
( )____—-f > 
( 
c 
> 
p 
Te^ st 1022.531. 
rv) 
o 
o 
fO (.0 80 /OO /20 JVO J60 JBO ZOO ZZO ZiO 
Fi/i'ra/e l/o/u/77e j /n/. 
Figure Fl, Filtration rate vs. filtrate volume for constant 
pressure laboratory filtration of reagent grade 
calcium carbonate. 
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Table Gl. Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
nitrations on commercial grade calcium carbonate 
Test No. 1119532 Test No. 1119533 
Filtrate volume, Time, Filtrate rate. Time, Filtrate rate, 
ml. min. mln./8o ml. min. min./80 ml. 
0 0.00 0.00 ... 
10 0,05 0.10 - -
20 0.11 M M 0.26 mm 
30 0.20 «MMI 0.k6 mmtm 
kO 0.30 0.83 0.69 1.85 
50 O.I1.O mm Q.9k 2.10 
60 0.52 0.97 1.22 2.31 
70 0.68 1.51 2.51+ 
80 0.83 -- 1.85 2.76 
90 - - 1.37 2.20 2.97 
100 1.08 1.1+8 2.57 3.19 
110 — 1.57 3.00 3.1+i 
120 1.68 3.l}.5 3-65 
130 1.77 1.73 3.91 3.86 
IkO 2.00 mm mm U*i|.l 
150 2.25 li..95 
160 2.51 5.50 --
170 2.81 6.06 — 
Wet cake wt.. e- 31.18 
Dry oako wt,, g. 13-83 17.1|-l 
Consistency, % ovendry 7*08 8.6? 
Pressure, psi. 35*50 19.^0 
Temperature, ° C. 2i}..2 2ij..6 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 
62.26 62.25 
Filtrate viscosity, 
centipoises 0.9110 0.9020 
Wet pake wt« _ o, n ^ 
Dry oaks wt. 1*789 
Slope of (d©/dV) vs. 
V plot, min./ml.^ 1.500 x lO"*^ Z^QI\.0 x 10"^ 
Spo 
Hr 
cific resistsino© (<=<), 
.Vlb. 338 281 
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Table G2. Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
filtrations on ooramerclal grade calcium carbonate 
Test No. 123531 Test No. 123532 
Filtrate volume, Time, Filtrate rate, Time , Filtrate rate 
ml. min. min./80 ml. min. min./80 ml. 
0 0.00 «W 0.00 0m 
10 O.i^ .0 M W» 0.20 
20 1.08 0.61 
30 1.81 1.06 «««• 
LO 2.57 6.25 1.5i|. 3.96 
50 3.i].l 6.90 2.10 l|..ij.7 
60 k.31 7.33 2.67 lv.78 
70 7.75. 3.29 5.10 
80 6.25 8.28 3.96 
1:^  90 7.30 8.7II. il-.67 
100 9.22 5.39 6.09 
110 9.55 9.70 6.16 6.39 
120 10.85 10.17 6.98 6.69 
130 12.15 10.62 7.86 7.02 
IkO 13.53 8.76 
150 lii.giv 9.68 
160 16. i|2 10.65 
170 17.92 — 11.69 
Wet cake wt», g. 26»86 26.23 
Dry cake wt., g. li+.Sl lll..l|8 
Consistency, % ovendry 7,^3 7.375 
Pressure, pal. 7.00 10.2^ 
Temperature, ° C« 2i|..2 21^..6 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 62.26 62.2^ 
Filtrate viscosity, 
centipoisea 0.9110 0.9020 
Wet cake wto 
Dry cake vrt« 1.815 1.816 
Slope of (4©/dV) vs. V plot, , 
min./nil,'=^  5.92^  x 10-4- 4.000 x 10-4 
Specific resistance 
Hr.2/lb. 2h$ 251 
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Table 0-3. Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
nitrations on commercial grade calcium carbonate 
Teat Mo, 123533 Test Mo. 125531 
Filtrate volume, Time, Filtrate rate. Time, Filtrate rate, 
ml. min. min./80 ml. min. min./80 ml, 
0 0.00 0«00 —*• 
10 0.U4. — 0.0^  
20 0,)+2 — 0.20 
0 0.77 — 0.37 
2 ,0 1.11 2.9^  0.60 2.0^  
^0 1.52 3.34 0.88 2.iv8 
60 1.95 3.63 1.21 2.86 
70 2.I1.2 3.87 1.61 3.30 
80 2.95 14-.17 2.05 3.72 
90 3.i|.8 k.,k^ 2.53 
100 lt..05 1^.69 3.06 
110 1}.,6L ij..9l4. 3.67 lj..96 
120 5-28 5.15 i|..32 5.38 
130 5.97 5.5.1 5.02 5.85 
lli-O 6.61i — 5.78 
150 7.36 — 6.57 
160 8.10 —7*^4-3 
170 8.89 — 8.38 
Wet cake wt., g, 25.66 25.73 
Dry cake wt., g. li^..3i^. 11+.76 
Consistency, % ovendry 7.314. 7.54. 
Pressure, psi. I3.I 7,1 
Temperature, ° 0. 2i|..7 22.2 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft,^ 62.25 62.29 
Filtrate viscosity, 
centipoisea 0.8997 0,95Ii.0 
Wet cake wt. 
Dry cake wt# *' 
Slope of (d9/dV) vs. V plot, , 
min./ml.2 3,2900 x 10"^  5.250 x 10 
Specific resistance 
Hr.Vlb. 267 212 
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Table Gli., Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
filtratlong on oormnerolal grade calcium carbonate 
^Teat No. 1216^31 . Test No. iai6^32 
Filtrate volume. Time, Filtrate rate. Time, Filtrate rate, 
ml. rain. min./60 ml. min. mln./lj.O ml. 
0 0.00 — 0.00 
is 0,12 — 0.27 0,2^ — O.^i 0.63 
70 -<• 0.14.8 — 
80 O.lt-O — 0.90 0.79 
90 0.63 """• "•*" 
100 0,60 — 1.33 0.95 
110 — 0.7ii 
120 0.86 — 1.85 1,1$ 
130 — 0.85 
II1.O l.li|. 2.14.8 1,33 
150 — O.9I1. 
160 1,14.5 — 3-18 1.14-8 
170 —• 1,06 -- «•-
180 1.80 — 3,96 1.63 
200 2.20 — 5..81 1.77 
220 — — 5,73 
Wet cake wt., g, 29.98 28.69 
Dry cake wt., g, 15.82 I6.5il. 
Consistency, % ovendry 6.89 6,66 
Pressure, psi. 6719»6 
Temperature, ° C* 25*0 25«1 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 62,25 62.2i|. 
Filtrate viscosity, 
centipoisea 0,9837 O.89IO 
1.895 1.735 
¥et cake wt. 
Dry cake wt. 
Slope of (d©/dV) vs. V plot, 
rain./ml,2 9.760 x 10'^  2.160 x 10"^  
Specific resistance (=^), 
Hr,2/ib, 1^ 02 296 
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Table Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
flltrations on commGrclal grade calcium carbonate 
Filtrate volume, 
ml. 
Test 
Time , 
rain. 
No. I2353I1. 
Filtrate rate, 
rain./60 ml. 
0 0.00 
30 0.16 MM 
50 0.39 mm M 
60 0.77 
P 0.611 80 0.86 
90 0.93 MM 
100 M mm 0.98 
110 1.25 ... 
120 1.12 
130 1.62 
liio 1.27 
1^ 0 2.05 MM 
160 mm mm 1.1^ .3 
170 2.52 
180 MM 1.57 
190 3.05 
200 1.68 
210 3.62 M M 
230 ii..2o — 
Wet cake vrt., g« 31»61|. 
Dry cake wt., g« 17.59 
Consistency, % ovendry 6.73 
Pressure, psi. 50.8 
Temperature, ° C. 2i|..6 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 62.25 
Filtrate viscosity, centipoises 0,9020 
Wet cake wt. 
Dry cake vrt. 1 • oOO 
Slope of (de/dV) vs. V plot, mln./ml.^ 1.137 X 
Specific resistance ('=^), Hr.^/lb. 391+ 
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Appendix H, Data and Results of Constant Pressure Laboratory 
Piltratlons on Commercial Grade Barium Sulfate 
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Table HI. Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
flltrations on commercial grade barium sulfate 
Test No> 77^11.2 Test No. 7lk^h.3 
Filtrate volume. Time, Filtrate rate. Time, Filtrate rate, 
ml. min. min./ij.O ml. min. min./I|.0 ml. 
0 0.00 — 0.00 
10 — — 0.06 
20 0.216 0.8 0.26 0.99 
30 0.k66 — 0.^ 8 l.k3 
kO 0.800 l.iv^ O 0.99 1.81 
50 1.216 1.7^ 0 l.ii.9 2.1^  
60 1.666 1.966 2,07 2.1i9 
70 2.216 2.201 2.73 2.8l 
80 2.766 2.1|.^ 1 3.I4.8 3.10 
90 3.14.17 5-.30 3.il.2 
100 IJ..117 2.867 5.17 3.72 
110 ii.8oo 3.117 6.1^  ii..00 
120 5.633 3.i|.00 7.20 li..3l4. 
130 6.^34 3.766 8.30 ij-.63 
IkO 7.517 ii..000 9.51 il.92 
150 8.566 5.. 199 10.78 — . 
160 9.633 — 12.12 
170 10.733 
Wet oake wt., g» 38.1|.l 38.71^. 
Dry cake vrt;., g. 2ij..37 
Consistency, % ovendry 11.67 12.31 
Pressure, psi. 21)..7 17.7 
Temperature, ° 0. 29.0 30.8 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 62.18 62.26 
Filtrate viscosity, 
oentipoisos O.8179 O.7871 
get oake wt. ^ _ 
Dry cake wt, l.p7o I.500 
Slope of (d9/dV) vs. V plot, 
min./ml.S 6.125 x 10"^  7.6I|.0 x 10"^  
Specific reaistanoe (=^), 
Hr,^ /lb. 610 526 
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Table H2. Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
nitrations on cormnercial grade barium sulfate 
Test Mo. 925a.l Test No. 935a.l 
Filtrate volume, llfirae, 
ml. min. 
Filtrate rate, 
min./20 ml. 
Time, 
min. 
Filtrate rate, 
rain./20 ml. 
0 0.00 
10 O.Olj. 
20 0.20 
30 0.[].3 
ll.0 0.72 
50 1.06 
60 l.h2 
70 1.^  
80 2.27 
90 2.75 
100 3.25 
110 3.80 
120 I|..38 
130 5,00 
iko 5.65 
150 6.35 
0.20 
0.39 
0,52 
0.63 
0.70 
0.77 
•0.85 
0.92 
0.98 
1.05 
1.13 
1.20 
1,27 
1.35 
M mm 
0.00 
0.03 
0.12 
0.25 
0.k5 
0.68 
0.96 
1.25 
1.59 
1»95 
2.3^ 1-
2.77 
3.21 
3.70 
5-.22 
lj..76 
0.12 
0.22 
0.33 
0.i}.3 
0.51 
0.57 
0.63 
0.70 
0.75 
0.82 
0.87 
0.93 
1.01 
1.06 
MB mt 
Wet cake wt., g. 32.82 22,k.l 
Dry cake vrt., g. 20.98 lil..26 
Consistency, % ovendry 11.kl 8.27 
Pressure, pal. ii|-9.5 
Temperature, ® 0. 27-5 26,5 
Filtrate density, lb./ft .3 62.20 62.25 
Filtrate viscosity, 
centipoises 0.81|5l 0.86i|.3 
Wet OQke wt. 
Dry c ake vrb, 1.^ 65 1.572 
Slope of (d©/dV) vs. V plot, 
min./ml.^  3.533 X 10"^  3.113 X 10"^  
Specific resistance ( ) f 
696 77k-
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Table H3. Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
filtrations on commercial grade barium sulfate 
Test No. 10a.5a.l Teat No. 71651ll 
Filtrate volume, Tim'e, Filtrate rate. Time, Filtrate rate, 
ml, min. min./l4.0 ml. min« rain./ii.O ml. 
0 0.00 «• M 0.00 MMI 
10 o.ol^ . M 0.08 
20 0.12 O.^ k- 0.3k- 1.1^ -0 
30 0.22 0,l\k 0.80 2.11^ . 
5-0 0.3k 1.1|0 2.79 
50 o.p 0.62 2.22 3.ii.o 
60 0.66 0.72 3.13 l|.«0k 
70 0.8|i 0.81 I1..2O 1<..5S 
80 1.06 0.88 5.ll^  
90 1.29 0.99 6.80 5.70 
100 l.^ k 1.06 8.27 6.30 
110 1.83 l.lil. 9.90 6,86 
120 2.12 1.22 11.2k 7.58 
130 2^ li.3 4W 13.66 mm m 
lii-O 2.76 — 15.85 --
Wet cake vrt., g. l6.i|.3 I|2.62 
Dry cake wt., g» 9.87 26.1^ .9 
Consistency, % ovendry 6.31 li|.52 
Pressure, pai. 52.7 10.2 
Temperature, ° C. 25.8 29.8 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 62.23 62.16 
Filtrate viscosity. 
centipoises 0.8780 0,801^ .0 
Wet cake vrb» 
1.666 1.610 Dry cake v;t. 
Slope of (dO/dV) vs. V plot. 
min./ml.^  2.120 X 10*^  X 10*"^  
Specific resistance (<^), 
Hr,2/ib, 81).8 453 
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Table Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
filtratlona on commercial grade barium sulfate 
J^est No. 10^ 5^ 2 Test No. 10U.5Ii.3 
Filtrate volume, Time, Filtrate rate. Time, Filtrate rate, 
ml, min. min,/l}.0 ml. min. min./lj.O ml. 
0 0.00 — 0,00 
10 0.06 — 0.08 
20 0.18 O.^ ij. 0,22 0.^ 8 
30 0.3ii. 0.72 0.38 0.72 
5.0 O.^ k 0.86 0.^ 8 0.83 
50 0.78 1.00 0.80 0.95-
60 1,0k. 1.34 1.05 1.02 
70 1,34 1.28 1.32 1.11 
80 1.68 l.l}.3 1,60 1.22 
90 2.06 1.^ 7 1.91 1.32 
100 2.l}.7 1.69 2.27 142 
110 2.91 — 2.6I4. 
120 3.37 — 3.02 
V/et cake g» 19.1^ .6 9.87 
Dry cake wt«, g. 11.83 
Consistency, % ovendry 8.i}.9 l4..i|.2 
Pressure, psi, 36.6 2I4..I 
Temperature, 0. 26.0 2^.4 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 62.23 62.2li. 
Filtrate viscosity, 
centipoises 0.87i|.l 0.8858 
V/et cake wt« t /ii , 
Dry cake wt« 1.6i|J|. 1.720 
Slope of (d©/dV) vs. V plot, 
min ./ml. 2 3,^ 00 x lO*"^  2.t|.05 x 10"^  
Specific resistance 
Hr.2/lb. 699 61^ .3 
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Table Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
fi It rat ions on coinmerolal grade barium sulfate 
Filtrate volume, 
ml. 
Test No. 1025ii3 Test No. 711i5ij.2 
Time, 
rain. 
Filtrate rate, 
min./i}.0 ml. 
Time, Filtx'ate rate 
min. min./UO i^ l. 
0 0.00 0.00 «w «• 
10 -- wt mm 0.05 mm m 
20 0.12 • 0,28 0.17 0.60 
30 0.19 0.36 0.85 
kO 0.28 0.39 0.60 1.08 
^0 0.39 0.1^ 6 0.90 1.28 
60 0.^ 1 0.51 1.25 I./4.7 
0.6^  0.56 1.6]+ 1.65 
80 0.79 0.62 2.07 1.78 
90 0.95 0.67 2.55 1.98 
100 1.13 0.72 3.03 2.12 
110 1.32 0.78 3.62 2.27 
120 1.^ 1 0.82 Ii..l9 2.11.8 
130 1.73 0.86 I1..83 2.59 
lil.0 1.95 0.90 5.51 2.77 
150 2.18 0.93 6.21 2.93 
160 2.11-1 0.97 6.96 3.18 
170 2.66 1.00 7.76 3.26 
180 2.92 l.Oij. 8.69 3.lt.3 
190 3.18 9.47 mm 
200 3.i}.5 — 10.39 •mm 
Wet cake wt., g. 15.36 lt.1.09 
Dry cake wt., g. 9.ii.6 26.73 
Consistency, % ovendry 
Pressure, psl. 
Teit^erature, ° G, 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft,^ 
Filtrate viscosity, 
centipoises 
Wet pake wt» 
Dry cake vrb. 
Slope of (d©/dV) vs. V plot^ 
min./ml.'^  
Specific resistance 
Hr.Vlt). 
66,3 
27.9 
62,20 
0.8376 
1,622 
11.09 
35.3 
31.il. 
62.27 
0.7773 
1.^ 39 
1.21i^  X 10-i^  1^ .1}.30 X 10-^  
95^  706 
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Table H6, Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
flltratlons on commercial grade barium sulfate 
^ Tost No. 9305ai Teat No« lQ15ia 
Filtrate volume, Tlnie, Filtrate rate, H^ime, Filtrate rate, 
ml, min. rain./l4.0 ml, min, min./liO ml. 
0 0,00 M» M 0,00 mm am 
10 0.08 ... 0.12 MAM 
20 0.2li. 0.72 0.36 0.97 
30 0.1^ ,6 0.9L}. 0.65 1.19 
hO 0.72 1,11 0.97 • 1.3it. 
50 1.02 1.27 1,31 
60 1.35 143 1.70 1.58 
70 1,73 1.^ 9 MiiHt 1,71 
80 2,15 1.76 2,55 1.81 
90 2,61 1.9l|. 3.02 mm mt 
100 3.11 2,10 3.51 2,11 
110 3.67 2,26 1^ ,08 2.23 
120 2.39 J4.,66 2,36 
130 I|.,87 2.53 5.25 2.1)2 
ll|.0 5.^ 0 5.87 «n mm 
1^ 0 6.20 m m 6.50 mmmrn 
Wet cake T>rb., g. 26,ij.8 13.91 
Dry cake wt,, g# l6,66 8,90 
Oonaistency, % ovendry 9,i43 5.I|.3 
Pressure, psi. 3^ .2 19.li-
Temperature, ® 0, 26.5 25.5 
Filtrate density, lb,/ft,3 62.22 62,21}. 
Filtrate viscosity. 
centipoises 0,8614.2 0,8839 
Wet cake vrt. 
1.590 1,5614. Tyrj cake wt. 
Slope of (d9/dV) vs, V plot. 
rain,/ml,2 I}., 150 X 10" 3.225 X. 10-^  
Specific resistance («^), 
Hr,^ /lb, 717 560 
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Table H?. Data and results of constant preaauro laboratory 
nitrations on commercial grade barium sulfate 
Teat No. 9351l3 ^ Test No. ^hSkl 
Filtrate voliime. Time, Filtrate rate, Q^ime, Filtrate rate, 
ml. min, min./20 ml. min, min./20 ml. 
0 0*00 "••• 0«00 
10 o.oli. 0.17 o.olj. 0.15 
20 0.17 0.30 0.15 0.27 
30 0.3li 0.[|.0 0.31 0.35 
5-0 0.57 0.5.8 0.50 O.ii.0 
o-M 
50 0.82 
60 1.12 
70 l.k6 0.71 1.22 0.57 
80 1.83 0.80 1.53 
90 2.26 0.90 1.86 0.70 
100 2.73 0.99 2.23 0.75 
110 3.25 1.07 2.61 0.80 
120 3.80 i.ili- 3.03 0.85 
130 ]4..39 1.23 3.1t.6 0.89 
5,03 1.3il. 3.92 0.95 
5.73 — 
Wet cake wt., g. 11.13 9.11-8 
Dry cake wt., g. 6.6ii. 5-56 
Oonaiatency, fo ovendry I1..12 3.i|.9 
Pressure, psi. 9.9 16.0 
Temperature, ® C. 25.8 26.3 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 62.23 62.23 
Filtrate viscosity, 
oentipoises 0.6780 0.8681 
Wet cake wt. 
Dry cake wt« 1.678 1.705 
Slope of (d9/dV) vs. V plot, 
min./ml.^ i|..i4.00 X 10"^  2.700 X 10-^  
Specific resistance 
Hr.^ /lbo 526 630 
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Table H8, Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
flltrations on commercial grade barium sulfate 
Teat No, 9351i2 Test No. llhSlJi 
Filtrate volume, Tiine* Piltrate rate. Time, Filtrate rate, 
ml. min. min./20 ml. min. min./i|.0 ml. 
0 0.00 OaOO 
10 0.06 0.32 0.12 
20 0,32 0.67 O.ii.9 I.Q3 
30 0.73 0.99 1.06 2.66 
ii-O 1.31 1.33 1.83 3.[1.5 
50 2.06 1.63 2.78 ii..27 
60 2,9lj. 1.89 3»9l4. 5.00 
70 3.95 2.16 5o33 5.79 
80 ?.10 2.1i3 6.83 6.51 
90 6.38 2.69 8.57 7.17 
100 7.79 3.01 10,i+.5 7.95 
110 9.39 301 12.50 
120 12.10 — 11^ ., 78 
Wet cake wt., g. 28.88 39.51 
Dry cake wt., g« I7.86 21}., 10 
Consistency, % ovendry 11.99 15.11 
Pressure, psi. 10.ij. 8.7 
Temperature, ® C. 26,7 30,14. 
Piltrate density, lb,/ft.^ 62.22 62,15 
Piltrate viscosity, 
centipoises 0,8605 0.7937 
Wet cake wt. _ ^ ,, ^  
Dry cake wt« l.olo 1.6i|.0 
Slop© of (d9/dV) vs. V plot, 
mln./ml.2 1.335 x 10*"3 1,85I(. x 10'*3 
Specific resistance C®^), 
Hr.^ /lb. 509 lj,82 
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Table H9* Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
filtratlons on commercial grade barium sulfate 
Test No. 71k5k6 Test No. 9295^3" 
Filtrate volume, 
ml. 
Time f 
mln. 
Filtrate rate, 
min./l4.0 ml. 
Time, 
mln. 
Filtrate ra 
inin./60 ml 
0 0.00 •m 0.00 mm 
10 0.05 ... mm mm 
20 0.19 0.71 0.13 — 
30 O.iii 1.03 0.23 0.72 
ko 0.71 1.29 0.38 
50 1.08 1.52 0.53 1.01 
60 1.1+8 1.76 0.72 1.15 
P 1.91^. 1.95 0.92 1.27 80 2.1^7 2.17 1.1k l.Il-l 
90 3.03 2.37 108 1.52 
100 3.65 2.57 1.65 1.6i|. 
110 1|..31 2.78 1.9k 1.76 
120 2.97 2.2li 1.88 
130 5.81 3.15 2.56 2.00 
IkO 6.62 3-32 2.90 2,11 
150 7.I1.6 3.50 3.26 2.23 
160 8.36 3.69 3.65 2.35 
170 9.31 3.81 l)..o5 *m mm 
180 10.31 I1..07 ii-.li.7 m mm 
190 11.37 i|..91 
200 I2. I4.3 mm tm MM mm «««• 
Wet cake wt., g. I4.5.II 25^19 
Dry cake vrt., g. 28.67 16.38 
Consistency, > ovendry 11.70 7.61 
Pressure, psi. 28.9 69.6 
Temperature^ ® C • 31.2 29.0 
Filtrate density , lb ./ft 62.li^ . 62.18 
Filtrate viscoaity, 
centipoises O.779O O.8179 
Wet cake wt. ^ ^ 
Dry cake wtJ 1»p37 
Slope of (d0/dV) vs. V plot, 
min./xnl.^  1|..8^ 0 x 10"^  2.005 x 10"^  
Specific resistance (o^), 
Hr.^ /lb. 590 929 
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Table HIO. Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
filtratlons on commercial grade barivim sulfate 
Teat No* 9h.5l\2 Test No* 9b5lll 
Filtrate volume. Time, Filtrate rate. Time, Filtrate rate, 
ml. min. min./20 ml. min. rain./l|.0 ml. 
0 0.00 — — 0.00 mm mm 
10 0.03 0.13 0.08 
20 0»13 0.28 0.29 0.85 
30 0.31 0,i]2 0.55 1.11 
k-O 0.55 0.53 0.85 1.2k 
50 0.8k 0.63 1.19 1.30 
60 1.18 0.73 1.53 1.50 
70 1.57 0.82 1.93 1.62 
80 2.00 0.89 2.35 1.77 
90 2.i|.6 0.98 2.81 1.89 
100 2.98 1.07 3.30 2.01 
110 3.53 l.lli 3.82 2.11 
120 i|..12 1.22 i4..36 2.23 
130 i}..75 1.30 i4..92 2.38 
illo 542 1.38 5.53 mmm 
150 6,13 
— 6.20 mim 
Wet cake wt., g# 25.12 10.811 
Dry cake wt., g* 15.55 6.63 
Consistency, fo ovendry 8.88 k..l2 
Pressure, psi. 31.1 10.0 
Temperature, ^  0. 27.1 28.8 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 62.21 62.18 
Filtrate viscosity. 
centipoisea 0.8528 0.8213 
Wet cake wt. 
1.616 1.636 Dry cake v/t. 
Slope of (d©/dV) vs. V plot. 
min./ml,^  1|«065 X 10' -k 3.075 X 10"^ 
Specific resistance 
Hr.2/ib. 672 397 
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Table Hll. Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
filtrations on commercial grade barium sulfate 
Teat No> llZSUl Test Mo, 10a.5ijij. 
Filtrate volume. Time, S^iltrate rate. Time, Filtrate rate 
ml. min. min./l).0 ml. min. min./l|.0 ml. 
0 0.00 MM 0.00 
10 0.09 «• «• M* IM 
20 0.31 1.22 0.11 0.33 
30 0.66 1.80 0.21 
kO 1.22 2.39 0.33 0.50 
50 1.89 2.97 o.fo 0.58 
60 2.70 3.33 0.61 0.65 
70 3.6^  3.77 0.79 0.7I1. 
80 I{..l6 0.98 0.80 
90 •^66 1.19 0.89 
100 6*8d i|-93 l.kl 0.96 
110 8.13 5.26 1.68 1.03 
120 9.I1.8 — 1.9IJ. 1.10 
130 10.92 -- 2.22 
li|0 — 2.51 
Wet cake wt., g. 39.11.7 l8.1).Lj. 
Dry cake wt», g. 2I4..51 10.98 
Consistency, % ovendry li{..i|.6 6.93 
Pressure, pai. 21.6 71.8 
Temperature, ® C. 33.5 26.1<. 
Filtrate density. lb./ft. ^ 62.08 62.22 
Filtrate viscosity. 
centipoisea 0.7W<- 0.8661 
Wet cake wt« 
1.612 1.682 Dry cake wt. 
Slope of (d©/dV) vs. V plot. 
min./ml.^  9.875 X 10"^  1.813 X 10"^  
Specific resistance ('^), 
Hr« /lb. 716 902 
Table H12. Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
flltrations on coirmierclal grade barium sulfate 
Test No. 795112 Test No. 9il.5Ij.3 
Filtrate volume. Time, Filtrate rate. Time, Filtrate rate. 
ml. min. min*/lt.0 ml. min. min./i+O ml. 
0 0.00 «• 0.00 MM 
10 MM 
20 Ml «» •MM 0,07 0,32 
30 0.30 -- MM MM 
ko 0.32 0.67 
50 0.77 1.06 MM 
60 m M •MM 0.70 0.86 
70 1.36 1.32 MM 
80 -- mmtm 1.18 1.03 
90 2.09 1.58 mm mm MM 
100 1.73 1.20 
110 2.9il. 1,82 MM 
120 MIM 2.38 1.37 
130 3.91 2.12 
iko mm m 3.10 1.52 
150 5.06 Z.kD MM 
160 mtmm 3.90 1.65 
170 6.31 2.63 
180 l^ ..75 1.78 
190 7.69 2.87 MM ••I. 
200 MM 5.68 ... 
210 9.18 MM M M 
Wet cake wt., g. l).0,21 27.29 
Dry cake g. 26.69 17.20 
Consistency, % ovendry 10.67 7.57 
Preaauro, psl. 59.0 66«0 
Temperature, ® C« 
lb,/ft 
29.0 27.9 
Filtrate density. .3 62.18 62.20 
Filtrate viscosity. 
centipoisBS 0.8180 0.8376 
Vfet cake "wt# 
Dry cake wt. 1.507 1.587 
Slope of (d9/dV) vs. V plot. 1 
mln./ml«^ 3.270 X 10' a.o8i X lo"'^ 
Specific rosiatance ( ) > 
Hr. vlb. 873 697 
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Table HI3, Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
nitrations on commercial grade bariiira sulfate 
Filtrate volume, 
ml. 
Test No. 775ill Test No. 795i4.1 
Time, 
min. 
Filtrate rate, 
min./20 ml. 
Time, 
min. 
Filtrate rate 
min./Ii-O ml. 
0 0.00 •MO* 0.00 
10 0.12 0.57 tmtm 
20 0.57 1.15 0.22 0.82 
30 1.27 1.65 mtmt 
2,22 2.15 0.82 l.l)-7 
50 3.i^ 3 2.56 
60 k. lQ 2.91 1.69 2.02 
70 6.33 3.26 
80 8.01 3.65 2.814. 2.1}.5 
90 9.98 ij..l9 •M m» 
100 12.23 ... 2.89 
110 mm M «•«» 
120 RW» 5.73 3.28 
130 M m - -
IkO 
icJn 
— 7.1+2 3.58 
JUpv 
160 mmqm tm 
m»9m 
9.31 •MUA 
Wet cake vrb., g* 3k»$7 38.10 
Dry cake vit., g. 20.80 214..79 
Consigtenoy, ^  ovendry 1^.I|.6 12.^0 
Pressure, pai. 8.6 36.^ 
Tenperature, ^ O* 29.2 29.2 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 62*17 62.17 
Filtrate viscosity, 
centipoises 0.8l4iv 0.8li^ 
Wet cake wt. n 
Dry oake Wt". *^^ 37 
Slope of (d©/dV) vs. V plot, 
min./ml.2 1.860 x 10"3 .^310 x 10"^  
Specific resistance (c^), 
Hr.2/lto. 725 
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Table Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
flltrations on oommerolal grade barium sulfate 
^ Test No. 92^5^.1 ^O' 9295^2 
Filtrate volume» iJlrae, Filtrate rate, HHoT Filtrate rate, 
ml. itiin. rain./ii-O ml, min, rain./60 ml. 
0 0.00 
10 0.08 
20 0,23 
30 O.II.7 
^0 0.77 
50 1.09 
60 1,^ .6 
70 1.88 
80 
90 2.79 
100 3.30 
110 «••• 
120 l|..l4-5 
130 5.08 
ll|.0 5«7l 
150 6.38 
160 7.11 
170 7.85 
Wet cake wt,, g« 
IJry cake wt,, g. 
Consistency, }o ovendry 
Pressure, psi. 
Temperature, ° 0* 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft,^ 
Filtrate viscosity, 
oantipolses 0,8897 0,8)4.89 
MM 0.00 
0.05 MM 
0.77 0.16 
1.01 0.30 0.92 
1.23 0.il8 1.13 
l.lll 0.69 1.31 
tmm 0.92 l.ij.8 
1.70 1.18 1.63 
1.81]. 1.11.7 1.79 
M«a 1.78 1.95 
-m 2.11 2.09 
2.29 2.k8 2.23 
2.1J.1 2.87 2.39 
3.27 2,51 
2.66 3-70 MM 
2.77 i|..17 
i|..62 
MM 
MM 
MM 
27.65 25.28 
17.56 15.95 
8,88 8,61 
37.it. 
25.2 27.3 
62.21; 62,21 
Wet cake wt. 
Dry cake wt» 1.^ 7^  1.586 
Slope of (dO/dV) vs. V plot, 
min,/ml,2 3,^ 70 x lO"*^  2.560 x 10"^  
Specific resistance ( o<), 
683 771 
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Table Hl^, Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
nitrations on commercial grade borim sulfate 
^ Teat No. 62Q5Ii.l Teat No, 6305Iil 
Filtrate volvime. Time, Filtrate rate, Time, Filtrate rate, 
ml» mine mln«/20 ml. min. min./ij.0 ml. 
0 0.00 — 
10 mm mm 
20 m mm 
30 0.31 
IlO 0.57 0.59 
50 0.90 0.72 
60 1.29 0.86 
P 1.76 IpOl 80 2.30 1.13 
90 2.89 1.2lt. 
100 3.54 1.39 
110 J4..28 1.52 
120 5.06 1.66 
130 1.83 
140 6.89 1.91 
150 7.85 1.98 
160 8.87 «WIM 
170 — 
0.00 
0.22 0.80 
O.k 
O.oO l.l|.0 
1.20 1.73 
1.62 
2.17 2.17 
2.k6 
3.37 H.69 
l\.M 
li.86 3.21 
5.69 3.k.^ 
6.58 3.71 
7.53 3.97 
8.57 i|..31 
9.66 —«• 
10.89 
Wet cake wt., gi 30.66 2i^..58 
Dry cake wt., g, 19.26 15.32 
Consistency, % ovondry 10.10 7.875 
Pressure, psi. 19.0 12.8 
Temperature, ® 0. 31.5 30.1 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 62.13 62.16 
Filtrate viscosity, 
oentipoises 0.7757 0.7990 
Wet oalce vrt» . 
Dry oake wt. 3.,593 I.6O3 
Slope of (d©/dV) vs. V plot, 
min./ml.2 6.655 x 10"^  6.I4.I2 x 10"^  
Specific resistance (<^), 
Hr.2/ib, 636 537 
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Table Hl6« Data and results of constant preasuro laboratory 
flltratlons on commercial grade barium sulfate 
Filtrate volume, ml. Time, 
min. 
Filtrate rate 
min./i+O ml. 
0 0.00 
30 0.30 tm mm 
50 0.70 0.91 
70 1.21 1.16 
90 1.86 l.li2 
110 2.63 l.o6 
130 3.52 1.89 
150 il..52 2.15 
170 5.67 2.38 
190 6,90 2.58 
210 8.25 mm «M 
Wet cake wt., g. 27.7s 
Dry cake wt., g. 17.63 
Consistency, % ovendry 7.1(2 
Pressure, psi. 
Temperature, ° C. 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 
Filtrate viscosity, oentipoisea 
Wet cake vrtm 
Dry cake vrb» 
Slope of (d©/dV) vs. V plot, min./ml.^ 
Specific resistance (e<), Hr.Vlb, 
28.0 
62.20 
0.8358 
1.577 
3#067 X 10"^  
933 
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Appendix I« Data and Results of Constant Pressure Laboratory 
Piltratlona on Chemical Pure Titanium Dioxide 
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Table II. Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
nitrations on chemical pure titanium dioxide 
Teat No. 120^ii.l Test No. 120^k2 
Filtrate volume. Time* Filtrate rate. Time, Filtrate rate, 
ml. min. min./Ii.O ml. min. rain./I).0 ml. 
0 0.00 
10 ma mm 
20 O.OI}. 
30 0.19 
ko 0.36 
50 0.60 
60 0.90 
70 1.26 
80 1.72 
90 2.22 
100 2.81 
110 3.i|.0 
120 14.. 09 
130 I4-.89 
II1.O 5-67 
150 6.56 
160 7.53 
170 8.51 
Wet cake wt., g« 
Dry oake wt., g. 
Consistency, % ovendry 
Pressure, psi. 
Temperature, ® 0. 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 
Filtrate viscosity, 
centipoises 
VJet oake •wt» 
Dry oake wt« 
Slope of (d9/dV) vs. V plot, 
min./ml, i 
Specific resistance («^), Hr 
0.00 
«•» 0.05 ~~ 
0.36 0.20 0.97 
0.50 1.51 
0.86 0.97 2.12 
1.07 1.56 2.71 
1.36 2.32 3.25 
1.62 3.21 3.87 
1.91 ii.22 14,.14.3 
2.ii4. 5.i|.3 I4-.99 
2.37 6.75 5.58 
2.67 8.20 6.11 
2.86 9.80 6.66 
3.16 11.514. 7.20 
3.I44 I3.I4.I 
3.62 l5.lio 
23.32 33.69 
10.57 15.51 
5.i}.7 Q.l^ l4. 
50.7 24.9 
2I4..3 25.0 
62.26 62.25 
0.9081 0.8937 
2.207 2.171 
.352 X 10"*^  1.1414.0 X 10-3 
?/lb. 
2,675 1,827 
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Table I2« Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
nitrations on chemical pure titanium dioxide 
Filtrate volume, 
ml. 
Test No. 1235U.1 Test No. 531514.1 
Time, 
min. 
Filtrate rate, 
min./i|.0 ml. iime, min. Filtrate rate, min./l|0 ml. 
0 0.00 0.00 mm «• 
10 0.03 «M Wt mmmi 0.12 
20 0.18 0.89 0.06 
30 0.k6 l.i].0 0.21 0.88 
ko 0.89 1.95 0.50 1.38 
50 1.11.3 0.90 1.80 
60 2.13 3^01 l.J+O 2.26 
70 2.95 3.^ 5 2.03 
80 3.90 1;.07 --
90 il.98 — 
100 6.20 tm mm mm 
Wet cake wt., g. 2O.I1.7 10.20 
Dry cake wt., g. 9.ij.95 [<..611.7 
Consistency, % ovendry 7.88 5.79 
Pressure, psi. 2l|..8 25.6 
Temperature, ° C. 27•! 2I4..6 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 62.21 62.2^ 
Filtrate viscosity, 
centipoises 0.8528 0.9020 
Wet cake wt. 
Dry cake wt« 2,1^8 2.198 
Slope of (d9/dV) vs. V plot, 
mln./ml.2 1.329 x 10"3 1.077 x 10~3 
Specific resistance (c^ ), 
Hr.2/lb. 1,913 2,162 
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Table 13. Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
nitrations on chemical pure titanium dioxide 
Test No. 96gli.3 Test No. 96^Uli 
Filtrate volume. Time, Filtrate rate. Time, Filtrate rate, 
ml, min. raln./i|.0 ml, min. rain./I^ O ml. 
0 0.00 0.00 
10 M mm mm mm 
20 — 0.27 0.01}. 
30 0.11 •a* Ml 0.13 
Ko 0.27 M M* 0.32 
50 0.53 1.15 0.59 
60 0.86 l.j4.6 0.95 
P 1.26 1.714- 1.38 80 1.73 2.03 1.91 
90 2.27 2.33 2.50 
100 2.89 2.63 3.15 
110 3.59 2.95 3.87 
120 i)-.36 3.25 1}..72 
130 5.22 3.56 5.62 
IkO 6.114. 3.89 6.63 
150 7.15 •M Hi 7.72 
160 8.25 — 8.86 
Wet cake wt., g» 23.36 
Dry cake vrt., g. 11.66 
Consistency, % ovendry 6.35 
Pressure, psl. 39.8 
Temperature, ° C. 28.8 
Filtrate density. Ib./ft,-^  62.18 
Filtrate viscosity. 
centipoiaes 0.8212 
Wet cake wt. 
Dry cake wt. 2.002 
Slope of (d©/dV) vs. V plot, 
min./ml.^  7.576 X 10"i^ -
0.32 
•«* 
0.91 
1.25 
1.59 
1.91 
2.20 
2A9 
2.81 
3.12 
348 
3.85 
I|.*ll]. 
II}.. 86 
7.0211-
Il-.Ol^  
15.8 
28.5 
62.19 
0.8267 
2.1114. 
8.018 X lO"*^  
Specific resistance 
Hr.2/lb. 2,37ij. 1,583 
22^ 
Table Il|.« Data and results of constant pressure laboratory 
filtrations on chemical pure titanium dioxide 
Filtrate volume. Time, Filtrate rate. 
ml. min. min,/l4.0 ml. 
0 0.00 
10 0.07 
20 0.32 l.l\2 
30 0.79 2.17 
ko 1.14.2 2.91 
50 2.2I4. 3.60 
60 3.23 5.. 29 
70 14-.39 5.00 
80 .^71 5.6I4. 
90 7.24 6.31 
100 8.87 6.98 
110 10.70 7.60 
120 12.69 •M M 
130 11|..81|. 
cake -wt., g# 19.60 
cake vrt., g. 8.1|.31 
istency, % ovendry .^63 
Pressure, psi« 
Terape rat lire, ° C« 
Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 
Filtrate viscosity, centipoises 
Wet cake wt. 
Dry cake wt. 
Slope of (d©/dV) vs. V plot, min«/ml. 
Specific resistance (^ ), Hr,^ /lb. 
9.1 
27.3 
62.21 
O.8I4.89 
2.327 
1.698 X 10-3 
1,323 
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Appendix J. Fliter-Perineability Test Data and Calculations 
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Table Jl. Pilter-pemeability tests on empty apparatus 
Fluid: Tap water 
Septum: Filter cloth and V/hatman No. i|.lH filter 
paper 
Discharged Timej Time Proas., Temp., 
liquid volume, difference, 
ml. min. min. psi. 0. 
Test No. 923^ 1+11 
10 0 -- 21.8 
20 0.17 0.17 2.i|. 
30 0.33 0.16 — 
50 0.50 0.135 2.5 
70 0.86 0.13 2.6 21.8 
10 0 21.8 
30 0.26 0.26 2.7 
50 O.kB 0.22 2.7 
70 0.7k 0.26 2.7 «M mi 
90 1.02 0.28 2.7 21.8 
Avg. 20 m$ mm Q'.267. 2.7 21.8 
Calculated resistance = 20.2 Hr.^ /ft,'^  
Test No. 
10 0 5.5 21,7 
0.13 0.13 mm mm 
50 0.25 0.12 «• m 
70 0.37 0.12 Mi M Mi M» 
90 0.i{.8 0.11 -- M» «» 
Avg. 20 mm 21.7 
Calculated resistance = 18.5 Hr.2/ft.2 
Test No. 923514.13 
70 0 mmim 7-3 mm mm 
110 
1:^0 0.30 0.30 
190 0.iL6 0.16 
230 0.61 0.1^  7.2 21.65 
Avg. 14.0 — 0,153 , 7.as ai.6S 
Calculated resistance = Hrs.vft.'^  ^
Test No. 9235I1.34 
100 0 11.10 21.70 
200 0.20 0.20 11.00 wn m 
300 0,i|.l 0,21 10.90 •MM 
koo 0.61 0.20 10.90 mm 
500 21,70 
Avg.100 tmm 0?.205 „ 10.9 21.7 
Calculated resistance = 1 2.51 Hr.Vft.2 
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Table J2. Filter-permeability testa on empty apparatus 
Fluids Tap v;ater 
Septum: Filter oloth and Whatman No, ^  filter paper 
Discharged Time, Time Press#, Temp, 
liquid volume, difference, 
ml, mln. min. psi. °C. 
Test No, 923^ il.21 
10 0 — 3.2 23.8 
20 0,19 0,19 3*2. 23.8 
30 0,38 0,19 — 23.8 
Il-O 0,58 0,20 — 23.8 
50 0.78 0,20 — 23.8 
Avg. 10 — 0.19$ p 3.2 23.8 
Calculated resistance = 3^ .8 Hr.^ /ft. 
Test No, 923$k22 
10 0 — 23.6 
30 0.20 0.20 $.7 23.6 
50 O.iiO 0.20 5.7 23.6 
70 0.62 0.22 5.6 23.6 
90 0.83 0,21 5.7 23.6 
Ave. 20 — 0.21 5.7 23.6 
Calculated resistance = 3^ .0 Hr.vft.^  
Test No, 9235J4.23 
10 0 -- —•» 23.14-
IfO 0.22 0.22 7.3 23.li 
70 0.k3 0.21 — 23 .ij. 
100 0.67 o.2l|. 7.3 23.li-
Avg. 30 — 0.223 , 7.3 23.J4. 
Calculated resistance = 31.7 Hr.vft.^  
Tost No. 
30 0 — 11.1 23.2 
70 0.18 0.18 11.1 23.2 
110 0.39 0.21 11.1 23.2 
1^ 0 0.61 0.22 11.1 23.2 
190 0.825 0.215 11.1 23.2 
Avg. Ii-O — 0.222 11.1 23.2 
Calculated resistance = 3^ .7 Hr»^ /ft.2 
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Table J3. Pllter-permeability tests on commercial grade 
calcivim carbonate 
Fluid; Tap water 
Cake wt.: 8.818 g, ovendry 
Septum: Pllter cloth and Whatman No. filter 
paper®" 
Discharged Time, Time Press,, Temp., 
liquid volume, difference, 
ml. min, min. pai. °G. 
Teat No. 927^ i|.21 
0^ ll.«06 6.3 26.9 
60 ,^08 • 1.03 6,3 26.9 
70 6.03 0,95 6.2 
80 6,92 0.89 6*6 26,9 
Avg. 10 -- 0.9567 6.35 26.9 
Test No. 92751|22 
10 0 13 26.9 
20 0.51 0.51 12.8 m»mm 
30 1.01 0.50 12.7 26.9 
1,50 0.l}.9 12.7 
50 2,00 0.50 12.7 26.9 
Avg, 10 •MM 0,50 12,7 26,9 
Teat No, 927!^ ii.23 
70 0 - - 20,3 26,9 
80 0.33 0.33 mm «««• 
100 1,01 0,68 20.0 27.0 
10 1,91 -- 20.0 27.0 
20 2,2L. 0.3^  20,0 27.0 
30 1,56 0.32 _ _ 
1^ 0 1,91 0.35 20.0 27.0 
Avg, 10 0.335 20.0 27.0 
Test No, 9ZWk. 
20 0 9mtm 38 •• tm 
kO 0,^  0,li.0 38 27.1 
60 0,82 O.I|2 38 27.1 
80 1,23 O.l^ l 37.8 27.1 
100 1.6i|. O.Ip. •MM 
Avg, 20 mm mm 0,14.10 38.0 27.1 
a Septum resistance = 3i^ ..8 
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Table J3» (Con-binued) 
Dlschargod Time, Time Press., Temp., 
liquid volume, difference, 
ml. min. min. pai« 
Test No. 927^ 1-1.25 
20 0 — 55.5 27.2 
kO 0.30 0.30 55.3 
60 0.61 0.31 55.2 
80 0.93 0.32 55.6 
100 1.214. 0.31 56.0 27.1 
Avg. 20 — 0.310 55.5 27.15 
Z3k 
Table Ji].. Filter-permoabllity tests on coTnmerclal grade 
oalciu-m carbonate 
Fluid: Tap water 
Cake wt.: 17.i|.8 g» ovendry 
Septum: Filter oloth and VJhatman No. $ filter 
paper^  
Discharged 
liquid volume, 
ml. 
Time, Time Press., 
difference, 
rain. min. pai. 
Temp 
°G. 
• »  
Teat No. 92951+11 
0 
10 
20 
30 
0^ 
60 
Avg. 10 
Teat No. 9295i^ l2 
10 
20 
30 
kO 
0^ 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
Avg. 10 
Test No. 
20 
30 
ko 
50 
60 
Avg, 10 
9295^ 1-13 
0 
0.17 
1.05 
2.62 
3-57 
if. 32 
5.07 
5.33 
5.85 
6.31 
6,76 
7.12 
7.70 
8.15 
8.65 
9.08 
9.5i|. 
0.1^ ,0 
0.73 
1.05 
1.37 
1.70 
0.17 
0.88 
0.77 
0.75 
0.75 
0.75 
0.75 
0.52 
0.1^ .6 
0.11-5 
0.36 
0.58 
o.t|.5 
0.50 
0.1+3 
0.1+6 
0.[i6 
0.33 
0,32 
0.32 
0.33 
0.325 
21.0 
20.1 
19.9 
20.1 
20.2 
20.2 
20.3 
20.2 
36.8 
36.8 
36.0 
37.0 
36.5 
36.5 
36.5 
36.5 
36.6 
36.8 
36.5 
5I|..o 
5i+.2 
5i+.5 
54.5 
5i|..5 
5i|..5 
21+. 2 
2i+.l 
2ii..o 
2I+.0 
23.9 
23.9 
23.9 
23.9 
2i+.0 
M M 
2I+.O 
23.9 
m» M 
tm «a* 
23-9 
23.9 
23.9 
23.9 
S^eptum resistanoe = 3i+.8 Hr.^ /ft.^ . 
23^ 
Table Ji}.. (Continued) 
Discharged Time, Time Press., Temp., 
liquid volume, difference, 
ml. min. min. psi. ®C. 
Teat No. 
20 3.32 70.0 
30 3.^ 8 0.26 69.il. M 
0^ 11..12 o.^k 69.0 23.9 
70 0.^ 3 68.0 23.9 
90 .^19 o.^k 68.5 «• M» 
20 0.30 mmmm 68.3 23.9 
ko 0.85 0.^ 5 68.0 23.9 
60 1.39 o.Sk 68.5 23.9 
80 1.92 0.^ 3 69.0 •M«Q 
100 2.ij.7 0.55 23.8 
20 «•<» o.5i^ . 68.5 23.9 
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Table J^ » Pllter-permeabllity teats on commercial grade 
barltam sulfate 
Fluid: Tap water 
Cake wt«: See footnote^  
Septum: Filter cloth and Whatman No, Ij.lH filter 
paper^  
Discharged 
liquid volume, 
ml. 
Time, Time Press., 
difference, 
min. min. psi. 
Temp •, 
oq. 
Test No, 
0 
10 
20 
30 
ll-O 
0^ 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
Avg. 10 
9II5II-II 
(For ^ 0-100 
Test No. 911^ 1+12 
20 
30 
kO 
50 
60 
70 
80 
Avg» 10 
Test No. 91l5i|.li|. 
0 
10 
20 
30 
kO 
50 
60 
0 
0.1k 
0.58 
1.09 
1.61 
2.Ill 
2,6k 
3.16 
3.68 
I|..21 
k*73 
mlo) 
O.kl 
0.82 
1.22 
1.6k 
2.06 
247 
0 
0.19 
0.80 
1.68 
.39 
AM 
I 
O.ll^ . 
0.^ 4. 
0.51 
0.^ 2 
0.|3 
0.50 
0.^ 2 
0.^ 2 
0.53 
0.52 
0.§l8 
O.J^ l 
0.41 
o.iio 
0.i|.2 
0.I[2 
O.kl 
O.ii.12 
0.19 
0,61 
0.88 
0.87 
0.92 
0.92 
12.9 
12.8 
12.7 
12.3 
13.1 
13.1 
13»1 
13.1 
13.1 
13.1 
13.1 
18.8 
18.8 
18.9 
18.9 
18,8 
16.8 
18.8 
18.85 
13.9 
12. li-
12.6 
12.2 
12.3 
12.8 
12.4 
22.2 
22.i|. 
22.3 
22,1  ^
22 •kO 
22,kO 
22,k 
22.3 
91l5i|.ll and 911^ 1+12 were made using a 
single 5.602 g. ovendry cake. Tests numbered 91l51j.lli. to 
9115^ .16 were made using a single 10,10 g, ovendry cake. 
S^eptum resistance =20.2 Hr.^ /ft,^ , 
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Table J^. (Continued) 
Discharged Time, Time Press., Temp., 
liquid volume, difference, 
ml, min. min. psi. °C. 
70 
80 
90 
100 
$.30 
6.21 
7.1$ 
8.08 
Avg, 10 (I?or 80-100 ml.) 
Teat No. 911$I|.1$ 
10 0 
20 0,73 
30 1,I|.6 
i^ -O 2.1$ 
$0 2.87 
60 3.$9 
Avg, 10 
Test No. 911$i^ .l6 
10 0 
20 0.1|.9 
30 1.00 
ho i.$i 
$0 2.02 
60 2.$2 
Avg. 10 
0.91 
0.91 
0.9il. 
0.93 
0.927 
0.73 
0.73 
0.69 
0.72 
0.72 
0,718 
0.i|.9 
0.$1 
O.gl 
0.$1 
o.go 
0.$075 
13.0 
13.3 
13.1 
13.0 
13.1 
19.2 
19.2 
19.2 
19.3 
19.3 
19.2 
19.23 
3I^ .8 
3i|.-$ 
3ii..2 
3ij..$ 
3i|..2 
3i}..3 
22.2 
22.2 
22.1 
mm tm 
22,1 
mm mm 
mm 90* 
22.1 
22.0 
22.0 
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Table J6. Plltor-permeabllity tests on commercial grade 
barium sulfate 
Fluid: Tap water 
Cake wt.; See footnote^  
Septum: See footnote" 
Discharged Time, Time Press., Temp.'7 
liquid volume, difference, 
ml. min, min. psi. °C. 
Teat No, 9205i|.31 
0 
Avg, 
10 0.k3 
20 
30 3.60 
kO .^51 
50 T.ii-O 
10 (For 30-^ 0 ml.) 
Test No, 92lj.5Il.31 
10 0 
1$ 0,30 
20 0.67 
2^  1.11 
30 1.^ 5 
Avg. 5 (For 20-30 ml.) 
Teat No, 92kSk-3Z 
15 0.32 
20 0.63 
25 0.911. 
30 1.25 
Avg. 5 
Test No. 92)4.5^ 33 
10 0 
15 0.26 
20 0,52 
25 0,77 
30 1.03 
Avg. 5 
O.ii.3 
l.ill 
1,76 
1.91 
1.89 
1.90 
0,30 
0.37 
0.144 
0.^  
O.l+il-
0.31 
0.31 
0.31 
0.31 
0.26 
0.26 
0.25 
0,26 
0,26 
7.8 
7.3 
7e3 
7.ii. 
7.3 
7.2 
7.3 
21.0 
21.0 
20,9 
20,9 
20.9 
20,9 
38. 
38.3 
38.14. 
38.il. 
55.8 
550 
55.3 
25.2 
25.0 
25.0 
211..8 
2Ji.8 
2i|.,6 
25.8 
214.. 2 
«M mt 
21}.. 1 
214.. 1 
2i|..l 
2I4..I 
2ii..l 
25,1 
Test No. 920514.3 was made on I5»l4i4. g. ovendry cake. Test 
Nos. 92i4.5il.3i to 92i1.5l4.3il- were made using a single 15.00 g. 
ovendry cake. 
S^eptum was filter cloth and Whatman No. I4.III filter paper 
in Test No. 9205ii.31. In the other tests ^ toatman No. 5 filter 
paper was used. Corresponding septm resistance values were 
20,2 and 3il..8 Hr.2/ft,2, 
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Table J6. (Continued) 
Discharged Time, Tlma Press., Temp., 
liquid volume, difference, 
ml» mln. mln. psi. C« 
Test No. 
10 0 — 73.2 2ii..2 
1^  0.22 0.22 
20 O.ii.3 0.21 73.il. 
25 0.65 0.22 73.5 
30 0.88 0.23 73.^ 1 
ll-O 1.32 0.22 — 2[|.,2 
5 — 0.2233 73.i|. 211.2 
21+0 
Table J?. Fllter-permeability teats on ooiratiorclal grade 
barium sulfate 
Fluid: Tap water 
Cake vrb.: 13«l8 g, Ovendry 
Septum: Filter cloth and Whatman No. $ filter 
paper®-
Discharged Time, Time Press., Temp., 
liquid volumei difference. 
ml. min. min. psi. ®G. 
Test No, 925^14.11 
23.8 10 0 - - 3.7 
1$ 1.1^ 1.15 3.75 23.75 
20 2.k7 1.32 3.7 23.75 
2^ 3.83 1,36 3.7^ 23.7 
30 ^,16 1.33 3.75 23.7 
Avg. $ 
— 1.337 3.71 23,72 
Test No. 92^^11,12 
10 0 ... 7.2 23.7 
0,82 0,82 7.2 «n M 
20 1.62 0.80 7.2 23.7 
2.I1.O 0.78 7.2 
i}..00 0.80 7.2 23.7 
Avg. $ 0.80 7.2 23.7 
Test No. 93551413 
10 0 mm «• 10.5 
o.eij. 0,6ii. 10.6 23.7 
20 1.27 0.63 10.5 wwi 
2g 1.92 0.65 10.5 23.7 
Avg« P M* M* 0.6i|. 10.5 23.7 
Tost No, 92SSi|.ll). 
10 0 mm tm 17.2 23.7 
0,1^.7 0.k7 17.2 Ml 
20 < 0.9II. 0.47 17-2 •M m 
l.i{.l O.I1.7 17.2 23.7 
Avg, 5 O.ii.7 17.2 23.7 
S^eptum resistance , 
21^ 1 
Sample calculabion for filter-permeability teats. 
Test 9275i^ .l: 
Data from Table^  
Fluid rate: 0.9^ 67 mra./lO ml. 
Pressure: 6.35 psi. 
Temperature: 26.9° 0. 
Area of cake; 
A = = 1.922 X lO''^  ft.2, A^  = 3.700 X 10"^  ft.^  
Septum and aystem reaistance; 
= 3IJ..8 Hr.2/ft.2 
Cake jvelgh^ i 
W = = I.9I1.3 X 10"2 lb. 
Pressure: 
AP = 6.3^ (ll|li.) = 914.^  lb./ft.2 
Fluid viscosity: 
Viscosity water2^  90 q ~ 0.856^  centipoisea 
 ^= 0.8565 X 2.ii.2 = 2.073 lb./(ft. X Hr.) 
Fluid rate: 
oLV _ ml. ft.-^  min. 
d0 "• itiin. ml. * Hr. 
pM 
Speclfio cake roalstiance? 
P A 
~  ^^ w \ W 
 ^_(3»70Q X 10"'^ )(91t4..5) 
"(2.073) (2.217 X 10*"^ )(1.9i|3 x 10"''=^ ) 
1.922 X 10"2 ^  
^ J 
• \ I.9I1.3 X 10 
378.2 . 3k*k^  
3J^ 3.8 Hr,2/ib, 
2k.3 
Appendix K, Results of Niimerical Integration of 
Oompresslon-Peimeabllity Test 821^31 
Table Kl. Results of numerical integration of corapression-
pemeability test 821^31 
Mech. 
press, 
(cor­
rected) , 
psi. 
^ •^0$ ^ 
Hr. Vlb. 
(dPZ-^p), 
lb. ^ /Hr. ^ xin. ^  
( /"dP/^p), 
lb.2/Hr.2xin.2 
0 8.0 0.211-000 «• 
1 - - 0.12500 8.00 
2 9.65 0.2071^0 — — 
3 -- 0.3321^0 9.02 
i|. 10.75 0.18600 MM mm «0 
5 O.5I8I1.O 9.6i|. 
6 11.05 0.18100 ••vol 
7 am tm 0.7991^0 10.01 
8 ll.i^- 0.17530 m «• mm mm 
9 — mm mm 0.87570 10.29 
10 11.5 0.17390 --
11 1,01^860 10,50 
12 11.65 0.17160 «MW 
13 1.22020 10.65 
11.8 0.17950 mtm •M •« 
1.38970 10.80 
16 12.00 0.16660 «n w 
17 mmmm M *«• 1.55630 10.92 
18 12.1 0.16510 
19 m M — I.72II1-O 11.0l{. 
20 12.2 0.16390 •a tm 
21 -- WW 1.88530 11.11+ 
22 12.ij. 0.16120 mmmm Ml mm 
23 wrM •MM 2.0l{.650 11.22 
2k 12.6 0.15880 MOM 
25 mm m 2.20530 11.32 
26 12.75 0.15680 
•W <M 2.36210 11. Ill 
28 12.9 0.15500 
29 trnm 2,51710 11.51 
30 13.00 0.15390 «• tm 
31 •i. 2.57100 11.60 
32 13.05 0.15330 
®-Data from Figure 3D, Test 821531 • 
«avg. = P/yidP/^ Cp). 
Appendix L. 
2k  ^
Prediction of Filtration Resistance from 
Compression-Permeability Testa on Commercial 
Grade Calcium Carbonate 
Figtire LI. Variation of specific resistance and ( (?<p)(Wt,) 
with pressiire for commercial grade calcitm carbonate. 
Con5)arison of predicted (lancorrected mechanical 
pressure case) and actiial specific filtration 
resistance. 
"I 1—I—I—I I I I T I r~T I I I 
Com/jressto/i-permeaii//fy U/Jco/-rec/ee/ Mech. Press. 
© Tesf 7S0S3/ , (D Tesf 731532. 
yt 7S0S3t p /\ 7JOSJ/ • /I 7JJS3/ ZJ 73JS3Z . 
U/rcorrec^ea Mech Pr^ ss  ^mean ) 
Co/Tsfafrf Pressure f/7/reLf/< .^ns. 
F//fer Per/»eaj^ //y/y. 
Pressure, 
Figure Ii2e Variation of specific resistance and { <x^)(Wt.) with 
pressure for commercial grade calcium carbonate. 
Comparison of predicted (corrected mechanical 
pressure case) and actual specific filtration 
resistances 
1 i i r~n I I I I I I I I I 
Compress/on- perweah/'/j^y (t'i/f.) Correc/e^/ Mech. Press.'. 
© resf730S3/j ® Tes/ 73/S32. 
730S3I n A 710SJI 
^mean J ® Correc:^ ei^  Mec .^Press 
Co^s^a/j/ Pressure /^ ///rat/o/7S. 
P/Jfer Per/f7i!/i./}///Yy 
ro 
5 
Pressu/'e J ^ s/. 
Figure L3« Variation of specific resistance with pressure for 
commercial grade calcium carbonate. Comparison of 
predicted (uncorrected mechanical pressiire case) 
and actual specific filtration resistance. 
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Appendix M. Prediction of Filtration Resistance from 
Compression-Permeability Tests on Commercial 
Grade Barium Sulfate 
I 
Figure Ml, Variation of specific resistance and ('=><p)(Wt#) 
with pressure for coimnercial grade barium 
sulfate. Comparison of predicted (uncorrected 
mechanical pressure case) and actual specific 
filtration resistance. 
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Figure M2. Variation of apecifio resistance and ( <^p)(Wt«) 
with pressure for commorcial grade barium 
sulfate. Comparison of predicted (uncorrected 
mechanical pressure case) and actual specific 
filtration resistance. 
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Figure M3» Variation of specific resistance with pressure 
for commercial grade barium sulfate# Comparison 
of predicted (uncorrected mechanical pressure 
case) and actual specific filtration resistance* 
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Piguro l4j.. Variation of spocific resistance with pressux^o 
for commercial grade barium sulfate. Comparison 
of predicted (corrected mechanical pressure 
case) and actual specific filtration rosistance. 
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Appendix N, Prediction of Filtration Resistance from 
Compression-Permeability Teats on Chemical 
Pure Titanium Dioxide 
Figure Nl. Variation of spooific resistance and (o<p)(Wt,) 
with pressure for chemical pure titanium dioxide. 
Comparison of predicted (uncorrected mechanical 
pressure case) and actual specific filtration 
resistance# 
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Figure 1I2» Variation of specific resistance and ('^p)(Wt,) 
with pressure for ohomical pure titanium dioxide. 
Comparison of predicted (corrected mechanical 
pressure case) and actual specific filtration 
resiatance. 
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Figure N3. Variation of specific resistance with pressure 
for chemical pure titanium dioxide. Comparison 
of predicted (uncorrected mechanical pressure 
case) and actual specific filtration rosistance. 
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Figure Nl|., Variation of specific resistance with pressure 
for chemical pure titanium dioxide. Comparison 
of predicted (corrected mechanical pressure 
case) and actual specific filtration resistance. 
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Method of calculating corapresalon-permeability test data for 
prediction of filtration resistance 
Prom the data of Tests and 10205I|. values of 
were calculated, using the equation 
»<. = F •) 
For in Hr«^/lb. units, the units of the other terms 
of the equation must bes 
W, Wt. (gO/g/lb. 
A^ , ft.^  
4- ' Hr./ft.2 
de^ I H • 
These values were obtained as follows; 
= 13,'09?)^  = 2ii2 = 1^ .626 X 10"'^  
(11)4)^ 2.07S X lo+iv 
 ^~ I jS' X • , 3.b', Y  ^ 1 
yif ml. X cp, l|.53«6 ' g. ' f.^^3 * 271;^ > 
0P> 
lb./ft. X Hr» 
/£- = as (2^.80) = Hr./ft,2 
ml, X op. 
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1 sec. X cm» ^ 1 Hr. „ oci mis 
Jv . = —la. * ITSro •  ^28.320 
d0 ^ • 
K ,0328, 
cm. 
—-i _ mln. X cm. (0,258) = Hr./ft,^ 
ism 
tr _. — 1 Wb» „ TU 
"c = e. * 153;:^  . — - 553;^  -
Substituting in equation (Nl) 
f /O \ / rIV \ 
Oi =: 
P 
X 0.2^ 8, 
and simplifying 
^ _ 1«U0 [ ^ \ [ dV A -1 
- wt. [ytr) ( -ssaw) 
by rearranging: 
(0<p)(W.) = 1.1,0 (H2). 
Prom equation (N2) and the data of Tables E17 and EI8 values 
of (o<!p)(Wt«) in units of (Hr,^ x g,)/lb. were computed for 
each pressure point of Testa and 1020^1].. The calculated 
results are presented with their corresponding uncorrected 
mechanical pressures in Table HI. These data were plotted as 
los ('^^)(Wt.) vs. log uncorrected mechanical pressure, Curves 
1 and 2, in Figure Nl. The equations of those curves (straight 
lines) were determined as: 
(<7<p)(Wt,) s 2l|.,800 Curve 1, Test (N3) 
(c<p)(Wt,) = 15,600 Curve 2, Test 10205lj. (Nl|.). 
Prom the equations ( l i f 3 )  and (Ni^.) the corresponding 
equations for as a function of uncorrected mechanical 
pressure were detemined by dividing by the test calce weights 
as follows! 
Test 7l^^k (N^) 
= 723.5 Ppj 0.3570 . 1020511- (N6). 
Prom equations (N5) and (N6) and C< 
avg. were mean 
determined for each test* 
'^ avs. ~ p0.3570. (N7). 
^avg» " 631,i|. p0,3570; Test 102051}. (N8) 
27^ 
mean ~ .)/ P 
•^ mean = (jl WS P°-3ST0 dP^P 
<^nman = 691.5 P°-3S70. jest 71554 (M9) 
/ . p  „  0 . 3 5 7 0  w  
^mean 98a P dp„j/p 
^mean = 723.5 P°*3570. 102051t mean (NIO) 
The equations (N?, N9, and N8) and (NIO) represent, for the 
uncorrected mechanical pressure case, predicted specific fil­
tration resistance using individual Teats and 1020$!^ . 
respectively. Plots of these equations are shovm in Figure N3. 
For a differential analysis, two sets of test data are 
needed to obtain a single va, tnechanical pressure rela­
tionship, Thus, for the uncorrected mechanical pressure case, 
the data of Tests 7l55i4- and lOHO^li were used. Prom Curves 1 
and 2 of Figure Kl, the values of (<x'p)(Wt.) were read at 
convenient pressures. These are given in Table N2, columns 2 
and 3* Then, for each pressure the difference, id(^Xp)(Wt,), 
was determined. These are also given in Table N2, column I4.. 
The difference in test cake weights was i^Wt. = 26,30 - 12.98 = 
13•32 g« Then, 
c>^ /i(o<p)(Wt.) 
P "" Wt. 
(Nil) 
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Values of <?<fp calculated in this manner are presented in Table 
N2, column and are plotted as Curve 3 Figure Nl. The 
equation of this curve was determined to be 
= 880 curve 3. AioMt '*'^ 2). 
Then, 
/ 0 880 
'^ avs. = pO-3S55; curve 5. (N13). 
''Vean = (/ 88° f 
o<mean = P°-3SSS. Curve It, /] iJlo^ ("34). 
The equations (NI3) and (Nll^) represent, for the uncorrected 
mechanical pressure case, predicted specific filtration 
resistance using differential analysis of Tests 71$$k and 
1020^ i|.,  ^ • 
Calculations by procedures identical to those above were 
also made for the corrected mechanical pressure# Results of 
those calculations are shown by the plots of Figures N2 and 
Ni4.» Tables 32 and 33 are a suitimary of the important equations. 
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Tablo Nl. Calculated results of filtration resistance 
(o<'p)(V/t.) for titanium dioxide 
Teat No» 
Cake wt«: 
715511. 
26.1j.5 g. 
Test No. 
Cake wt,: 
10203k 
15.89 K. 
Mech. press, 
(uncorrected) 
psi. 
(p<pHWt.)a, 
» 
Mech. press, 
(uncorrected) 
psi. 
lo^p)(Wt.)a 
1 
0.70 
1.08 
2»H.2 
7.27 
20,060 
21,720 
30,120 
37400 
50,850 
0.70 
1.08 
2.I4.2 
I1..05 
7.27 
15.120 
16,390 
19,280 
22,950 
30,850 
10.^  
13.8 
17.0 
20.3 
26.8 
7^,850 
63,650 
68,550 
73,3^ 0 
82,9^ 0 
10.5 
13.8 
17.0 
20.3 
26.8 
35,000 
39,^ 00 
1|3,300 
14-5,700 
50,800 
33.2 
]I94 
h.l 
81.5 
93.8 
87,600 
99,lf00 
109,600 
119,200 
128,000 
33.2 
i4-9.il. 
65.6 
81.8 
208 
53,300 
61,000 
69,11.00 
711,680 
102,700 
128 
209 
33^  
663 
158,800 
182,000 
212,600 
256,800 
7k3 
11+7,300 
167,200 
703 
7I1.3 
255^ 800 
261,600 
^Unita of ck: are Hr.2/1^3. and units of ()(Wt.) are 
X g,)/lb.  ^ P 
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Table N2« Results of differential analysis of oompreasion-
pemeability test data on chemical pure titanium 
dioxide 
Mech. press, 
(uncorrected), 
psi. 
(^p) ( w t , ) ^  
Teat Wo» 
IQZO^k-
( ' ^ ) ( w t . )  
^ l ( i^p) ( W t . ) ^  
4 Wt. 
1.00 2li.,800 15,600 9,200 871 
2.00 31,700 20,000 11,700 1,108 
3.00 36,700 23,100 13,600 1,288 
Il-.OO ii.0,800 25,600 15,200 1,1+39 
.^00 1]J4.,000 27,700 16,300 1,5114 
7.00 l|.9,^ 00 31,200 18,300 1,733 
9.00 ^k,$OQ 3i|.,100 20,Loo 1,932 
11.00 §8,^ 00 36,700 21,800 2,06li. 
13.0 62,000 38,900 23,100 2,187 
15.0 65,000 l|.0,l[.00 2i|.,600 2,329 
20.0 72,000 lj-5, 200 26,800 2,538 
30.0 83,000 52,500 30,500 2,888 
92,500 58,000 3i^ .,5oo 3,267 
50.0 100,000 63,000 37,000 3,50i{. 
70.0 lll|.,000 71,000 5.3,000 il.,072 
100 128,000 80,050 14.7,950 i^ .,51|0 
200 165,000 ioit.,000 61,000 5,776 
300 190,000 119,000 71,000 6,72ii. 
kOO 212,000 133,000 79,000 7,I|.8l 
500 228,000 litlj.,000 8l4.,000 7,9511 
600 2J4J4.,000 153,000 91,000 8,617 
700 257,000 162,000 95,000 8,996 
800 270,000 169,000 101,000 9,56k 
900 283,000 177,000 106,000 10,038 
1,000 293,000 183,000 110,000 10,1+17 
®Valuea from Curves 1 and 2 of Figure Nl, Units of 
are Hr.^ /lb. and units of (c><p)(wt.) are (Hr.^ xg,)/lb, 
^ ^wt, = 13.32 g. 
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Appendix 0, Data, Calculations, and Results of Corranercial 
Plant Tests 
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Table 01. Commercial filtration of pear-l cornstarch using 
a rotary drum (PEINC) filter 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test i; Test 5 
Drum speed, min./rev« 6.92 5.89 5.06 1^ .09 9.05 
Immersion tirae,^ min. 1.60 1.50 1.22 0.65 2.185 
Filtrate rate, 
min./200 lb. 1.35 1.3i|. 1.33 1.50 1.82 
Filtrate temp., ° 0- i|.2.0 l}.2.0 i}.2.0 il2.0 
Vacuum, in. Hg# 13.0 Ill-.O 14.0 lil..O 13.2 
Temp, in tub, ° C. It.5.0 i|.5.o — 14-5.0 11-5.0 
Prefilt consistency. 
29.85 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 
Cake consistency, % 
Emerging from tub 5II-.38 5ii-.65 5I»..90 511-68 511-. 75 
Drum discharge 55.70 55.711. 55.62 55.80 56.33 
Specific filtration 
resistance, 
Hr.2/ib. Ill-G 222 220 2k2 252 
'^Immersion time of a line element on the filter drum. 
Determined by evaporating until dry at $0^ G, followed 
by oven drying at 102-105° C« Results expressed as dry 
solids percentage of initial sample weight. 
Table 02, Data axxi resiiLts of coij^ aression-perraeability test on pearl cornstarch using Procedure A 
Test So. 119$k 
Fluid: Distilled water 
Cake wt.: 56.^ 0 g, ovendiy 
Msch* press* 
(Uncorrected), 
psi. 
Hech. press* 
(Corrected), 
psi. 
•4V 
cm* °c. 
Cake thickness 
(tticorrected), 
in. 
Cake thickness 
(Coirrected), 
In. 
Jluid 
•70lU33ffi, 
ml. 
Tame, 
Ban. Rr.^ lb 
0.70 1.32 87.61 22.75 1.6968 1.6653 0.80 0.888 353 
1.08 1.68 87.51 22.75 1.693U 1.6628 0.80 0.905 156 
2Jt2 3.03 87.31 22.90 1.682li 1.6551 0.80 0.920 359 
i^ .Q^  U.66 87.26 22.85 1.6733 I.6I491 0.80 0.938 362 
7.27 7.88 87.16 22.85 1.6609 1.6383 0.80 0.965 166 
10,5 11.1 87.11 22.90 1.6502 1.6292 0.80 0,986 170 
33.8 Ihmh 87.01 22.90 1.6lil8 1.6221 0.80 1.017 175 
17 oO 17.6 86.91 22.92 1.6350 1.616U 0.80 1,01^ 2 179 
20.3 20.9 86.86 23.00 1.6288 1.6100 0.80 1.055 182 
26.8 27 .li 86.81 23.00 1.6189 1,6025 0.80 I.09U 188 
33.2 33.8 86.71 22.92 1.608U 1.5930 0.80 1.352 198 
h$.h 50.0 86.66 23.00 1.5876 I.57J42 0.80 1.252 235 
65.6 66.2 86.61 23.00 1.5682 1.5562 0.80 1.3U0 230 
81.8 82Jt 87.03 23.00 i.55ia 1.51i31 0.80 l.li25 2ii6 
208 208 90.12 23.20 1.166$ lJi$02 0.2t0 1.122 h03 
55ii 55U 91.00 23.35 1.2875 1.2858 0.30 2.683 1,307 
71^ 3 7l4il 90.95 23.60 1.2200 1.2200 0.30 5.233 2,51l3 
Table 03 • Data and resxilts of coji5>ression-pe25aeabili'ty test on pearl coriistrach usirg Procedure A 
Test No. niO^ it 
Fluid: Distilled vater 
Cake wt«t 26*30 g# ofvendiy 
liecho press* Mech. press. Ten^ a j  Cake thickness Cake thickness ELtdd Time, 
(Ifecorrected), (Corrected), (ifccoirrected). (Corrected), VOllfiOS, P 
psi. psi. cio* ®c. In. in. ml. join. a*.2/ii 
0.70 1.30 8U.66 2b.00 O.827U 0.7958 0.80 O.I47O 173 
1.08 2.38 81t.la 2U.10 0.8200 O.789U 0.80 0.1i80 177 
2ji2 3.02 81^ .26 2it.l0 0.8Q90 0.7817 0.80 O.U95 182 
U.Q5 U.61j. 8ii.n 2l;«10 0.8003 0.7761 0.80 0.520 191 
7.27 7.86 8i;.06 2U.15 0.7891 0.7665 0.80 0.5U0 198 
10.5 11.1 83.86 2h.l$ 0,77i;8 0.7538 0.80 0.563 207 
13.8 83.76 2U.20 0.7685 0.7l;88 0.80 0.577 211 
17.0 17.6 83.61 2U.20 0.7625 0.71439 0.80 0.592 216 
20.3 20.9 83.51 2U.25 0.7589 0.7ii01 0.80 0.603 220 
26.8 27.h 83.36 2U.30 0.7525 0.7361 0.80 0,628 229 
33.2 33.8 83.26 2U.3O 0.7li62 0.7308 0.80 0.61^ 7 236 
50.0 83.16 2U.35 0.735U 0.7220 0.80 0.710 259 
65.6 66.2 83.11 22t.JiO 0.7252 0.7132 0.80 0.778 285 
81.8 82.it 82.96 2U.50 0.7160 0.7050 0.80 0.8ii7 310 
208 208 82.76 25.00 0.6587 0.652U 0.80 1.595 588 
55U 86.32 25.20 0.5869 0.5852 O.UO 2.5U5 1,970 
7ij3 7hh 87.20 25.30 0.5567 0.5567 0.30 3.900 U,070 
Table (^ , Data and resiolts of coiijiressioii-penoeabili-ty test on pearl cornstarch using Procedure A 
Test No. 12Q55 
fluid: Distilled vater 
Cake wt,: 12.95 g« ovendjy 
Hech. press. 
(Ifocorrect«i), 
psi. 
Hech. press* 
(Corrected), 
I^ i. cm. 
Tenp., Cake thickness 
(Uncorrected), 
in. 
Cake thickness 
(Corrected), 
in. 
Fluid 
voluiie, 
ml. 
Time, 
nrin. 
0.70 1.06 50.56 20.90 0.1068 0.38U2 0.80 0.105 173 
1.06 1.143 50.20 20.80 0.14107 0.3796 0.80 0,it30 177 
2.77 50.01 20.70 0.1i050 0.3772 0.80 O.J4i;9 I81t 
lt.Q5 k»kQ li9.8l 20.60 0.399U 0.3739 0.80 0,li65 189 
7.27 7.62 U9.71 20.60 0.3952 O.372U 0.80 0,li69 190 
10.5 10.8 li9.5l 20,30 0.3902 0.3696 0.80 0.501 202 
13.8 m.i h9»kl 20,30 0.3875 0.3677 0.80 0.525 206 
17.0 17 U9.31 20.30 0.38ii9 0.3662 0.80 0.531 213 
20.3 20.6 20,20 0.3828 O.36UO 0.80 0,552 220 
26.8 27.1 ItP.Ol 20.20 0,3792 0,3628 0.80 0.576 228 
33.2 33.5 li8.86 20,20 0,3763 0,3609 0.80 0,607 2ltO 
h9M h9,l li8.76 20.20 0.3702 0,3568 0,80 0,666 262 
65.6 66.0 lt8.66 20,20 0.3653 0.3533 0.80 0,728 287 
61.8 62.1 li8.5l 20,00 0.3608 0.31^98 0,80 0,785 307 
208 208 lt8.38 20.30 0,3li06 O.33I43 0.80 1,223 I48O 
55ii 55U 52.02 20,90 0.3001 0.298k 0.1^0 1.8(^  
lh3 7li3 52.02 21.50 0.2855 0.2855 0.it0 I+.I93 3,635 
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Table O^o Data for differential analysis of oompression-
permeability tests on cornstai'ch 
Teat No. lllO^Ii 
Cake Wt«; 26.30 
Mecli- press, ( o<p) (Wt.) 
(corrected), 
psl. 
Test No. 120^^ 
Cake Wt.: 12.98 
Mech. press. v ) (Wt.) 
(corrected), 
psl. 
1.30 
2.38 
3.02 
7.87 
11.1 
ll|.«l; 
17.6 
20.9 
27.l|. 
33-8 
0^.0 
66 #2 
82,1; 
208 
ihh 
1,06 2,2il.0 
k,6gO l.i;3 2,295 
k,780 2.77 2,378 
^,020 ii..4o 
5,215 7.62 2,ii60 
5,i|-30 10.8 2,618 
5,560 iij..i 2,675 
5,700 I7.lt. 2,755 
5,795 20.6 2,8k5 
6,020 27.1 2,960 
6,200 33.5 3,105 
6,820 5.9.7 3,11.00 
7,11.90 66.0 3,715 
8,114.0 82.1 3,975 
i5,l|.5o 208 6,220 
51,750 554 20,000 
107,000 7i^-3 47,050 
Note: Units of are Hr.'^/lb. and units of ( )lWt.) 
are (Hr.'=^ x g«)/lb, Mech. press, has been corrected by^ 
adding one half of the fluid pressure drop to the piston load. 
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Table 06. Differential analysis of compreasion-peraieablllty 
tests on cornatarch 
Meoh. press, 
(corrected), 
psi. 
( ^r))(Wt>)a 
Test Wo, 
111051^  12055 
( o^ p)Wt.) =: p 
/a(g<p)(wt.) 
A wt. 
1.00 li.,500 2,300 2,200 165.2 
2.00 k,650 2,310 2,3ifO  ^ 175.8 
3.00 i4.,775 2,31^ 0 2,11-35 182.9 
ii.oo i^ .,875 2,300 2,11-95 1874 
5.00 i^ .,950 2,Ii.00 2,550 191.6 
7.00 5,100 2,i].80 2,620 196.7 
9.00 5,210 2,525 2,685 201.8 
11.00 5,350 2,600 2,750 206.7 
13.0 2,61^ .0 2,785 209.2 
15.0 5,525 2,700 2,825 212.1 
20.0 5,750 2,825 2,925 219.8 
30.0 6,075 3,025 3,050 229.0 
5.0.0 6,i|.00 3,210 3,190 239.8 
50.0 6,775 3,1|.00 3,375 253.6 
70,0 7,600 3,7ij-0 3,860 290.0 
100. 9,000 '4-, 250 it,750 356.8 
200 li}.,750 6,050 8,700 653.3 
300 22,000 8,i|.25 13,595 1,020 
I).00 31,100 11,750 19,350 l,U53 
500 ij.3,800 16,400 27,11.00 2,058 
600 60,000 2l^ .,000 36,000 2,705 
700 86,500 37,000 U.9,500 3,720 
800 1311-, 000 7ll-,000 60,000 14-»510 
^Values obtained by interpolation of data from Table 05* 
Note: Units of are Hr.^/ib, and units of ( t=<p)(Wt.) 
are (Hr.^xg.)/lb. Mech. press, has been corrected by adding 
one half of the fluid pressure drop to the piston load. 
-4Wt. = 26.30 - 12.98 = 13.32 g. 
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Table 0?. Data and results of fliter-pemeability tests on 
pearl cornatarcb. 
Fluid; Distilled vater 
Cake wt,: I3.66 g. ovendry 
Septum: Filter cloth and Whatman No. ^  filter 
paper 
Discharged Time, Time Preas., Temp., 
liquid volume, difference, 
ml, min. min. psi* 
Tost No, 22^51 
20 1.22 — 6.0 2U..0 
30 2.03 0.81 6.0 
i|.0 2.7^  0.72 
50 3.I4.6 0.71 6.0 
60 i|..21 0.75 
70 I1..96 0.7^  6.0 
80 5.72 0.76 
90 6.^ 2 0.80 6.0 
100 7.21 0.69 6.0 23.0 
Avg.lO — 0.7^ 6.0 23*5 
Specific resistance = II4.6 Ilr.Vlb. 
Teat No. 22^52 
114.0 9. Ill- — 12.^  23.0 
150 9.U.9 0.35 
160 9.8^  0.36 12.5 
170 10*22 0.37 *"*" 
180 10.60 0.38 12.5 
190 10.97 0.37 
200 11.34 0.37 12.5 
210 11.70 0.36 — 23.0 
Avg.lO — 0.37 12.5 23.0 
Specific resistance = li+S Hr. /lb. 
Test No. 225^3 
130 3.17 — 20.0 23.0 
lil-O 3.14,3 0.214. 20.0 
150 3.68 0.25 20.0 
160 3.9k 0.26 20.0 
170 I|.,l8 O.2I}. 20.0 22.0 
Avg.lO — 0.25 20.0 22.^ 
Specific resistance = I60 Hr.^/lb. 
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Table 08» Data and results of fllter-pemeabllity tests on 
pearl cornstarch 
Fluid: Distilled water 
Cake wt,: 6.I6I4- g. Ovendry 
Septum; Filter clofh and V/hatman No. ^  filter 
paper 
Discharged Time, Time Press.# Temp,, 
liquid volume, difference. 
ml. min. min. psi. °C. 
Teat No. 215^^1 
60 2.60 6.5 23.0 
P 3.18 0,58 80 3.59 0,11.1 MB — 
90 ii-.u 0.52 -- MM 
100 
110 5a2 1.01/2 6.5 23.0 
Avg. 10 0,5025 6.5 23.0 
Specific resistance = 217 Hr.Vlb. 
Test No, 21^5^2 
20 12.18 M m 12.5 23.0 
30 12.11.6 0.28 Mm 
ko 12.72 0,26 •M *09 
^0 12,98 0.26 mmm 
60 13.2^  0.27 --
70 13.52 0.27 
80 13.80 0.28 mm «• 
90 111., 06 0,26 12.5 23.0 
Avg. 10 « 0.269 12.5 23,0 
Specific resistance = 223 Hr.^ /lb. 
Test No. 215^^3 
180 1^ .614. 20.0 23.0 
190 l§,8l 0.17 -- tm mm 
200 15.97 0,16 •» «» wm mm 
210 16.13 0,16 •m 9m 
220 «« ••• wmtm *mmm 
230 I6.i|.7 0.3i|/2 20.0 23.0 
Avg* 10 0,165 20.0 23.0 
Specific resistance = 220 
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Table 09. Data of constant pressure laboratory nitrations 
on pearl cornstarch 
Test No. 111051j.l Test No. 126^^2 
Filtrate Time, P^iltrate Filtrate Time, Filtrate 
volume, rate, volume, rate, 
ml. Ttiln. Tnint/20 mlo ml. mln. min./lvO ml. 
0 0.00 — 0 0.00 
50 o.ij.0 — 10 0.07 
60 0.55 0,31 20 0.16 O.I1.7 
6$ 0,61^. — 30 — 0.62 
70 0.71 0.36 J4.0 0.k7 0.80 
75 0.81 0.37 50 0.69 
80 0.91 0.14.1 60 0.96 l.lk 
85 1.01 0.[).0 70 1.28 1.29 
90 1.12 0.42 80 1.61 l.i}.l 
95 1.21 O.li.6 90 1.98 1.^ 2 
100 1.33 o.i).7 100 2.37 I.6I1. 
105 1.11-7 0.53 110 2.80 1.7i|. 
110 1.59 0.55 120 3.25 1.85 
115 i.7i. 0.55 130 3.72 1.96 
120 1.88 0.58 Hj-O li.,22 2.08 
125 2.02 0.58 150 ij..76 2.21 
130 2.17 0.58 160 5.33 2.31. 
135 2.32 0.61 170 5.93 2.k2 
iLO 2.h,6 0.63 180 6.53 2.51 
145 2.63 0.65 190 7.18 
150 2.80 0.69 200 7.8k 
155 2.97 
160 3.15 
Wet cake wt., g, 25-65 20.79 
jDry cake wt., g. l[j..02 ll.i^.6 
Cons latency, 
fo ovendry 7.5^ 5,19 
Pressure, psi. 15.5 8.7 
Temperature, ®C. 25*6 26.1 
Filtrate density, 
Ib./ft.-^  62.23 62.23 
Filtrate viscosity, 
centipoises O.881O 0,8720 
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Table 09* (Continued) 
Test No. 1110$ij.l 
Wet cake wt« 
Drj cake wt« 
Teat No. 126552 
1.817 
Slope of (d©/dV) vs. 
V plot, min./ml.*^ 2.000 x 10""*+ 2.778 X 10"^  
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Sample calculation for specific filtration resistance of 
rotary dx-um filter. 
Test 1 
Drum area 
A = /TD L 
A = 77-(8)(7.333) = 181^ .5 ft.2/r0v. 
Drum speed 
M _ Kev. _ min. 
" SlnT hFT" 
H = X 60 = 8,670 Rev«/Hr. 
Filtrate discharRe rate 
ir  ^113. ft«^  min» 
min. * lb, • ^  Hr. 
= ffs ^   ^ = 3^.7 ft.3/Er. 
- 2l^ ..0 ft.VHr. piimp seal 
o fitnd drum 
119.7 ft« /Hr. wash >7ater 
Value for (1-m s) 
„ _ lb. wet cake ... lb. dry cake 
^ - " = = ^ - lb. dry o'ak'e lb. slSrry 
1 , .29f 
TSIiSH  ^~T 
1 - iti s = 1 « 0,^ i|.90 = O.ij-^ IO lb. filtrata/lb. slurry 
Filtration pressure 
p = Hr.  ^Ib./in.^   ^In.^  
in. Hg./atmoa. atmoa. ft.^  
? = 29795™ * X 11(1). = 920.5 lb,/ft.2 
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Specific filtration reaistanoe 
1 . .  .  
where V^j = Filtrate equivalent of cloth, ft.^Hr. 
yH = Filtrate viscosity, lb./ft. x Hr. = 
cps.(2.ij2) 
/o = Filtrate density, Ib./ft.^ 
oC t= Specific filtration resistanco, 
Hr.^ /lb. ovendry solids 
0^  = Time equivalent of V^ /N, lir. 
N 2 
^ ^  (« + 8h) fv ^  Vb 
N 
i2/ 
 ^ 2(lQij-.g)'^ (920*^ )(0.U.gl0)  ^ 1.60 ^  Q 
^ (0,59a& X 2,i4.2)(61.32)(.29b5) ~50~ ®b 
1 
X /119.7 + Vb \ 2 
I—B.670 y 
Neglecting 0^ and 
0^= (1.0^8 X 10"^^) («02667) (-g) r= li|.8,3 Hr.^ /lb, 
